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PREFACE
This courseof analysisis intendedfor studentswho have a
working knowledgeof the calculusand are readyfor a more
systematictreatment. Only a quite exceptionalmathematician
will then be mature enoughfor an axiomaticdevelopmentof
analysisin metric spaces,and he can be left to teachhimself,
The othersnormallyfollow a stlaightlorward
coursebasedon
theideaof a limit, and this book is an attemptto providesuch
upperand
a course.I havestoppedshort of Cauchysequenccs,
lowerlirnits,theHeine-Borel
theoremanduniformconvergence;
in my experiencemany men understandthose topics more
readilyif they are lcft to the next stage.
I am indebtedto ProfeisorG. E. H. Reuterand to Dr H.
Burkill for their carefulscrutinyof tlie manuscript.
J' c' B'
196I
september
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NUMBERS
1.1, The branches
of puremrthematics
This is a text-bookof mathematical
analysis,It is necessary
first to saywhat is includedunderthis heaiing. fo tfri,
*o
slart with a short survey of the branchesof pure mathernatics_
"nj
We are not concemedwith mechanic,o. -y otfr", .ppli"uiion
of mathematicsto natural science.
.Mathernatics as taught to the middle and upper forms of
schoolsincludesarithmetic, algebra,geometry,irigonometry
and the calculus, No hard and fast boundariesare-setuo between thesesubjectsand to solve a problem a student
may
employideasand methodsfrom any of them.
A
.. .distinguishingfeatureof the ialculus is that it restson
limiting processes.
The gradientof a curve ut poiot F i, tt"
limit of the slope of a chord pe as p approaches
" p al.; ;;
symbols,if the equationof theiurve is y _
- ::*". Il
lGl,'tfr"o
"
the gradient is the derivative, dyldx ot
f(x), definedby

r@):fi^f('+h);{O
The integralcalculusalso rcstson the notion of limit. A basic
problemof it is the calculationofan areabounded
by a curved
line. The only way in which suchan areaaun U.
f.oru
the areasdefinedin geometryis as the limit of "uotu.a
the ur""r-of
polygonswhich approachthe curve.
The idea of a limit is also encounteredin the chapter
of
algebraon progressions,
whereit is 6eenthat certaingeJmetric
progressions
can be summedto in6nity. In a well-defi-ned
sense
which is easyto grasp,the unendingseries

+...,
++++*

whosenth term is 2-", hassum l. This meansthat we can
rnake
the sum ofr termsas near to I as we like by taking
t ;;;
sufficientlylargenumber.
"
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The notion of a limit restson that of afwctioz. The curve of
which we werefinding the gradient wasspecifiedby the function
/(x), The sumsoofthe first z terms of the geometricprogression
,is expressedas a function of n by
8^ -

| -2-4'

The idea of a function in its turn restson that ofn,anber. The
equation y : f(x) of the curve expressesa connectionbetween
the number x and the number y. The sum s* of tle geometric
progression dependson the number n (which does not vary
continuouslyas the x can do but is restrictedto be a positive
integer).
1.2.
'WeThe scopeof mathematicalanalysls
cannow describemathematicalanalysisasincluding those
topics which dependon the notion of a limit. Thus it includes
the differential and integral calculus,and you may ask whether
a new title is necessary; doesnot /fte calculusadqrately specify
the subjectmatter? In a senseit does,and it is mainly by usage
and tradition that analysishas come to denote a rather more
formal (or more 'advanced') presentation, witl greater attention to the foundations and more insistence on logical deduction. The use of the word analysis has the advantageof
clearly including the summation of infinite series (which the
schoolboy would reasonably regard as algebra rather than
calculus).
Operations which are complete in a finite number of steps,
such as the evaluation of a determinant, belong to algebra,not
to analysis. The binomial theorem is a theorem of algebra
if the index is a positive integer; othefwise it belongs to
analysis.
Geometryis a subject separatefrom analysis,developedfrom
its own axioms. Its only impact on analysisis that we shall often
find it suggestiveand helpful to use geometricallanguageand
illustrations.
In the light of what we have said the subjecttrigonometry is
seento fall into two parts. The solution of triangles,'height and

r.21
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distanceproblems' and the propertiesof trigonometricfunctions neededfor them form a kind o[ practical geometry.
Resultslike

,,n":

" - I 3+!- { 5- !

which everyone will recogniseas being more exciting,belong
to analysis.After a first coursein trigonometry,the viewpoint
must be changed.The sine and other trigonometricfunctions,
originally definedas ratios of lengthsof lines, are seento be
highly important functionsof analysis,and the sin x shouldbe
definedin termsof the variablex by the infinite seriesasit will
be in chapter6 of this book.
Someknowledgeof the trigonometricfunctions(and the exponentialand logarithmicfunctionstoo) will be usefulin earlier
chapters,but for the sole purpose of giving variety to the
examples.All references
to the functionsbeforechapter6 could
be removedwithout affectingthe sequence
of theorems.
1.3, Numbers
of matheWe haveseenthat the logicalorderof development
matical analysisis
Number
Funltion
Lilnit
Infinite series

Differentiation

Integration

rvherethe blank spacesin the last line can be filled by limiting
processes
other than thosealreadymentioned.
The first topic for investigationis number. When treated
exhaustively
this is a difficultsubject,with problemswhichhave
roots both in mathernaticsand in philosophy. As this is alrst
coursein analysiswe shall keep the discussionof number as
simpleas we can, so long as it givesa firm foundationfor the
structureof later definitionsand theoremsthat will be setupon
it, The readerwho wishesto go more deeplyinto the idea of

4
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number may consult H. A. Thurston, The Nwnber-System
(Blackie, 1956);or E. I'anda'u,Fowdations of Aralysis (Chalset
PublishingCo., 1951).
,Setr. Before embarking on a discussionof number, we must
say what is meant by a ret. We often have to envisageall those
personsor things having some assignedcharaoteristicin common. Illustrations are: (i) all males of British nationality who
are at a given time at least 18 years and lessthan 60 years old,
(ii) all mountain-tops on the Earth over 10,000feet high, (iii) all
positive integers, (iv) all equilateral triangles in a given plane.
Suchcollectionsdeterminedby somedefining property we shall
call sers.The words classard aggregateare also used with the
same meaning. We emphasisethat a set is known without
ambiguity wheneverthe rules defining it enableus to say of any
proposedcandidatewhether it is or is not a memberof the set.
For instance,somereadersare included in the set (i) and others
are not, but the rules are clear and no one is left in doubt.
The examples(ifiiv) illustrate the distinction betw*n finite
arrd infnite sets.The sets (i) and (ii) are finite; with sufrcient
knowledge and patience a complete list could be provided of
the membersof eachof them. The sets(iii) and (iv) on the other
hand are infinite; in (iii), however many positive integers we
write down, there are more to follow.
A defining property may be proposedwhich is riot possessed
by anything. The correspondingset then has no members;it is
empty (ot null). Tha sets of mountaius on the Earth over
3q000 feet high or of real valuesof x satisfying;f + I : 0 are

empry.
Integers.Wo take for granted the systerr of positive integers
1,2,3,...,
stressingonly thoso facts which are the most important for
further extensionsof the number-system.
Positive integerr a, b car be added or multiplied and there
are positive irtegers c, d such that
alb:c

and &-d,

l.3l
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The integer I has the property that, for everypositive integera,
La:a.l:a,
by < or >.
The integershavean orderexpressed
The letter n will alwaysdenotea positiveinteger.
Theprinciple of induction, If a statementP(n) is
(i) true for n : 1,
(i) truefor n+l whmeuerit is truefor n,
then it is true for eDerypositiueinleger n,
The principle of induction is often useful as a method of
proof (seeexercisesI (c)).
We havementionedaddition and multiplicationof positive
integers;we turn to subtraction,and afterwardsto division.
In the systemof positiveintegersthe equation
a+x : b
canbe solvedfor x only ifa < b. If it is to havea solutionwhen
a : b or a > b we must introducezero and the negativeinto contegers.We shallthen havewidenedour number-system
tain all integers,which can be arrangedin older
..., -3, -2, -t, 0, l, 2,3, ....
Rarionalnumbers.Ifa and b are integers,the equation
bx=a
is not in generalsatisfiedby an integral value of x. If this
equationis alwaysto havea solution(b not being0) we must
widen the systemto include rationalsalb. ln the systemof
rationalsthe operationsof arithmeticare straightforwardand
familiar to the reader.
itself for the rationals.
A relationof order nat.urallysuggests
Supposingthat , and d are positiveintegerswe define
ac
b'd
lo meanad > bc.
Bel'rveenany th)o rationals there is another (and, hence,infnitely many others),

6
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To prove this, we remark that, if 6 and d arepositive integers,
the rational
a-b+md
+mc
lies betweenalb and cld for any positive integer m.
We may describethis property of the rationals by sayingthat
they arc densein any interval.
Exerclses
I (c)
Notes on theseexercisesare gioen on p. 17O.
The method of induction may b€ used for 1-6,
1. X rr = +n(r + l) (2r+ 1), where ! rr meansl'+2t+,,,+trt.
2 . 1 r + 3 r + 5 t . . .+ ( 2 4 - 1 ) r = ?
3. 1.|+3.2+5-2'+...+(2r+l\2 = A+(B+Cn)2, wh€.e,{,,and C
are coostants (not dependiog on z) to be found.
.exr-'ll
=
a'
1-r-6;'
lr 1- **
5.2>rfifn>9.
6. 5r'-62+8

is divisible by 9.

7. lf b, d, q ate positive integers and
oDc

E' a' a,
prove that positive integsrs m, n can be found such that
2 _ m4+ nc
q
mb+nd'
Construct a numerical example and solve it.
8, The density property of the rationals amounts to sayiDgthat there is
no rational which is r"rt to another. Obssrve the following plan of
arranging the positive rationals (not io order of magnitude) which does
assign a deonite place to each

*; ?,l; l, i,l; t,*,1,* t, ....
Prcre that plq occupiesthe {t(p+q-l) (p+q- 2) +4}th place. (Each
rational occursin-finitelyoften; e.g. I appearsas +, i,3, ,..,)

r.4l
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1,4. Irrational numbers
It wasrealisedby the Greeksmore than 2000yearsago that
thereis an incompleteness
aboutthe systemo[rational numbers,
The diagonalof a squarewith sidesof unit lengthhas alength
whichis irrational. In algebraiclanguage,the equationfor x
lz_-

hasa rationalsolutiononly for exceptionalvaluesofthe rationa.
numbera (for exarnple,4 or 419)and is not so solubleif, say,
ais2or3or5l9.
The first theoremofthe book will be a formal proof that the
squareroot of 2 is irrational. According to our criterion of
$1.2,it is really a theoremof algebrarather than of analysis,
But it earnsits place,first, by its historicinterest-it wasproved
by Pythagorasor one of his school-and secondly,by the neatnessand economyof its argument.
Theorem1,4. No rationalnumberhassquare2.
Proof Suppose,on the contrary, that the rational a/b has
square2, wherea and 6 areintegershavingno commonfactot.
Then
ao : 2bz.
Since2 dividesc2,the integera must be even.
Write a : 2c, wherec is an integer.Then
)r2 :

lf

Then 2 dividesb2and so b must be even.
Thus a and b both have the factor 2, wliich contradictsthe
hypothesis.| (We use this thick vertical stroke sometimesto
denotethat the proof of a theoremis complete.)
We have so far presentedonly the simplestspecimensof
numberswhich are not rational. We add otherswhich are less
simple.
(i) x is the positivenumberwhich satisfiesthe equation
f:
x +7.
(It is possibleto prove that there is just one such x,) By
methodsof the theoryof equations,x can be expressed
in terms
of cuberoots of rationalnumbers,

8
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(ii) x is tle positive number which satisfiestho equation
f : x+7.
We might expect that x could be reprcsentedby some combination of roots of rational numbers,perhapsfifth roots. But
this is not so. A difficult theorem of algebra showsthat roots
of equations of degreehigher than four cannot generatly be
so expressed.
(iiD The number z, the ratio of the circumferencoofa circle
to its diameter.
A method of proving that z is irrational is outlined in
exetci* 7 (f), 7. It can be proved (by a more difrcult argument)
that z does not satisfy any algebraic equation with integer
cooftcients, So it is a number which is, in a seose,even less
easyto grasp than thosein (i) and (ii).
Exercises
I (r)
Noies on theseexercisesarc gloen on p. 170
1. Adapt the argument of tlrcor€m 1,4 to shon, that no rational number
has its cube equal to 16.
2. Extend the result ol I to show that a rational number r/4 in its lowest
terms can be the cube of a rational number only if? and 4 are cubes of
integcrs.
3. Provethe morc generaltheorcm(Gauss,177?-1855)that,ifA,p*.,.,p,
are integers, the only possible ralional roots of the equation
x"+ prxn-r+ prx^-t* ...4 p" = Q
are integers which divid€ p..
4, Solve the e4uations:
= O,
r{-xl-l6x'+4x+48
-3.r+9
= 0.
4d-8:f

1.5. Cuts of the rationals
In $I .4 we showed the need of completing the numbersystemby 'filling the gaps' which occur among tho rationals.
It is possibleto give diferent constructionsfor filling the gaps;
we follow the procedureof Dedekind(1872).
Before stating it in generalterms, we think it helpful to show
how a particular irrational number, say J2, is fitted in among
the rationals.

r.5l
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In trying to isolate a number whosesquareis 2, we first
observefrom theorem1.4that the positiverationalnumbersfall
into two classes,
thosewhosesquaresarelessthan 2 and those
whosesquaresare greaterthau 2. Call theseclassesthe leftto their
hand classtr and the right-handclassR, corresponding
graphicallyon a horizontal
relativepositionswhen represented
line. Examplesof numbersI in L are 7/5 and 1'41, and of
numbersr in R are l7ll2 ar.d 1'42.The readerwill convince
himselfthat any r is greaterthan any / and-with a little more
thought-that thereis no member/ of I, which is greaterthan
all the other membersand there is likewiseno r which is the
leastmemberof R.
The statementsin the last paragraphbecomemore concrete
if we use the arithmeticalrule for squareroot to find, to as
rnanydecirnalplacesas we please,a set of numbers/
1 , 1 . 4 ,1 . 4 1 1
, . 4 1 41, . 4 1 4 2 , . . . ,
eachof whichis greaterthan the preceding(or equalto it if the
last digit is 0) and eachhavingits squarelessthan 2. Moreover, the nurnbersgot by adding 1 to the last digit of these
nurnbers/ form a set of numbersl
2, 1.5,142, 1.415,1.4143,
...,
eachhaving its squaregreaterthan 2 and eachlessthan (or
equalto) the preceding.
If now we are given a particular rational number a whose
squareis lessthan 2, we shall by going far enoughalong the
set of numbers1, 1.4, 1.41,1,414,...come to one which is
greaterthan c. (Alternatively,this canbeprovedby the method
of exerciseI (c), 1.)
If, then, we are building up a number-system
starling with
integersand then including the rational numbers,we seethat
an irrational number (suchas ^/2) correspondsto and can be
definedby a cutting of the rationalsinto two classesl, R of
whichZ hasno greatestmemberand It no leastmember.This is
Dedekind'sdefinitionof irrationalsbv the crt.

10
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Ererclses 1 (c)
Notes on lhese exercites are gioen on p. 770.
1. Prove that, if mln is an approximation to J2 from below, then
(m+2n)l(n+n') is a closer approximation from above. Hence write do$,n
approximations to./2, obtaining two which differ by lecs than l/10,000.
2. Find similarly approximations to J3,
3, Prove that, if a,4 c, dare rational and
a+^lb = c+^/d,
then either (i) a = c, b = /, or (ii) b and d zre both squares of rational
numbrs.
4, Prove that, if a,4 c are rational and

s+ b^12+
c.l3= O,
then

a=b=c=O.

5. lf a, b, c are rational and

= O,
a+b42+c44
what conclusioncan you draw?
6. lf a, b, c, d are rational and.x is irrationat, in what circumstances is
dx+ b
cx+d
rational ?

1,6. The feld of real numbers
In $$1.3-1.5,starting from integers,we have sketchedthe
building-up of the system of real numbers. To fill in all the
detail could be a term's work. We should have to prove that
the numbers obey the familiar rules of algebra,of which
a(b+ c) : a6a'ot
is one insiance. Any reader who would like to amplify this
cursory treatment of the subjectshould consult one of the books
mentionedin $1.3.
Our plan at this stageis to make a list of the basicproperties
which the real numbers satisfy. As we offer no proof of these
properties, we treat them as axioms. They fall naturally into
thre€ sets covering respectivelyalgebraic manipulation, order
and completeness.

l.6l
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The readerwho is studyingmotlern algebraat a similarlevel
to this courseof analysiswill find there tlat the first set of
axiomsare thosewhich defineafeld.
A system,in algebra,means a set of things or elements,
togetherwith operationson them, A field, denotedby d is
by definitiona systemwhoseelementsa, b, c, ... are subjectto
two operations -f and x, satisfyingthe following algebraic
axiomsA l-11;
Al. Every two elementsa, b in F havea suma+b in F.
42. a+b : b+a.
43. (a+b)+c : a+(b+c).
A4. There is an element0 in F such that 0+a : a for
everya.
,4'5. For everya in F thereis:r in F suchth^t a+x = 0. We
write -a for this (unique);c,
The axioms A6-10 which follow are the analoeuesfor the
operationx ofAl-5 for +.
A6. Every two elementsa, b it F havea productax b in F.
Followingordinaryusagewecangenerallyshortena x b inlo ab.
A7. ab = ba.
48. (ab)c : a(bc).
A9. Thereis an elementI in Fsuch that la : a for everya.
A10. For every a in F except0 there is y in .F such that
al : l, We write lla for this (unique)y.
The final axiomA1i links the two operations+, x.
A l 1 . ( a + b ) c : a c+ b c .
From the axioms A1-ll the familiar rules of manipulation of real
numberscan be deduced,As illustrations,we give proofs of thrce.
(i) For eYerya we have 0a = 0.
Proof.
1a+0a = (l+0)a (All)
= ta (42,4).
Again, fronl (A2,4),
Oa = 0.
(ii) The cancellationlaw,If ab = ac a\d a + 0, then 6 - c.
Proof.

/l

b=l:alb
l_

\

(Aro) =jt,ol <otl
(eiven) = (l .)

"

tlal

=

".
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(- a) (- b) = ab.
(iii)
minuses make a plus'.

12

Proof.

qb+a(- b) = a(r+(-6))

[1.6

(All)

=40=0.
Similarly
From A'5,

(-c) (-r)+a(-r)

= (-a+a) (-t)

= 0.

db = (- a) (- b).

In a generalfield there is no relation of order by which we
can say that, of any two elements, one pretedes the other.
Sincethe field of real numbersdoespossess
an orderingrelation
(that of >), we add now the relevantaxiomsO for an ordered
feld:
Ol. For everya, birr Fone and only oneof
>b, a:b,
b>a
ls true.
02. If a > b andb > c,then a > c.
03. If a > b, thena+c > b+c.
04. lf a > b and,c > 0, then ac > bc,
From our knowledgeof the rationalnumberswe seethat the
axioms A and O are appropriate to them and that they form an
ordered field. Observe that the integers do not form a field,
becausethey do not satisfyA 10,
To lay down a setof axiomsfor the real numbers,asdistinct
from the rationals, we must add one expressingcompleteness,
in the sensethat the gapsamong the rationals are filled.
The axiom of cofipleteness,which we shall statein the form
due to Dedekind,is necessarilymore intangibleand abstract
than the axioms A and O. You should read it now and turn
back to study it again when it is usedin proofs of theorems
(e.e.1.8).
Dedekind'saxiom. Supposethat the systemof all real numbers
is diuidedinto two classesL, R, euely memberI of L being less
than euerymemberr of R (and neither classbeing empty), Then
thereis a rliuidingrumber {with thepropertiesthat eoerynumber
lessthan { belongsto L and euerynumbergreater than { belongs
to R. The nonber E itself may belongeither to L or to R. If it is
in L, it is the greatestmemberof L; if it is in R, it is the leasr
memberof R.

1,61
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Such a division of the real numbersinto two classesby
meansof somerule is calleda Dedekindcut.
1.?. Bounrledsetsof numbers
Considerthe following setsof real numbers:
(l) All prime numbers.
(2) All positiveintegerslessthan 1000.
(3) All integersgreaterthan 1000which areperfectsquares.
(4) All rational numbersx suchthat I < x < 3.
(5) All real numbers.r suchthat I < x < 3.
(6) All real numbersx suchthat I < .r < 3.
Observethat thesesetsare infinite with the exceptionof (2)
whichhasa finite number,999,of members.Examples( I ) and
(3) might give an impressionthat an infinite sethas to contain
memberswhich are large numbers;examples(4) to (6) would
correct this false impression.
The sets(5) and (6) are ofan importantand simpletype,and
each is called an interual. The former, in which the end-points
I and 3 are membersof the set, is a closedinterval; and the
latter, in which the end-pointsare excludedfrom the set,is an
openinlewal An interval a < x < b or a < x < D will often
be written (a, 6).
Somewriters usc distinctivenotationswhich show whetheran interval
is open or closed,e.g, (a,6) for an open interval and [a,6] for a closed
interval. We shall not adopt atry such conv€ntion in this book, but the
reader may do so if he wishes.

An interval (a, b) will be calleda finite interval.The set of x
for which x > a form an infinite interval.
Thegreatestandleastnwnbersof a ser. If S is a setconsisting
of finitely many different real numbers,plainly there is one
memberof the set which is greaterthan all the othersand one
memberwhich is lessthan all the others. Convenientabbreviationsfor thesegreatestand leastnumbersarc max and min.
Illuttration. If S consistsof all three-figureeven integers,max,t is
998 and min S is 100.

If now S is a setwith infinitelymany members,theremay or
may not be a memberof S which is greaterthan all the others

14
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(or one which is less than all the others). We illustrate by
examples.
(1) If S is the closedinterval (-1, l), i.e. the set of x for
which - I < x < l, then the number 1 is greater than all the
other membersof S.
(2) If S is the openinterval( - l, l), i.e. the setof rfor which
- I < x < 1, there is no member of S which is the greatest.
If & is any memberof S, then & < +(l+k) < I and f(l +&) is
a member of S greater than /c.
(3) If S is the set of integers which are perfect squares,i,e.
1,4,9,,.. thereis a leastmemberbut no greatestmembef.
Dertn ions, Let ,S be a set of real numbers. If there is a
numbor K such that, for every membsr x of S,
x<K,
we say that ^Sis boundedabooe. K is called az upperboundof S.
Similarly, if there is a k such that x > ,lrfor every x in S, then
S is boundedbelow, and k is a lower boundof S.
If ^l is boundedboth aboveand belowwe saysimplythat it is
bounded.A set which is not bounded is called *rbounded.
Ill...strations. (l) Any finite set S is bounded; and max,9, miu S can be
taken as upper aod lower bounds.
'
(2) The set of numbers,
123
n

2 ' 1 ' 4 ' " ' ' , r +1 ' " ' '

where r takes all positive integral values, is bounded. The number ] (or
any smaller number) servesas a lower bound, and I (or any greater number)
as an upper bound. Note carefully that the set has no greatest mamber.
(3) Th€ set -1, -^12, -,13,..., -,1",... is boundedabovebut is not
bounded below.

If K is an upper bound of a set S, then any numbergreater
than K is also an upperbound. If all that we desireto assertis
the boundedness
ofa set,oneupperboundis asgoodasanother.
If we want to make the sharpestpossiblestatement,confining
the set as closelyas we can, we shall aim at choosingthe least
upperbound,i,e. a number1( which is an upperbound but such
that K-e (where e is any positivenumber howeversmall) is
exceededby some member of the set S. Similarly we should
s@k lhe greatestlower bound.

l.7l
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We shallprovein $ L8 that,if a setS is boundedabove,it is
ahvayspossibleto make this most economicalchoice of an
upperbound.
Illustrction. In (2) above, I is the leastupper bound. Any number less
than I is exceededby the memberr/(D+ l) of the set if r is largeenough
(e.g.the number 0.99,lessthan 1, is exceededby nl(n+ l\ when z > 99).

1.8, The leastupperbound(supremum)
The nexttheoremis oneof the foundation-stones
of analysis
and, in any orderly developmentof the subject,it must be
found nearthe beginning.The readershouldmasterits meaning
and shouldtest its truth by constructingfor himselfexamples
(suchas thoseat the end of this section).If he findsthe proof,
basedon Dedekind'saxiom, natural and comprehensible,
so
much the better. Ifhe finds it more diflicult to follow than the
argumentsthat he has so far encounteredin mathematics,he
need not be disheartened,
but should read the succeeding
chapters
and returnlaterto a studyof the foundations.
Theorem1,8. If S is a (not-empty)set of numberswhich is
boundedaboue,thenof all the upperboundstlrcreis a leastone.
Proof. Divide the real numbersx into two classesl, .R by
theserules.
P u t x i n L i f t h e r ei s a m e m b esr o f S s u c h t h a t s> x .
Put x in R if, whatevermembers of S is taken,s ( .:r.
Then every.r goeseitherinto I, or into R. Moreover,neither
L nor R is empty. For, if s is somememberof S, then (say)
x : s- 1 is in 1,. And, sinceS is boundedabove,any upper
bound K, for rvhichs ( K for all s, is in R.
Any I of L is lessthan any r of ./?-For thereis somes which
is greaterthan I and this s is lessthan or equalto r.
By Dedekind'saxiomthereis a dividingnumber{ suchthat,
for everypositive
e,(-e isinI,and{+e in R. In theDedekind
axiom,{ itselfmay belongeithcrto a or to R. We shallprove
( belongsto R.
that,in the presentapplication,
Suppose,if possible,that ( belongsto L. Then there is a
members of S with s > {.
Tlre number I : +(; + {) satisfiess > tl > tt q is in R since
it is greaterthan the dividing number6. So s < 7 by the rule
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for R. This contradicts our earlier inequality s > 7. So (
belongsto R.
We have proved that ( satisfies
(1) s ( SforeverysinS.
(2) (-e being any number lessthan 6, there is an s for which
r > g- €.
The property (1) shows that 5 is an uppet bound of S, and
(2) that it is the leastupperbound.The theoremis proved.
Illustrcrions. (l) I,et ,t be the rational numbers .r for which 0 < .r < f.
Then + is the least upper bound, It is also the $€atest member of ,t
(2) Let S be the rational numbers x for which ;f < 2, The number J2
is the least upprerbound.

The least of the upper bounds of a set is so vitally felated to
it as to merit a nameof its own. Somewriters call it the upper
bound (distinguishedfrom the indefinite'an upper bound');
otJrersuse the initials Lu.b, A term which is expressiveand
'We
concise is supremun, abbreviated sup.
can sum up as
follows.
Definition, If, gioen a set of numbersS, there is a nurnberK
suchthat
(7) s 4 Kfor eoerys in S,
(2) for euerypositiw e, there is an s in Sfor which
s > ,l(- e.
,hen we vtrite K = sup S.
Theorem 1.8 proved tle existenceof rK when the s€t ,S is
boundedabove.
By reversinginequality signs,we set up an analogoustheory
of lower bounds and the greatestof the lower bounds (the
inf mun, abbreviatedrh/).
Defmition. If, given a set of numbers,S,there is a number &
such that
(1) s > k for every.rin S,
(2) for every positive e, there is an s in ^Sfor which
s < k+e'
then we write k : inf S,
A set S which is bounded below can be proved to have an
infmum.

1.8t
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ExerclsesI (d)
Notes on theseexercisesate given on pp. l'l0-1.
Note, The relationsof inequality in exercises5-8 are repeatedlyuseful in
analysisand it paysto be familiar with them.They may alreadybe known
to tho readeras resultsin algebra. Proofs are given on pp, 170-1.
1. If a and b are numbers.and
a<b+:
for every positiveinteger'l, prove that a < ,.
The same is true if, iq place of l/r, we write €, where € can take eyery
value greaterthan 0,
2, l-Et A a\d B be two bounded s€ts of roal numbers. l,et I v B denote
the set of all numberswhich are in .4 or in B (or in both). Prove that
sup (,{ v B) = max (suP,4, sup 8)'
Is there any correspondingresult fot A ^ B, the set of numberswhich
are in both A ard B?
3. kt I and B be boundedsetsof real numbers. kt C be the set of alL
numbersc, \f,herec = d+, and a is any memberof ,4 and 6 any member
of ,. Prove that
sup C = sup,,1+supB.
Is there a correspondiog result for the set D of numbers d wh ered = ab?
4, What are the sup and inf of the set of numbers2-. + 3-n, wheren and
r tak€ all positiveintegral values?
5, (The inequqlityof the aithmetic and geometricmeans.)If qbar,...,qn
are positiveaod

, _ ar+ar+,..+an

then

A >

Q = (ara2 .., a)rt",
G,

with equality if and only if the a. are all cqual.
6, (Cauchlfs inequality.) For any two setsof real numbersar, 4r, ...,4n
6nn A

A

A

(Za,b,)' < (ta) (tr)
with equality if and only if thereare constantsk, , such th t kq, = lb, for
all r (i.€. if the a, and ," are proportional).
7. If a> | and r, r are rationalswith r > r > 0, then
q'-l
a'- l
ft

8. Ifa < I and r, r are as in 7,
l-a'

| -a'
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1.9. Complexnumbers
The system of real numbers is comprehensiveenough to
carry very many theoremsof mathematicalanalysis, It may be
asked what we should miss by not admitting at any stage
numbers other than real numbers, In answeringthis question
it is customary to point out that some quadratic equations,of
which the simplest
is
xu*l:O
have no roots in the systemof real numbers.This is a deprivation rather than a disaster. It is indeed satisfying that the
introduction of complex numbers enables us to prove the
theorern tiat every algebraicequation has a root. But an even
more cog€nt casefor admitting complex numbersrestson tleir
bringing to light close connectionsbetweensome of the most
common functions of analysis,the exponentialfunction on the
one hand and the trigonometric-sine and cosine-on the other.
If the variables are real thesefunctions are for ever unrelated.
The case for including complex numbers in ordinary analysis
is finally won by the beauty and generality of someof the later
theorems which are based on them (beyond the scopeof this
course),
We now sketch a method of introducing complex numbers
into analysis. We can extend the field of real numbers by
adjoining one or more new elementswhich are combined with
the original membersofthe field by the operations + and x in
accordancewith the axioms A. The new element which must
be adjoined to yield complex numbersis r, wherei by definition
satisfie$i!+ I : 0. The numbersc+Dr, wherea and b arc rcal,
which are elementsof the extendedfield are added and multiplied in accordance with the algebraicaxioms A l-1 1. The
number a+0i behaves in every respect like the real
number a.
No axioms of the type O (order) hold in the extendedfield.
It is not possibleto arrangecomplexnumbersin an order of
magnitude in the way that real numberscan be so arranged.

1.9t
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Exercisesl (e)
Noteson lheseexercisesare giaenon p. l'11,
l. Provefrcm tlre axiomsthat, if a, r, c, d are real and.a * bi = c + di, then
a= candb -- d.
2. The inverse(A10) of a+bi is (a- bi)lb2+ b2) provided that a and ,
are not both 0.
3, Provethat, if the product of two complexnumbersis zero, at leastone
of them is zero.
4, From the addition formulae for the cosineand sine deducethat
(cosd+ i sina)(cosd+isin/) = cos(d+d) + t sin(A+d).
5. By induction or otherwiseprove de Moivre's theorem
(cosr+l sinr)' = cosn0+ i sinn0.
6. Extend de Moivre's theorem taking the index to be (i) a negative
integer,(ii) a rational plq.
1.10. N{odulus and phase
The usual notation

for

a variable complex

number

is

z : x+yi, wherex and J, are real.We remarkedin $1.2that
geometricalillustrationsoften help in analysis.The geometrical
representation
of complexnumbersis particularlysuggestive,
Taking a planewith a pair of rectangularaxesOx, Oy, we representthe complexnumberz : x+yi by the point whosecoordinatesarc (x, y). The numberx is calledthe real part and y
the imaginarypart of z, written
, , - -i - rttt..
)/

The main advantageof this representation
is that the sum of
two complex numberszr and zz correspondsto the point P
wherethe vector OP is the sum of the vectorsfrom O to the
points lepresentingz, and,zr.
If z : x*yi, the positivenumber/ : ^,1@2
+ l2) is calledthe
d
modulusof z, written lzl. The angle suchthat cos0 = xlr and
sin0: ylr, wherer + 0,isthe phaseof z,ph z; somewriters
call it amplitudeor argument.The angle6 is indeterminatein
the sensethat any multiple of 2r catbe addedto it. It is often
convenientto have a principal ualueof the phase,and this is
definedto be the valueof 0 suchthat -z < d < z' Thus
z : x+ yi : r(cos6+i sind).
2-2
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The numbers x+yi and x-yi are called conjugatesand denoted by z and V. Observethat the sum and the product of
two conjugatecomplex numbersare real, and also that

Theorem1.70. (Modulus of product and sum).
If z - x+yi ^Ld w : u+ui, then

( 1 )l z w l : l z l . l w l .
Q) lz+wl< lel+ lwl,
and the sign : holds if and only if thephasesof z and w are the
same(or difer by a multiple of 27t).
Observe that the geometrical counterpart of the sumtheorem is that one side of a triangle is lessthan the sum of the
other two. We must of coursegive an analytical proof.
Proof. (1) To prove the statementabout the product zw, we
have
lzwlz- (zw)(zw) : (zz)(ww) = lzlzlwl2,
and taking the squareroot givesthe resultsinceall the moduli
are positive.
Q ) l z + w l z: ( z + w ) ( z + w )
: z2+(Zfr+wZ)+wfi
: lzl2+2 re (zw)+ lwlz.
- l"pl < re (zw) < lzwl
Now
and re (lfr) : lzwl if and only if zfi is real and.positive,i.e.
if z and w havethe samephase. So lz+wl < lzl + lwl, and the
sign : tro16,if and only if z and w havethe samephase. l
Fwther extensionsof thenurnber-syslerz
? The readermay well
ask whetherit will be profitableto extendthe notion of number
beyond that of complex number., As the spacein which we
move has three dimensionsit is temptingto supposethat the
mathematicaldescriptionof natural phenomenacould make
good useofnumbers of the fonn .x+ yi + zj, wherex, y, z arerea)
cartesiancoordinatesandj is someelementwhich, like i, can
be adjoined to the field of real numbers.The answerturns out
to be that, extensions,
thoughpossible,arenot useful.The price

1.101
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to be paid in extra complexityand lossof desirableproperties
is too high. We alreadypaid the price of sacrificingthe order
relationin the stepfrom real to complexnumbers. A further
step would in fact lead us to the systemof quaternionsof the
proforntx+yi+zj+ wlt.;thesenumbershavesomeinteresting
pertiesbut they have the heavy disadvantageof not obeying
the commutativelaw of multiplicationab : ba.
ExerclsesI (/)
Notet on lhese exercisesare gh.tenon p, l7L
l. Taking a simplevalue of z (suchas 2+ i), mark in a diagramth€ poiltts
z+ l, 22,iz. llz, i, z+ z, zr.
representing
2. What are the loci

lz-ll = klz+ tl+ I

for the pai6 of values(/r,/) = (0,2), (1,0), (2,0), (t, l), (1,3)? How is
each locus relatedto the points z = l, z = -l?
3. Solvethe equations:
.

(r) zn = 28+96i,
(ii) z3-32'+2 = O,
(iii\ 223+i3 = 3.

4. Prove that the roots of
z 2 + 3 p 2 2 + 3 q z +=r O
form an equilateraltriangle if and only if p' = q.
5. Prov€ that, it la,l < 2 for I < r < 4, then everyroot of
l+arz+...+a"2"= 0
has modulusgreaterthan +,
6. If a and c are teal, what is the locus
azZ+b2+ bz"rc = O?
7, On the sidesof a triangle ZtZ2Zs are constructedisoscelcstriangles
ZzZs lyb ZtZLlyr, Z 122Wa,lyingos'side the ftiangleZ 122Zy The angles
at Wb W2,Ilrarcall2t13, Provethat the triangle ly\ W2wsis eqluilateral,
8, l,et a + O and,aa * ce. Prove that a root of
azz+bz+c = O
has modulus I if and only if
' . ' .-, '
lab bcl = laa-ccl.
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9. If., is a complex root of x?-l = 0, €xprcssthe oth€r six roots in
terms of u. Find a quadratic with real coefficients having a root , + rr,+ rr.
Prove that
n2t3tl
=
cos
t-cos T+cos7
2l
rr
.
2tt
3tr
-stn
+ strr = ,\t t.
?+sln j
7
In excrcises 10-13, P(z) denotes a polynomial in z
qzn + orzn-r+ ...+ an,
where the coefficients s , ..., oo are complex (unless they are given to b€
real).
10. ProvethatP(z) = A+Bi,wlrcre A and rare polyoomialsin*andy
with real coemcients.
ll. Prove that a rational function R(?), defined as the quotient of two
polynomials, can be reduced to the form X+Yi, wherc X and y atc
rctional functions of x and y with real coemcients.
12. If the coefficieDtsof powers of z in R(z) are real and
R(x + ti) = X+ Yi'
prove that
R(x - yi) = X- Yi.
13. If the coefhcientsa , ..., dn i\ P(z) are real, prove that the roots of th€
equatioq P(") = 0 are real or consist of conjugate pairs,
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SEQUENCES
2.1. Sequences
In chapters2-4 we shall operatewith real numbersonly,
is a
Complexnumberswill be neededin chapter5. A sequence
in
first
set of numbersoccurring order, that is to say,thereis a
number, a secondnumber and so on. If the sequenceis unending,or, in other words, if, whateverpositiveintegern be
assigned,
there is a corresponding
rth nunber, we have an
infnite sequence.In simplecasesa sequenceis definedby an
explicitformulagivingthe nth numberin termsof n. The nth
numberof a sequence
is convenientlydenotedby s" (or t,. or
tl., etc.),
Illustrations.
(l) r" = 1/a. The sequeoceis 1, 1, J, ....

(2)s" = (-r)l^!n.

(3) s" = zr.

provide the easiestintroduction to the idea of
Sequences
limit, which, as we said, is fundamentalin mathematicaL
analysis.We discussparticular examplesas a preparationfor
the ensuingformal presental.ion.
2,2. Null sequences
In illustration (l), the nth member(or term) of the sequence,
namelyl/2, becomessmallerasn becomes
larger,and,by taking
n large enough,we can makes,,as closeas we like to zero.To
take a numericalillustration, s" is lessthan 0.0001for every
integer n greaterthan lOa. Such a sequenceis called a ral/
sequence.
The illustration (2) givesanothernull sequence;the
numbersdo not decreasewith every step from n to n+l as
those of (l) do, but the requirementof arbitrarily close
approachto zero is fulfilled. You are now readyfor a precise
statement.

21
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Defnition. s,, r c null sequenceif, to nery positioe numbere,
there correspondsan integer N suchthat
lsnl < e for all t:aluesof n greater than N.
You should study this definition with care and frame examples by which to test it. Observethat the criterion for a
null sequence
may be displayedby writing valuesof e and lV
in two columns. In the aboveillustrativeexample(2), entries
in the columnsmight be
N

0.001
0.00001

ls
l0r0

and, in fact, we can make the rule that iV can be chosento be
to assignthe
any integernot lessthan 1/e2,It is not necessary
(and
possible
e
sometimed or 7)
smallest
valueof N. The symbol
is an established
notation for a smallpositivenumber. It is to
be assumedwithout explicitmentionthat € > 0.
whether
You shoulddecideof eachof thefollowingsequences
or not it is a null sequence,
(4) sin nn,
(5) sin |nz,

(6) z-r sin |zz,
Q) nl(nz+r).

The following points shouldbe noted.
(a) The alteration of the.valuesof s,"for any finite number of
valuesof n will not affect the questionwhetherit is a null
sequence,Suppose,for instance,that so : 1/(z- l0). Then s"
is not definedfor n = 10, and the natural coursewould be to
start the sequence
at n - 11. It is a null sequence.
Alteration of values for infinitely many n would, however,
make an essentiallydifferent sequence.For example,suppose
that s,, : lln for all valuesofz e/ceptpowersof2 and s, - I
for n - 2,4,8, 16,...; thens,,is not a null sequenc€.
(b) A null sequencemay or may not actually take the value
zero. The two possibilitiesare illustratedby two of the preceding examples.
(l) s" : 1/2. No numbers,"is equalto zero.
(6) s" : 2-r g;t 1rz. r* : Q when z is a multiple of 4.

2.31
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2.3. Sequencc
tendingto a limit
A null sequence
is one whosetermsapproachzero. It is easy
to adaptthe definitionto a sequence
whosetermsapproachany
numbers,
Illusialion. The numbelsof the sequence
l, l, f,, ..., n/(r + l ), ... approach
the valuel.

Defnition. A sequenceso is said to tend to the limit s if, giuen
onypositiaee, there is N (dependingon e) suth that
l,t"-"I .e
We then write

foralln > N.

lim s," = "1.

Notes,
(l) Clearly,lim.r, : s ;1a16only if r" - s is a null sequence.
(2) The inequality ls,-sl < e is equivalenrro the two
inequalities
J-€

< J,r < S+6.

This expandedform is often clearer.Thus s,,is bounded.
(3) Thereis a short and expressive
notation,the arrow,
Ja+J

meaning

lim so : 3.

(4) There is a further symbolismwhich savesmuch writing
and which you may adopt rvhen (but not before) you have
masteredits meaning.The above definition may be written
r"+rif
e>0; 3,ly'.ls,-.rl <e for alln> N.
In this notation,whateveris givenis written beforethe semicolon. Here'given6 greaterthan0'.
The symbol 3 (reversedE) taken togetherwith the next
followingstop means'there is (or thereexists)...suchthat'.
Here 'there existsly' suchthat ls,,- sl < e for all n > N.'
In this book symbolismof this kind will be usedfrom time to
time, but not on everypossibleoccasion.It is the experience
of many studentsof mathematicsthat argumentsare easierto
follow if brevity is not made the prirne considerationand if
symbolicstatementsare relievedby verbalsentences.
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(5) You may find that a graphical r€presentationhelps to
clarify the notion of limit. Referredto axesOx, Oy, a sequence
can be representedby a set of isolatedpoints whose:r-coordinatesare 1,2,.,.,n, ,,,, the y-coordinateof the nft point
being s",. Drarv the line y : 5 and the parallel lines7 : s-6
and y : r+€; the part of the plane bettveentheseparallels
forms a band of width 2e.
Then the statementJ, -r J means tlat, however small e is,
points
thereis a verticalline ;c = N suchthat all representative
of the sequenceto the right of it lie inside the bard between
y : s-€ andl, : S+€.
Exerciscs 2 (a)
Notes on lhese erercises are giuen on p, 172.
l. Define a sequenceJ" satisfying the following requiremeots:
(a) 0 < s" < I for all n,
(6) there is no z for which s" = {,
(c) sn -) l as a -+ co.
For each of the sequencesdefined in ?-6, state whether or not it tends
to a limit. If a sequencehas a limit, make an (e, N) tablc as in $2.2,takiog
€ = l0-3 and aoy other values that you like.
^3n
t,

Si=

-.
t?t\s

3. o" = l-nl .
\,.F J,'
4. sr= llnif nka primenumber;.rn= 0if n is not prime.
5. s, = ./(z+ l)-n/2.
6. s" = 1741n1,*1t re f(z) is the number of int€gers which are facto$ ofn
(counting 1 and tt as factors),
7. Prove that, if r" -+ 0 and lt"l < lsnl for all n, then t" '+ 0.
8. Prove that a sequencecannot tend to more than one limit (as has been
tacitly assumedin $2.3). i.e. prove that, if r" + .r and .rn-+ s', then s - s'.

2.4. Sequences
tendingto inffnity
We needa concisedescriptionof the behaviourof a sequence
Iike
.,1n,

r, ^12,
,13,...,

...,

the membersof which exceedany assignednumber for all large
euough valuesof z.
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Definition. The sequences, is said to tend to infrnity if, giDenA
(howeuer
ldrge),thereexistsN suchtlwt
s.> A for alln > N.
We usethe arrownotationand write
J". + CO.

We must emphasisethe differencebetween s,,-+ J and
s, + co. In the former, s is a number and we can if we wish
of s,,-s.
measurethe closeness
of s, to s by the smallness
'infinity'
(<n)
hasnot yet
hfinity
is not a nwnberand the word
any meaningin this book exccptwhen it followsthe words
'tendsto'. Any attempted
manipulationof the syrnbolco such
The readeris remindedthat the
as sh-co would be nonsense.
infnite witsusedin $2.1meaning'unending'and not
adjective
in any scrrse
asmeasuring
magnitude.
We haveexplained
s,+co. The phrase'n tendsto infinity'
and the correspondingstatementin symbols'r -+ co' likewise
express
the unendinggrowtholn whichis thoughtof in all the
definitionswe havelaid down. to coverin turn
s, -> 0,

Jr, -> 5,

5, -> c4r.

After all this, you should not need to be warned again that
.n = co' is nollsense.
The more exDlicitnotation

..

i$s"

=s

is sometimesused insteadof lim s" = r. For an illustration of its utility
seeexercise2 (d), 10 (p. 34) in rvhich there are two variablesx and r.

We go on to considerother possiblemodes of behaviourof
a sequencesa as r?-> co.
Supposethat
r, : 1000*2a.
Here s, is negativeas soon as n is greaterthan 9 and, if n is
large enough, , can be nradenumelicallygreater(algebraically
less!) than any assignednurnber. The following definition is
appropriate.
Oetinition, .r,r-> -oo as n -'>a if
A;

1N.

s,-<-A

for alln > N.

2E
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In situationsin which it is necessary
to shessthe distinction
between J,,+ oo and s,"+-o,
the former Inay be written
Jn +*co.

Sequences
suchas s," = (- lX or s" : (- 1)" z do not tend
to a limit or to +co or to -co. It is convenient(but not vital)
to have a name for such sequences.
Defnition. If so doesnot tend to a limit or to +@ or to -@, we
say that Jn oscillates (or is an oscillating sequence).If s*
oscillatesand is bounded,il oscillates finitely. I/ J" oscillates
and is not bounded, oscillatesinfinitely,
N.B, so - (- l)'/z is not an oscillatingsequence,
Exercises
2 (r)
Notes on theseexercites are gioen on p. 172,
For each sequences" defined in l-6, state whether it tends to a limit
(finite or infinite) or oscillates.
l. 100/r-r+(- I)", l0O+(-l)"x-r,
2. a+6(-l)",

100+(-l)"r.

where a and, are consbnts.

3. r'{l + (- 1)"},n' + (- l)" n, sn2+ b(- l)" n.
4. The r€mainderwhen r is divided bv 3.

5 .* + + + i + . +
. .G r .
6 . ( l + 2 + 3 + . . . + r ) l n L ,{ l - 2 + 3 - 4 + . . . - ( - l ) n l l n .
7. Give a value of N such that, if n > N, tf -4n > lU.
Establish the truth or falsity of the statem€ots in each of &10. This
meansthat ifa statementis true you hayeto prove it; ifit is false,construct
a counter-exemple,i.e, an example satisfying the hypolhesis but not the
conclusion,
8. If Jo+r- rn oscillates finitely, then Jn oscillates.
9, If .r"*1-.r, oscillatesinfinitely, then sn oscillatesinfinitely,
10. If, given .( (however large), we can find 1Vfor rvhich rd > K, tben

2.5. Sum anil product of sequences
The theoremsof this sectionareof every-dayusein questions
suchas the following.

2.51
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Example. How does

2:!)

nz+4n-3
,7fin+5

behaveas n -+ co?
We think intuitively that the multiplesof z and the constant
termswill be negligiblefor largen in comparisonwith the terms
in 22, and so the sequencewill have the samelimil as ntl2nz,
that is to say '. A lessrough argumentwould be to start by
writing
1+(4ln)-(3ln)
^
'"=

zliin+GtFl

If we then assumethat the limit of the sum of two or more
sequences
is the sum of the separatelimits of the sequences
we
can sav

t"'(r+j-1,)= r+rm1-nm1=
r+o+o= r
and similarlythe lilnit of the denominator
of s. is 2.
If we further assumethat the limit of the quotient of two
sequences
is the quotientof their limits we have
lims":1'
We shall now give formal statements
and prools of theorems
suchas havebeenusedin this example,
Theorem2,51. If s,,and tnare null sequences
so is s^+t^,
The truth of this is patent. On analysingto ourselveswhy
this is so, we arguethat by taking ,?largeenoughwe can make
so arbitrarily small and also /,, arbitrarily small, and this impliesthe smallnessof r",+ t,,. We haveto expressthis formally.
Proof. Given €, we can find lf, such that
-e(Joce
forallz > Nr.
We can find lr', sr.rchthat
-e 1t^< e for all n > y'fr.
If N is the greaterof N, and lr'r, i.e. in the notation of g L7,
N = max (lr'r,Nr), then, for n > l{, both the above sets of
inequalitieshold and we have,addingthem,
-2e<sn+ln<2e,
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(Observenow that, when e is allowed to take any positive
value,the 2eservesjust as well ase for 'any positivenumber,as
smallas you like',) Thereforer*+t, is a null sequence,
and the
theoremis proved.
Theorem2.52. If sn is a null sequenceand tn is a bounded
sequence,then s*t* is a null sequence.
Proof.

1 K. V"l < K for all n,
Also,
e > 0 ; 3 N . l s " l< e f o r a l l n > N .
Therefore
ls"t"l < Ke for all z > N.

Therefore J,,t," is a null sequence. (Note the rernark in
bracketsat the end of the last proof.)
Corollary, IJ's, is a null sequence
and c a cowtant, then cs*is a
null sequence.
We shall now step from null sequencesto generalsequences.
Theorem2.53. If s" -->s and tn-.> 1, 7fts1
(i) r,+r, -> s+ t,
(ii) s" r" + rr.
Proof. (i) so-s and tn-t ^re null sequences;
thereforeso is
their sum s,l+ r,,- (.r+ t). This proves(i).
(ii) snto-st : (s,.-s) tn+s(ttu-t).
In the first term on the dght-hand side,so- s is a null sequence
and tn is bounded; therefore their product is a null sequence.
The secondterm, being the null sequence/"-t multiplied by
the constantJ is a null sequence. So the right-hand side,being
the sum of two null sequencesis a null sequenceand therefore
snt''->st.
Theorem2.54. If s^-> s and tn-+ t, wheret + O,then
r"r{
Proof. We shall prove that
1.1
lnl

2,51
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and theorem7.54 will then follow from theorem2.53 applied
to the product of the two sequences
s* and llt*.
We wish thereforeto prove that
I
I
't ,- l
; . - : , t h a ti s t o s a y
,",

is a null sequence.
We can choose.ly'suchthat, for all n > N,
lr I

I
I; ;I

and so

> +ltl
2
'Flu'

and 1/t" t is a boundedsequence
Then t - t,, is a null sequence
and theorem2.52showsthat (t-tn)lt,Lt is a null sequence.
I

l

Exercises2 (c)
Notes on theseexercisesare gioen on p. 172.
Discussthe behaviouras z + co of the sequences
rvhoserth terms are
1z-3\t
\3r+ l/ '

/3x+l\3
\z-3l'

n(n-l)
(n-2)(n-3)Qt-4)'

2. Discussthe behaviouras z + co of the seneralrational function of n
R(tt) =

anne+afle-r+...+ae
bono+ brno-r+ .,.+ be

where p and q are positive integers.

2.6. Increasingsequences
Defnition. If sn*, 2 s,for all ualuesof n we call s, increasing.
11is usefulto regardincreasein the wide sense,allowingthe
possibilityof equalityat any of the stepsfrom n to n+1. If
Ja+r ) f,n for all n, we call s,, strictly increasing.
If s,,*1( s" for all valuesof n, we call s, decreasing.A word
which usefullycoverseither increasingor decreasingis monotouc.
Examples.Whichof the followingsequences
areincreasingor decreasing
?
,

'2A.|

(1),,,+1, @:j-,

( 3 ) l , ( 4 )n + ( - 1 r " , ( 5 )2 r + ( - l ) " .

t2
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We shall prove that a monotonic sequencehas the very
important property that it must tend to a limit or to +oo or
-co. In other words, a monotonicsequence
cannotoscillate.
Theorem2,6. An increasingsequencetends either to a limi! or
to +@.
Proof. Let s* be the sequence.There are two possibilities.
Either
(l) a numberA aanbe found suchthat s* ( A for all n; or
(2) whatever number I is taken, there is a value of N for
which s1y> l.
Let us deal first with the possibility (2). Sinces" is increasing,
so > .l not merely for z : lV but for n >- N, Then, straight
from the definition,s" +oo.
Take now the case(1). The number ,{ is an upper bound of
the.ro. By theorem1.8,thereis a numbers : suprn with the
properties
s- < s for all n
and
Jn > J-€ for someparticularvalueofn.
Sinces,,is increasing,the secondinequality will hold also for all
valuesof z beyondthat particular value,The two inequalities
show that so+ s. The theorem is proved.
The most usefulcaseof the theoremmay be summedup in
the statement
A boundedincreasingsequence,ends,o a limit.
The correspondingtheorem that a decreasingsequencetends
to a limit or to -@ can be proved, either by an analogous
argument or by using the fact that if so decreasesthen -sincreases.
2.7. An important sequencea'
Let s* : &, whete a is a constant. The behaviour of the
sequenceas ,, + co dependson the value of a.
(1) If 4: l,.so = 1 for all z and lims,,: 1. If c=0,
lims": L
(2) Suppose
a > l. Let a: l+k, wherek > 0.
s'" : (l +&)" > l+nk
Then
(by taking only the frst two terms of the binomial expansion).
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Asn+oo, l+nk-->a andtherefore
J,->co.
(3) Suppose
0 < a < l. Leta-t: l+/, where/ > 0.

rhen

ocs":d-rr.-1,.1r,

As z + co, 1l(l + nl) -., O and therefores,.+ 0.
(4) Suppose
a to be negative.If -l < c < 0and a: -b,
so that 0 < b < l, it follows from (3) that ,4 + 0 and hence
s,: (-b)a+ 0.
lf a:-1,
r, takesthe values-l and 1 alternatelyand
oscillatesfinitely.
Il a < -1 and a:-b,
b > l, then from (2) we have
D" +co. So s" : (-b) takesvalues,alternatelynegativeand
positive,numericallygreaterthan any assignednumber.That
is to say,ra oscillatesinfinitely. Summingup, we have
a" ->a (a > 1),
a"->l

(a: l),

a" "->0 (-l

< a < 1),

a" oscillatesfinitely

(a :

-l),

a" oscillatesinfinitely (a < -l).

Exercises2 (d)
Notes on theseexercisesarc gioei on p. 172.
1. If 11> 0 and .ro*1> -l(rn, where f > l, for all values of '|, thcn
Jn -) + CO.

2. If, for alt valuesof n, l.r"*11< Kls,l, where0 < ,( < l, thenrn -+0.
The conclusionremainstrue if the hypothesisis satisfiedonly for n > N.
3. If

t**=

t, -r<t<r,

provo that Jn -+ 0.
4, Discuss the behayiour, as n -+ @, of the sequencea"lnb, where k is
a positive integer.
5, Prove that, if a > 0, then {a -+ 1 as z -+ co.
6, Prove that {l + (l lrr')}"increasesas z increasesand that it tends to a
limit. Clhis limit is the very important number e-see chapter 6.)
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as ,t irsr€ss€s,and dcducothat it ton& to thc
7. Provcthat {h decreares
limit l.
r" for which
8. Give examplesof soqu€,nces
tm,n+t _ 1
Ji

and (a) ,r,r-+ o, (D)s" + 3, (c) t '+ 0,
9. If x(z) has the meaningassignedto it in oxercise2 (c), 2, prove that'
if -1 < t < 1'
|im.R(n)t'= o.
Discussthe behaviourss ,, .+ coof.R(t!)x" for othcr valuesof x.
10. Provethat, ifi * -1, then

""@)=#
tcndsto a limit as ,| -+ oo. Showin a diagramthe graph of
y = ltun4"(x).
11. Provothat,if -l <t<

I,

a" - m(m-r).:!m-n+l)* = H *

tendsto zcro asn -+ .o.
bevclimits 8s ,t -t ooond'
12. Investigatewhetherthe following sequ€nces
give
if so,
the limits,
(i) {3"+2'), and cxtendto numb€rsothcr than 3,2;

(ii)

,n

ffi

_

,ri

,wherea > 0 and6 > 0;

4nn
\ . . . , , r f+ l ' n r + z ' ' . . '

nt+I,

(iv) Y(n!);
(v) n-^l@+o,(n+ bJt
(vD 2f ln!.
2.8. Recurrencerelatlons
Hitherto we have supposeds,, to be given by an explicit
formula in terms of z, In practice a sequenceis often determembers
mined by a relation connectingtwo or more su@essive
'solve' this for s".
of it, and it may or may not be possibleto
We illustrate by examplesof useful types.

2.81
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Example| . Thelinearrecurrence
relation(ordffirenceequation)
with conslantcoefficients.Supposethat we are giventhat
sn: sn-a+sn-z (n > 2)'
to:

l,

sl :

1.

(Thisis oneofthe casesin whichr?: 0 is a moreappropriate
startingvalue than n : 1, becauseit is useful-as is shownin
books on algebra-to associatewith the sequence
a generating
functionso+sfi + srx!+ ....)
The data enableus to wdte down as manv terms of the
sequence
as we please
1, t, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ....
We shall obtain an explicit formula for s,,. To do so, substitutethe trial solution
s": Aq!+Bf",
wherel, B, a, B are constants.We seethat s,, : sr_l+J,,-zif
a and p arethe toots of the equation
t2-t-1 :0.
Knowinga, p, we can thendetermineI and .Bfrom the given
valuesso= 1, sr : 1, We find

a: !(1+^ls),
P: +(r-^ls).
A + B - 1 , A o . + B p= |
and hence

-(=f)*J

I r /l +,/5\,r+1
s" = ri {l---=-l
4
vJt\

/

Example2. Investigatethe sequence
definedby
:
:
s,*1 /(s, + a), s, D,
wherea and D are givenpositivenumbers.
Remarks, (i) There is no way of obtaining a compact
formula for J,,in termsof n.
(ii) If we provisionallyassumethal r, tendsto a limit s, we
can saywhat the limit must be. For let r, + co and we have
r: J(r+c).
3-2

16
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Sinceevery r" is positive,.r is the positive root of the quadratic
s2: s+a.
(iii) Sequencesobeying a simple recurrencerelation are very
comrnonly monotonic. Seewhetler s,"*,-,so has a fxed sign.
Solution of example 2. Let a be the positive root of the
ouadratic
'
J"

We have

S+d.

s?,*t-sl: a+sn-f*,

If s, > c, the right-hand side is negativeand so
.f"41

Also

(

Sr1.

fn 1-a2 = (s"+a)-(a+a)
:

sn-d'

This showsthat, if so > 4, then s*+r ) d.
Supposethat b - \ > a. Then, by induction, s,, forms a
decreasingsequencewith s, > a for all n.
By theorern2,6, so tendsto a limit s wheres 2 a, and,by the
argument of remark (ii), s : cr.
Similarly if s, < cr,then s" forms an increasingsequencewith
limit cr. If s. : d, everystu: &.
Graphical representation. For recurrence relations of the
specialform s,*1 : .;f(s) the movementsof s,nmay be traced by
drawing the $aphs of the curve C and the line Z whose respective equations are y : f(x) and ), : x and making the
following construction. (Seefg. 1.)
Let P, be the point on C whose x-coordinate is sr. Its y: s* Through Pt draw a horicoordinate is tlerefore
"f(sJ
zontal line to meet Z in Qr, tlren through Q, a vertical line to
meet C in &. P, has coordinates (s, .rJ. We continue from P,
as we did from Pr.
Exerclses
2 (c)
Notes on these exercif,esarc gbm on p. 173.
Inv€stigatc the behaviour as z + @ of r" if .r, is givon by the recurrenco
relatioN stated in 1-6.
1. 3.r" = 2J"-t-1so-r (16= 7,3. = 3;.
2. f,o+r = 2/(I +r")

(rr = 0),

2,81
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3, .r"*t = sl.17s,where0 < /r < 1 and rr lies betwe€nthe roots of th€
equation
xr-x+& = 0.
2(t"11)
4. ,-,, =
1",= 3y.
<" -1

5. s,+r = L*

(sr = 2).
f
Consideralsoothervaluesof s1(e.g.s1= +).Whathappens
if rr = +?
6. s" = (sl-. * s"-, + 2)1/3 (s, = l,sr = *),

Fis. I
7. Prove that, if

^
ttt = 3 and zn*, = (4"+5)1/r,

then ll, tends to a limit /, and givc / to two decimal places.
ProYethat
0 < a1n*1-/ < 30-"(a.-/).

Note. In numericalapplicationsofanalysis,it is vital to know with what
rapidity we can rely on a sequenceapproaching its limit. This information
is giYenby the last inequality.
8. Discussthe possiblelimits of the ssquercedefinedby

H. 1l '
t", = sl+
ProYethat, if ro > 3, then
(i) 3 < s"*1 < t", (ii) f,n+r-3 ( r? (""-3).
9. Prove that. if
ct) bt) 0 and a,*1 = t{a"+b"), b"a = za"bJ@"+b"),
then a. > a,+t ) bn+r > ,a. Prove that, 39 7 -+ co,cn and ," both tetrd
to the limit .,/(a!rJ.
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2.9. Infinite series
It is likely that you have learned from books on algebra
that, if the common ratio of a g€ometricprogressionis numerically lessthan l, the progressionhas a'sum to infinity', The
simplest illustration of this is

+....
++++*+r!
Here the sum s,,of the first z termsis
so : l-2a'
As z +o, s" + 1 and the sum to infinity is 1. So there is no
newideain the summationofan infinite series;we haveonly to
examinethe behaviour,as n -+co, of the sequence
of numbers
Jn,where so is the sum of the fust r terms, We shall statethis
formally.
Let u* be defnedfor all positit)eintegal oaluesof n. Defne
sn : uL+uz+...+u,l
or, more shortly, sn : > ,.
r-l

If, as n -> a, sn tendsto a fnite limit s, wesay that the infnite
series
q+q+us+.,.
or I u^ converges(or, is convergent)and that.r ,:r jtJ sum.
n-l

The number a,, is the nlh term of the infinite seriesand s" is
the sum of the first z terms. (It may sometimesbe more appropriate to start with a term with zero suffix 26,for example,in
the seriesao+atx+azxz+.,.; s^ will then denotethe sum of
z + I terms.)
You should note carefully that, when applied to infinite
series,the meaning of the word srnz has been widenedfrom its
use in algebra. Hitherto it has meant tlre number which is got
by addingthe numberscontainedin somegivenfinite set; Now
it can be the limit of a sequence.The main reason for this
cautionary remark is to guard ourselvesagainsttacitly assuming
that properties of a sum (in the restricted sense)carry over into
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propertiesof a sum (in the generalsense),For instance,if
a + b + c : s, then by the associative
law of algebra,
ka+kb+kc : ks.
The correspondingproperty is in fact true of the sum of ar_
infiniteseries,i.e. if ur+u2+us+... converges
to sum J, then
kur+ kur+ Icu"+... converges
to sumfrJ. But it is a propertyof
limitsand mustbe provedas such.
An inllrrite serieswhich is not convergentis called,
diuergent.
For example,eachof the series
l+1+l+...
and

1-l+1-...

is divergent.From $2.4we seethat for a divergentseriesthere
are four different possibleways in which s,, may behave;it
may tend to +co or to -co or may oscillatefinitely or infinitely. If a seriesdoesnot converge,it is generallyenough
just to label it as divergent,but it is sometimeseasyand convenientto incorporatefurther information. For instance.we
could say that the seriesX( - l)n oscillatesand the series

r{- I +(- lr}

divergesto -co.
The words conliergeand dfuergeare commonlyapplied to
scquences
as well as to series,e.g.if r, = 2 - (j)", then s, convergesto the limit 2, Ifs, doesnot tend to a finite limit we call
it divergent;a more specificstatementmay be made such as
that s,, : -2" diverges
to -co.
Beforewe discussgeneralpropertiesof infinite seriesit will
help the readerto be thoroughlyfamiliar with someparticular
seriesof simpletypeswhich will illustrate the later theorems.
We shall taketwo importantseries,the first beingthe geometric
series.
2,10. The geometricseriesExa
Theorenr2,10. The inJiniteseries
l+x+x2+..,+x"+...
conDerges
if and only if -1 < x < l.

41t
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Proof, Hete uu : t"-1 and

[r-,.

{ '-l

(.r + l),

tn ('r = l ) .
Ifx = l, J'n+cpasr-+oo. Ifx * l,
lx"
l-x
I -x'
if
From $2.7, x"+0 if -l < x < I and the seriesconverge$
- I < .r < 1, its sum being l(l -x).
If r > l, x'r -> co and J,,-+ co,
If .x : -1, s. : I if r is odd and 0 if tt is ever &nd so
oscillatesfinitely.
If x < - 1, sn oscillatesinfinitely.
Hence the seriesconvergesonly if -l < :r < L
2.11. Tbe seriesEa-t
Observethat the meaningofa power z* is determinedby the
index laws of algebra only if & is rational. The extension to
irational & is bestdeferreduntil chapter6 (p. 108). Meanwhile
we shall assumethat the indices of any powers with which we
deal are rational. The theorems concerned(such as theorem
2.11)remaintrue whetherthe indicesare rational or irrational.
Theorem2J1. T'heinfnite series
t,l,l,
7*'t T1 *r

,1,
""r*-

"'

(wherek is a constnnt)conuergesifk > | and divergesifk < l.
Remarks.If k : l, the termsare in'harmonic progression'
and the series>(l/z) is often called the harmonic series.
The geometricseriesof the theorem2,l0 waseasyto dealwith
for the reasonthat we could find a simple explicit formula for
.r,,in termsofz. This is not possiblefor tbe series)(l/zr) even
for simple valuesofk like I or 2. In practice, given an infinite
series,it is most unlikely that a simple expressioncan be found
for the sum of r tems. Some sort of approximation is nearly
always necessary,The reader will seein a moment the device

2.1r1
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by which it can be carriedout for this particularseries.More
generalmethodswill be developedin chapter5.
We shall prove theorem2.11first for the 'border-line' value
k : l, which is the greatestvalueof k giving divergence.
This,
beingthe caseof the theoremin which the issuebetweenconvergenceand divergenceis most finely balanced,might be
expectedto be the most difncult. In fact, on accountof the
simplicityof detail,it is as easyas the other cases,
Proof of theorem.We wish to prove that the series

1+'+++++;
++++
+++...
diverges.This will be doneill by taking enoughterms,we can
maketheir sumlargerthan any assigned
number,The following
inequalitiesusethe fact that the termsdecrease
t + * > 2 > < *- * , ,

> 4*t: 1-"
i++++++
++rro+...+rl+rla > 8 x 11"= 1
and so on. The sumofthe termsin eachofthe successive
blocks
of2,4,8, 16,... termsis greaterthan]. Takingin now thefirst
and secondterms 1 and {, we haveprovedthat the sum of the
first2+2+4+8+ .,.+2--1 (i.e.2.) termsof theseries
is greater
lhanl+\m. Thereforethe series)J(l/n) divergesto +m.
Supposenow lhat k < l. Then l/nk > l/n, and so the sum
of any set of terms of Z(llnk) is greaterthan the sum of the
correspondingtermsof E(lir), This latter serieshasjust been
provedto divergeto +co. Tltereforeso doesX(l/zr) for /< < L
Take now k > 1. We haveto prove convergence.
The same
device,of groupingtermsin blocksof 2,4,8,... succeeds,
but
we must now find approximationswhich are greater tharr the
sumsof the blocks.We have
rl21
t
2r+*
7: F:t,
r1l14l
t
4 * +y + 4 + j i
+= ouv
lt
181
:
<
Vn gr+"'+ 15r. gr gr-r.
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Now the series

I ." I - I '
'
2k-r 4t-r 81-r ""
is a convergentgeometricseries,with sumto infinity t say.Then
suy,the sum of the first N terms of 2(l lnk)increaseswith N and
is always less than r, So, by theorem 2.6, sx tends to a finite
limit as l{+oo. That is to say,the seriesconverges.I
Note on the casek < l. Instead of deducing this from the
case& = 1, we could arguedirectly
t' . '

t+*+...+*,

"(*)

and nr-r + oo.
Numerical illustration. Find a value of r large enough to
make the sum of z terms of

I +++++...
greaterthan 20.
The reader should not disdain numerical work, which keeps
him in touch with reality. We will work this examplefor him,
The proof showedthat the sum of the fust 2- terms is greater
than I + +/rr. So 238 terms will certainly be enough. Now
238> 1011and a twelve-figure number in this context is surprisingly large, We naturally sacrificed accuracy in approximating to the sums of blocks of terms. But more refined
methods would show that the number of terms which must be
taken to grve a sum greater than 20 exceedslS. Thesecalculations show, in homely language, that the diuergenceof this
seriesis slow.
Exercises
2 (/)
Not.t on theseexercisetare givenon p. 773.
l. For the seriestl/zr estimate a value of ff which will ensurethat the sum
of all terms after the Nth is less than 10r,
Mak€ the same calculation for the geometric series:(0.99)i. What do
you conclude about the relative 'slowness-or quickncss-of convergenc€'
of the two series?
2. Find for what values of r the following seriesconverge, and sum them
rt
' '
(l+fF "''
l+r'(l+f)'
'r l -

rl

rl

.,

r'
-J- '
l + rr (l +rt)r (l + rr)t "''
1+2r+3rt+4rt+,.,.
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thesum
3. Estimate
,!Jr"
4. Provethat, if a> 0and, > 0, the serieswhosenth t.'fmis ll(a+nb,
diverges.
5. Sum to m tertnsand to infinity the serieswhosezth term is
I

n<*Tl-<*zl'
Deducethe convelgenceof Xr-3. Extend this to a denominatorwhich is
a product of & insteadof three consecutiveintegers.

2,I2, Propertiesof infiniteseries
The following propertiesof infinite seriesare, for the most
part, immediateadaptationsof resultsaboutlimits of sequences,
and proofs can be suppliedby the reader.
(l) The conuergence
or dioergence
of a seriesis unafectedif a
or ahered,
fnite numberof termsore inserted,or suppressed,
Illustrution. If lan convcrgesto sum J, then ).) convergeslo sum
1

/.+ 1

s- ur- ,., - uh. If the former seriesdiverges,so doesthe latter.

(2) If q+u2+... conaerges
to sums andq+D2+.., cou.)erger
to sum l. then the series
(ur+u)+(ur+or)+...
conDerges
to sums + t.
Exercise. Prove, more generally, that the serieswhose rth te.m is
aun+ bu,, where s and 6 are conslants,convergesto sum dJ+rt.

(3) If uL+uz+... conuerges,
thenlim un : Q.
Proof, uo: Jz-Jz-r. Both ,s, and s,-1 tend to the same
limit s. Therefore,by theorem 2.53(i), hmu. existsand
limu^: s-s : 0. I
Note carefullythat the converseof (3) is false.The example
u" : lln showsthat it is possibleto.bavelirn u^ : O and Eun
divergent.In other words (seeexercise2 (g), l)
Theconditionlim a, : 0 is necessary
but not sufficient
for the
contergence
of Zun
@) If >u" is conDergenl,tlren so is any serieswhosetermsare
obtahedby bracketingtlrc termsof 2u, in any manner,and the
two serieshauelhe samesunt.
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It is thus legitimate to insert bracketsin a convergentseries,
but not to omit them.The seriesI - I + I - I +... oscillates,but
the series
( l - l ) + ( 1- l ) + . . .
convergesto sum 0.
(5) If u" 2 Ofor eueryn, then2u. either conuerges
or dioerges
to +6.
A necessaryand suficient conditionfor conoergenceis thal
a

there existsK suchlhat tu* < Kfor all N; and then lu" < K.
lt

This is a restatementof theorem 2.6.
(6) If, for eoeryn,
(i) u^ > O, u" >- 0,
(ii) u, < Ko,, whereK is constant,
(iii) )run conoerges,
then 2uo conoerges,Also Zun < KX4,.
The readershould deducethis from (5) and should formulate
a correspondingresult for divergence,
We shall take up in chapter 5 the more systematicinvestigation of infinite series,
Exercis€s2 (g)
Notet on theseexercisesare giuen on pp, 1734.
l. (N,8.) Explain necessarycondition, t llcient condition. Which of the
following are (a) necessary,(r) sufficient, for the real numb€rs p,q to be
equal ?
(i) p'+q' = zpq, (ii) pz = q!, (iii) p+!=q+!-.
'q'p
2. Say of each of the following conditions whethcr it is (a) necessary,
(D) sufficienl
(i) A ,t condition that the year r is a leap year is that r is a multiple
of 4.
(ii) A' condition thatpq = 0 is thatp = 0 andq = 0.
(iii) A r' condition that the coresponding angles of two triangles
,48C, D,E'Fare equal is that
BC
- E F = CA
FD:

AB
DE'
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3. Say of each of the following serieswhether it convergpsor divcrges
1.2.3,
. n
'. '
3t 5'f 1'r.."rfr;1?
I,1.
I
, I ,

l - l ++-'++-l+*-*+...,
,r .+1t ,! 1+ t f f l + .l ., . .
4. Prove that, if 0 < a" < l, then the seriess +arx+..,+anxn+...
convergesfor0<x<1.
Extend ihe result, assumiogthat la.l < &.
5. Sum the 6nite series

3l+ar+b
:1 ;U+2)(*4)'
Deducethe sumsto infinity.
6. (N.B.)lf

/

r\,

s"= (l +:,

"!1

r1ra1],1"a27'
/

r\_,

una t" = tl -,J

prove that r" is an increasingand t" a decreasingsequence.Prove further
that, as '' "+ co, t"-J" -+ 0 and that J, and ,n tend to the samelimit.
7. If.r, and r" oscillatefinitely, in what ways is it possiblefor r"+tn to
behave (in r€gard to limits or oscillation)? Give an example of each.
Answer the samequestionfor r"rn.
8. Simplify the product
2s_l33_l43_l

n 3 _l

F+tF+t+t+t';5+t'
and prove that it tends to a limit (to be found) as z -+ co.
9. lt is given that t,"+r = *fu"+ A'lu"), where ,, = 1,2,3..., and
O<A<ul.Provethat
(i) u"*, > A and u,*, < u^i
(iD d"*. = dl,where d^ = (u"-A)l@"+A)i
(iii) as a tendsto infinity, rri tends to /4.
Taking ,4r =99, ut= 10, calculate y'll correct to four places of
decimals.
10. Show tbat, if,'0 and I are positivenumbers,and
.l
rna1l : = 2A,
then the condition,4 > I is necessary
for the conv€rgence
of the scquence
rn; show that it is also sufrcient in the case of ro > l, by verifying that
f. > I for every n, and, for a suitable c > l,
c" lr"-cl < lro-cl.
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U. Define(if possiblQan oscillatingre4uenccsatisfying
&t! -.1'1.
J,

Answer the same questiou with -* in place of l.
12. Prove that,' if
. ^ .
1.3.5...(2n-t)
= -2A

u"

s-.:.ix'- '

then rai is an increasing sequenceand (n+t)4
Deduce that nrf. tends to a limit.

is a decreasingsequence.

13. Rstablish the truth or falsity of each ofthe statements(0-(iii).
(i) If the se4uence.ro increascs,so does the se4uenc€
(.q* s1* ... *,ro)/n
(ii) For all ,r, it is kno$'n that r, > r,+b ,i < tn+r and rn > t",
Then both s€quenc€sso, ,o tend to limits, r, , and r > t.
(iii) If s"*, -.r" oscillates infinitely, then s" oscillates iDfDitely.
14. Prove that, if rn tends to the limit $, then
Jr+Jr+..,+S,
also tends to r.
15. Find the sum of the first 4+ I t€mrs of the s€ries
I +2x+ 3.d+...+(z+ l).xi+....
Prove that, if l.rl < l, the seriesconvergesto the sum l/(l -.t)t.

3
CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
3.1. Functions
You are familiar with the dependence
of one real numbery
on another real number x which is commonlydeterminedby
formulaesuchas
.y = 1/("r'+l) or y:,,!{(2-x)(x-t)}.
In the former y is definedfor all valuesof x and in the latter
only for 1 < x < 2. In eithercase,if a value of x is assigned,
we cancalculatethe valueofy whichcorresponds
to it and there
is only one such value of y (if it is understoodthat the ./ is
positive). Here r may be describedas the independent
uariable
and ), as the dependent
uariable.
Thesetwo examplesare simpleillustrationsof functions.We
go on to expressin generaltermsthe meaningof function.
Let X be a set of numbersx and Y a set of numbersy. If
rules are given by which, to eachx in X, a corresponding7
in I is assigned,theserules determinea function definedfor
xin X,
Noler. (1) Obseryethat, to a givenx, there is just onc corresponding),
The same/ may correspondto more than one x, Fo! instance,in thg
example/ = 1/(r'+l), y = ! corresponds
to both.r = I and x = -1.
In other words, the correspbndence
betweenX and yis in generalmanyone and is only exceptionallyone-one.
In the ordinary graphicalrepresentation,no line parallel to O/ cuts the
cuNe in more than one point.
(2) You may come acrossin mathematicalliterature other words and
phmses equivalent to those used here, A function defined in X with
valuesin I is often called a transformation,or a mapping, of X into y.
According to the definition, y may include valueswhich are not taken by
/ for any value of x, If every value of I' in y is taken for some ,. in X,
we can say that the mapping of X is onto Y.
(3) The usual notatjon for a function is the letterl If more lettersare
needed,g, C, Fare commonly used,The value ), which a function/takes
for a particular x in X is written/(r), so that / = /(r).
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(4) Strictly speaking, the function /is the set of all pairs of numbers
(r, y) which are related by the rules defining the conespondence. /(x) is
the 'function-value' for the number -r. It is conveni€nt, and does not lead
to error, to sp€ak sirnply of the function f(*).
A few further illustratiom will bring out the full meaning of the
definition of function. In each of thesg satisfy yourself that the rules are
adequate to determine a uuique value of/ for each value ofr concemed.

(D

Y=r for o<.r<1,
./=0

for r<0

andfor r> 1.

In physical applications the independent variable is commonly the timc;
this function could represent,for example, a force of unit magnitude which
&cts for unit time and then ceases.
(2) Suppose that rt = t this equation assigns values to / for t > 0,
and, if .x > 0, there are two values of/ equal in magnitude and of opposite
signs. We said in tbe definition that a function is to be sizgle-aalzed. So
y' = x docs not define in our s€nse),as a function of .r. We may, however,
di$ect it into two functioDs f = +^lx and y = -^!x each defined for

x>o.
(3)

y = 7 +- .
r^

t) (.r-2)'

This function is defined for all values of x except .x = I and x = 2.
(4) r = the large'stprime factor oft
This statement has meaning only when .r is ao integer.
(5, s" = lln, where n is a positive integer. Sequencesare functions of
a special t'?e, in which the indep€ndent variable is restricted to be a
positivc integer. The same defining formula with r replaced by r, namely,
y = !lx, may defrnea function for values of r otber than positive int€gers
(here, for all values of x except r = 0).
(O

.Y = 0 when x is irrational,

Y= 1 whe! x fu ntional.
'utrnatural'
An
function like this may seemto have little interest. Such
functions are, in fact, of use in analysis in deciding for how wide a class
of functions some propos€d theorem is true. We sball come across iuustratious of this later in the book.
(7) / is fhe t€mperature in degre€sat time r at a giv€Nrplace.
This type of function is very common in scisnce and in everyday Uf€.
It differs from the exampl€s(lXO in that there is no analytical formula by
wbich it can be represcnted.In practice the function-valuec may be given by
a graph (drawn, say, by a pen attach€d to a recording thermometer). These
values are then knowu withiq thc limits of accuracy which can b9 attained
io obs€rvatioD.
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3.2. Behaviourof/(.r) for large valuesof .t
We described in chapter 2 the various ways in which a
sequences,"may behaveas the variable n tends to infinity. The
same descriptionsapply to a function;f(x) as x+co. For
example,
Definition. f(x) -> a as x -+ @ if
1X. .f(x) > A for all x > X.
You shouldalso define,following $2.3,the meaningof
f(x) -> I as x -> o.
A;

(We singledout null sequences
as forming the simplestintroduction to limits of sequences,Now we need not move so
slowly, and can omit specialmention of'null functions' for
which / : 0.)
The variablex rnaytake arbitrarily largenegativevalues,and
we have, for example,
Defnition. f(x) -+ I as n -> -@ d, giuene, there is X suchthat
l.f(x)-ll .e for all x < -X.
There is a further limit situation which doesnot occur for
sequences
s' but which presentsitself for functionsof x. To
exemplifyit, consider
I
yxJ.
As x approaches
2, taking valuesgreaterthan 2, y + co. (Also,
2 throughvalueslessthan 2, / + -o.) We can
asx approaches
denotetlte approachof x to a numberc throughvaluesgreater
than c by writing x -+ c+ (and through valueslessthan c by
x -> c-).
Defnition, /(.x) + co as x -u c + if, giuen A, therc is 6 s ch that
.f(x)> A forallxin

c<x<c+8.

3,3. Sketchingof cunes
It is a goodexercisein appreciationof functionaldependence
to sketchsomesimplecurves.The readershouldaim at determining, with hardly any calculation,tbe generclshapeof the
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curve. By asking himself ttre right questionshe can do this very
quickly. (If a more accurategraph is required, points can be
plotted later in the usual way.)
Information under the following headingsgivesa good start:
(l) the raugeof x for which y is defined,and any simplifying
featuressuch as syometry about an axis;
(2) valuesofy when .x is large (horizontal asymptotes);
(3) any valuesof x for which y is large (vertical asymptotes);
(4) any particular points on the curve which can be seenat
a glance,e.g, points on the axes,
\
\

\/!

Fis,,2
(x- 1)(x-3)
Gc_ilix_6,
(1) y is defncd for all r €xc€pt2 and 4.
(2) As.r+o or r+ -@, y+1. Draw the horizontalasymptotc
=
.y |. Also it is clear that, if x is large and positivg .r- I > x-2 and
x-3 > x-4, so the curve approschesthe asymptotefrom above as
Examptet. ), =

x-+@.

(3) x = 4 and .r = 2 aro vcrtical arymptotcs. From the signs of the
factors in the numcrator and denominator,
8a t-t4+,
a n da s x - - 4 - , y - + - q i
/++@
as x-+2+,.r++@
y-+ -q,
a n da s x * 2 - ,
(4) y=0
gvcs .r= I or 3,)
Mark these Poin$'
x = o giv€s .y = *.
l
It is often worth while to find where the cuwe cuts its horizontal
ssymptotc, Hcre y = I gives x = t (and, what is more importalt, no
othcr point).
We have by now a good idea of the shape of the cuwo (69. 2a).
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y = x "' +. 7t ,

Example 2,

(l) Sincey is unchangedwhen -x is put io place of r, the curve is
symmetricalabout Oy. y is definedand is positivefor all x except0.
(2) As .r -+ + co or Jc+ - @, y -+ c.. Moreover, when x is large,/ is
a little greatcr than x2, so we sketch the parabola/ = xr as a guide for
largex.
( 3 ) A s . r - +0 + o r x ' + 0 - , J . , + c o .
(4) The curve does not cut either axis. When r= tl, /= 2, (see

frs.2b).

Exercises3 (o)
Sketchthe generalshapesof the curvesgiven by the following equatioos.
l.Y=x*.

2. y =

76-to.

4. y =:.

l.
ylf

3. J, = xro+x-ro.
-----vx =
x'

I

o Y = (i-1) (x
4,
8. yr = -i

9. y1 = -i-= .
x+ I

..

3.4. Continuousfunctions
The readerwill haveacquiredfrom examplesthe impression
that the commonfunctionscan reasonablybe calledcontinuous,
thoughsomeof them may presentdiscontinuitiesfor particular
valuesof x, For instance,he would regardthe function whose
graph is sketchedin exampleI of $3.3 as being continuous
exceptat x : 2 and x -- 4. He would think of a function as
continuousso long as its graph can be drawn without taking
the pencil off the paper.
We must now refine theserough ideasinto analyticalconcepts.The reader,after reflection,will (we hope)agreethat for
a function/to be continuous
at a valuex - c he requiresthat
(l) /(c) is defined,(2) as x approachesc, the value of /(x)
approaches
/(c). Thus the assertionof continuity is nothing
nore or lessthan a statementabout limits, namelythat
lim /(x) :

2-+')+

lim f(x) : f(c).

ri+C-
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We neednot keepthe c+ and c- separateand can now setup
two basic definitions,the former dealingwith the limit of a
function and the latter with continuity.
Definition, f(x) -->I as x -t c tf, gioene, there exists I suchthat
l , / ( x ) - r l. e f o r a l l x r z 0 < l . x - c l < d .
The d dependson the e, and, in general,the smallerthevalue
of e, the smallermust be the value of d. The dependence
may
be emphasised
if we wish, by writing d(e).
Note that the value .r : c is excludedfrom the set of .r for
which the e-inequalityis required to hold in the above definition. The statementconcernsbehaviouras x getsnearto c,
not behaviourat c.
Defnition. Thefunctionfis continuousat c y'/(r) -->f(c)asx -> c.
Combiningthe last two definitionswe seethat the following
is an equivalentdefinitionof continuity,
f is continuousat c if, gh.tene, there is 3 suchthat
lf(x)-.f(c)l<e for lx-cl <6.
The valuesofx such that l.r-cl < d, in other words, the
open interval (c - 4 c + d) may be aptly alled a neighbourhood
of c. More generallywe canapply this word to an openinterval
c-8, < x < c+d2, wheredr, d, may be different. It is worth
while to statethis as a definition.
Defirtdoa. An open interaal is called a neighbourhoodof any
one of its points.
The definition of continuity of f rt c then statesthat, given
any ueighbourhoodN, of/(c), there is a neighbourhoodN, of c
such that, if x is in 1Vr,then/(x) is in /V,.
We have defned continuity of f at c, that is to say, continuity at a point. We go on to definecontinuityin an interval.
Supposefirst that tbe interval is closed.
Defirtion. f is said to be continuous in the closed interual
(a, b) if
(1) for eachc in a < c < b,f is continuous
at c;
(2) lim /(.r) - f(a), tim f(,) :.t(b).
.+a+
.+b-

3.41
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The purposeof the specialtreatmentof the end-points4 anc
D is clear; we wish to avoid any mentionof valuesofx outside
(a, b). lf we are defining continuity in an open interval say
a < x < b or theinfiniteinterval.r > a. thereareno end-ooints
and no condition (2).
Definition. f is said to be continuousin an open interual if it is
continuousat eachpoint of the interual.
3.5. Examplesof continuous
and discontinuous
functiom
We shall amplify and makemore precisethe remarkmadeat
the beginningof $3.4 that the common functions of x are
generallycontinuous,
Boundsoff. Supposethat x is allowedto take any valuein a
setX, In practiceXis usuallyan interval,whichmay be closed
or open.The valuesof/(x) for x in X form a setofnumbers, I
(sometimes
denotedbyl(X)). If the set I is bounded(g1.7)we
say that the function/ is boundedin X. Also the sup and inf
of Iare calledthe sup and inf of the function/ for x in X.
Continuous
functions. In the following theorems,the condition ofcontinuity may referto a point or to an interval(closed
or open) so long as it is given the sameinlerpretationin the
hypothesisand the conclusion.
The sum of two continuowfunctions is continuous,
Theproduct of two continuousfunctions is continuous.
The quotient of two continuousfunctions is continuousfor any
aalueof x for which the denominatoris not zero,
The readershould,satisfyhimselfthat theseconstantlyused
facts can be proved by argumentsfollowing thoseset out for
the fundamentaltheoremson sequences
givenin $2.5.
We have further
If n is a positioe integer, thefunctiot, * is continuousfor all
ualuesof x; x.-" is continuousexceptfor x - O,
This can be proveddirectly (by proving that x"-c'is small
if x-c is small) or alternativelyby induction, applying the
theoremabouttheproductofcontinuousfunctionsto ra-r andr.
We cannow build up sumsof multiplesof powersof ,r to give
Any polynomial is continuousfor all ualuesof x.
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Aq otient of two polynomialsis continuous/or all oaluesofx
for which the denominatoris not zerc.
A more generaland much-usedresult is the following, which
assertsthe continuity of the function obtainedby compounding
two continuousfunctions.
Iheorem 3.5. Supposethat
(l) 3(x) r:rcontinuousfor x : { and g(Q = q;
@ f(y) is continuousfor y : ,1.
Thenf{g(x)} is continuousfor x : (.
Proof.
' Wite
CIE+n) - q+K,
Given (, we can find 8 such tat

l k l : l s ( € + h ) - c ( O<l6 i f l l ' l< d .
Given e, we can find E such that

v a + D - f Q D l < e i f l & l< ( .
Thesestatementscombine to give

< e if Url< 6' I
lf{s(€+41-7919}l
Somediscontinuous
functions. For continuity at c it is necessary and sufficientthat f(c +) : f(c) : f(c-), where/(c+) is
written for fts lirnil6fjf(v) as r+ c+. Example.s
may be constructed in which one or more of thesenecessaryconditions
fail, giving a discontinuity at c. We give two illustrations.
(1) Let /(x) = [.1] : ths greatestinteger less than or equal
to .r.
This function is continuous if x is not an integer. If x is a
positiveintegerz,f(n+) : f(n) : n,f(n-) : n-1.
(Z) f(x) : sin (1/x). This function is not defined for x : 0.
If the definition is completed by assigninga value to /(0), the
function would be discontinuousfor x : 0, whateverttre value
of/(O). For/(x) doesnot tend to a limit as x + 0, sinceit takes
all valuesbetween-l and I (inclusive)for valuesof xas near
to 0 as we wish, e.g.if (l/x) : (2n+L) t, sin (l/x) - 1 and by
taking n large euough this value of x is arbitrarily closeto 0.
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Exercises3 (6)
Nolet oratheseexercisesare gioen on pp, 171-5,
1. Stateany valuesof r for which the following functions are discootinuous

^lKx-a)l(b-x)1, l/J(*r+ 1),
tanr, secr, U(l +tanr),
2. Sketch the graph of the 'saw-tooth function'
x- [r] -].
3. Sketch tbe graphs of the functions

lxl, ty'xl, dtxt,
pointing out for what values of x there are discontinuities.
4. Proye that the function defined by
,f(x) = x sin (t/*)

(x * 0),

/(0) = o
Sketch its graph.

is continuow for all values ofr,
5. Provo that. if

xr-6x+5

J(x) =:t;F:';T-i8,
and /< * I, there are two values ofx for which,t"(x) = &, Illustrate by a
graph.
6. Prove that

x,-2x+ |
xry2x+2

is bounded for all values of;r, and find its supremum and infimum.
7. ArBwer the same question for
4x2+3
x'+l'
8. Inwstigate the limit as { + I of

*-3x+2

p 11
t32'
7z= z,z
9. Investigate the limits as x -+ 0 of

10. Find numbers ?' 4, r such that
'nx*f 4 * ! -
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givestheclosestpossible
given
approximation
for largevaluesof x to the
functions
,..xx
(")
.
n,
;r;;Tl ,
J(Ix-+O
property
3.6, The intermediate-value
Theorem3,6. Supposethat f is continuousin the closedinterual
(a, b) and that f(a) + f(b). Thenf takes eueryoalue which lies
betweenf(a) andf(b).
Remarks. Supposethat /(a) < f(b) and that ? is a number
such that /(4) < T < .f(b). The theorem asse s that the curve
y = f(x) cuts the line y = t1,i.e. that thereis a number { be(Theremay be more than
tweena and D for which/($:7.
one such 6.) Taking the intuitive view tlat a continuous
function is one whosegraph can be drawn without lifting the
pencil off the paper, we can have no doubt that the theorem is
tme.
We must, however,provide an analyticalproof, and a little
reflectionshowsa likely approachto one. Let x take values
increasingfrom 4 to 6. While x is near enough to a, f(x) will
still be lessthan 7. When x is near enough to b,f(x) is greater
than 7. If we take the suprernum5 of the numbersx for which
f(x) < ,1,we may hope to prove tJl'aif(0 : tt.
Alternatively we could have expressedthis groping for a
proof in the languageof a Dedekind section. However,we have
at our disposal theorem 1.8, asserting the existenceof the
supremum(which was proved by a Dedekind section),and it is
more economicalto useit. The formal details of the oroof now
follow.
Proof of theorem 3.6. Let ,S be the set of numbers x in
d < x < b for which /(x) < ?. ^Sis not empty, sincea is in S.
By theorem1.8,the set S has'a supremum,E say.
We prove first that a < € < b. By continuity of f at a,
there is an interval a < n < c throughout which /(-r) < 7.
Therefore { >. c > a. Similarly there is an interval d < :r < 6
throughout which f(x) > ,li thesepoints are not in S and so
E<d<b.
We now prove (i) ,/(O < T a d (ii) f(O > T.

3.61
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By the definitionof supremum,for everypositivee, thereis
a memberx' of S with (-e ( .r' ( 6. For this x', f(x') < 11.
Since/is continuous^t €,fG) ( q, which is (i).
We now prove(ii). Any x greaterthan 6 is not in S and so
.f(x) > tt. By continuity,/(() is the limit ofl(x) asx tendsto {
throughvaluesgreaterthan E, and sof(E) > 7. This is (ii).
3.7. Boundsof a continuous
function
We go on to establishother generalpropertiesof continuous
functions.
Theorem3,71. Iff is continuous
in the closedinterual(a, b), it is
boundedin (a, b).
Remarks.It is essentialto the truth of the theoremthat the
intervalshouldbe closed.The function lix is continuousin the
interval 0 < x ( l, open at the left-handend. By choosingx
nearenoughto 0, we can make I /"r arbitrarily large,so it is not
boundedabovein 0 < x < l.
We shall establishthe existenceof an upperbound forl i.e.
a numberI{ such that f(x) < K for c(:r(b.
A correspondingargumentshowsthe existenceof a lower bound.The
proof has somelikenessto the proof of the intermediate-value
theorem,in that it usesthe supremumof a suitably defineci
set of valuesx in (a, b).
Proof. Let Sbethe setof numbers.r,in a ( x, < b suchthat
the function-values
/(x) are boundedabove for 4 < .x < xr,
Then ,Sis not emptysincea belongsto S; and the membersof
S are lessthan or eqnalto D.Thereforethe membersofS have
a supremum{. Thereale threepossibilities
(i) a < €< b, (ii) € : a, (iii) E : b.
We shallprove that (i) and (ii) lead to contradictions.We shall
obtain the contradictionin (i) by producinga member of S
whichis greaterthan 6. Since/is continuous
at {, thereis an
interval(( - d, 5 + d) inside(a, 6) within which

f(x) < fG)+1.
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(Any positive number in place of I would servejust as wellif we take the appropriate d.) Since 5 is the supremumof
the nunbers in S, we can find K and an xr of S for which
f(x) < K for a<x<xt
xr > 6- 8.

and
Therefore

f(x) < max{K,f(€)+l}

for a <.r < 5+*d.

So the number 5+*d is in ,S,which contradicts the defrnition
of { as the supremumof numbersin S.
We prove next that the assumption (ii) t : a leads to a
contradiction.
Since/is continuous (to the right) at a, we canfind d suchthat

f(x) < f(a)+r

fora < x < a+d.
So a+]d is in S which contradictsthe assumption5 : a.
We are therefore left wilh (iii) 5 : D, and we have to deduce
from this that/is boundedabovefor c < x < 6.
Since/is continuousat b, thereis a d suchthat
f(x) <f(b)+l

for &-6 < x < b.

SinceD is the supremumof numbersin S, there is /( and an
x, of S for which
f(x) < K for c<.r<x,
where
Therefore

x1 > b-8.

f(x')< max{K,f(b)+1}for a(x(0.

I

Thcorem3.72. A ftmction continuousin a closedintenal attains
its bounds. In symbols, if f is continuousfor a < x 4 b and
M : stJpf(x), then there is a oaluex, in a 4 x, < b for which
f(x',) : ttt (witn a similar statementfor m : inf/(x)).
Remarks.Just as for the last theorem,it is essentialtlat the
interval should be closed. For instance,the function x+2 is
continuous; its bounds in the open interval 0 < x < I are

t,1l
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M : 3 and,m : 2; thereare no valuesof : in 0 < r < I for
which the function:r+2 takesthesevalues.
We give two proofs.The first is short, but rathertricky, The
secondis an illustrationof a very powerfulgeneraltechniquethe method of bisection-which the studentmav well master
now.
First proof. Supposethat thereis no x for which
a<r<b
Then

M -f(r) >0

From $3.5the function

and f(x) = M,
f o r a l l. x i n c < x < 0 .
I

U-nx'xl
is continuousfor a < x ( D,sincethe denominator
doesnot
vanish,
Soby thelasttheoremit is boundedandthereis & suchthat
I

M -J \X)

T h i sg i v e s

f(x\ < 1t1-:- for a<x<&,

which contradictssup/(x) : ff I
Secondproof (by the bisectionmethod), Bisectthe interval
(a, D).The key to the proof is that thereis at leastone of the
two halves in which sup/(.r) = ]l1. Selectthis half (or, if
sup/(x) = M in both halves,select(say) the left-handhalQ.
We thushavean interval,which we letter(ar,br),whereeither
ar = a ot Dr - D, such that
br- a, = \(b - a).
Now bisectthe interval (ar, br) and repeatthe argument.We
obtain an interval (ar, b) in which sup/(x) : M, where
br- a, - l(b -a).
Continuetheprocessindefinitely.It givcsan infinitesequence

puNcrroNs
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of intervals(an,b), in everyone of whichsup/(r) = M, such
that
@

a(at(4r(...,

b >- br >- br 2 ...,
bn- an = (b- a\ll*.
The last three lines show that the increasingsequence,
an anc
the decreasingsequenceD* tend to the samelimit, t say. (Notc
tlrat ( may be a or b,)
It is easyto seethat/(O : M. A formal proof is:
Suppose,ifpossible, thatf($ : k < M. Ctoose &, suchthat
k < k, < -&/. By continuity off(x) at €, we can fnd an interval
(6-4 6+d) in which/(x) < &r. But, ifz is large enoueh,the
interval (a", 6) lies inside the interval (5-4 6+0). The incquality /(x) < ftr contradicts the fact that, i! (a* b),
slupf(x) : M. I
3.8. Unffonn contlnulty
Supposethat, in ao interval (a, D),
sup/(r) = M and inf f(x) : a.
The number M - m meits a descriptiveword and we shall calL
it the /eapof the function in the interval. (. Oscillation' is sorre
times used but it has the drawback of suggestinga wave-like
function,)
In this book the theoremsof this sectionrvill be neededonly
in chapter 7. Theorem 3.82 will then be found to be vital in
setting up the integral of a continuous function.
Theorcm3.81. Supposethatf is continuousin the closedinterxal
(a, b). thm, gh:en e, the intenal can be dioided into a fnite
rumber of parts in eachof whichthe leap of f is lessthaa e.
Remark. Supposethat c is the mid-point of (4, 6). If both
of the intervals (a, c), (c, D)can be divided into a fiii1s nun6..
of parts in which the leap of/is lessthan e, theseparts forrir a
subdivision of (a, D) with the sameproperty. So the theorenr
Iendsitself to proof by bisection.
Prool Supposethe theorem false. Bisect the interval (a, 6),
There is at least one balf for which it is false. Ctoose this
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half (or the left-hand half, if it is false for both halves)and
denote it by (a" b), Repeatthe bisection.We have an increasingsequenceao and,a decreasingsequenceD" with a
commonlimit 6.
Since/is continuousat 6, thereis an interval(5-4 6+d) in
which the leap of/is lessthan e. (If 6 is a or D, the intervalis
(a, a+ 8) or (b- 4 &), respectively.)
But, if n is large enough,the interval (6-4 6+3) includes
(a", D"). From the defnition of (a", D,) it cannotbe dividedinto
a finite numberof partsin whichthe leapof/is lessthan€.This
is a contradiction. I
Theorem3.82, Lct f be continuousin the closedinterual (a, b).
Giuene, thereis t suchthat, if x, andxzareany twopoin* of(a, b\
with lxr- xrl < 3, then
lf(x)-f(x")l < e.
Proof, From the last theorem,we can divide (a, b) into a
finite numberof subintervalsin eachof which the leap of/(x)
is lessthan ]e. Take d'to be the length of the smallestof these
subintervals.If l4-.xrl < d', then x1 and x2 lie in the same
subintervalor in adjacentones. In the former case
lf(x1)-f(x,)l < le .
In the latter, if c is the common end-pointof the two subintervals.
'
l/\xr)-J\x)l

< ll(x) -/(c)l + |f(c) -f(x)l
< +e+re= €. J
This is calledthe theoremof uniform continuity.The reader
may treat this phrasemerelyas a labeluntil (beyondthe scope
of this book) he comesacrossthe notion of uniformity in other
contextsin analysis.
The point of the theoremcan be conveyedby the following
remarks. Continuityfor a valuer ensuresthat, given€, thereis
d suchthat,if -r,and xrare anypointsin theinterval(x- d,x+ d),
then lf(xr) -f(x)l < e. This d dependson e and also on the
particular value x. Theorem3.82 statesthat it is possibleto
choosea d which will servefor everyx in (a, 6),
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3.9. Inversefunc{iore
You will havemet situations in which, uncritically, a function
has been constructed as the inoerse of an already known
function, For example,the equation x : sin / is usedto define
/ as a function arc sin .x of .r, This illustration shows that the
procedure requires care, because,for a given .r, there are infinitely many valuesof1 and if we are to keep to single-valued
funotions we must inpose some restriction on the permitted
valuesof y,
We shall now give al existencetheoremwhich assuresus lha!
if certain simple conditions are fulfilled, we can obtain a new
function inverse to a kf,own function.
Defnirton. /rs increasingfor a < x < b if f(x) < f(x) for
all x1, x2 such that 4 ( rr < xs < b. If f(x) < f(x), we say
that f is s|aic/.lyincreasing.
Tlrcorcm3.9. Let f be continuous@td strictly increasingfor
4 < ;r < b. I'et f(a) : c, f(b) : d. Tlpn there is a ftotction g,
continuous and strictly hcreasing for c 4 y < d, su& that
fie$l = y (so that gO) is thefunction inoerseto f(x)).
Remarks. The situation is easily appreciated graphically.
Moreover, we can seethat the hypothesesare natural. If/were
not strictly increasing (or strictly decreasing)tlere could be
valuesofy correspondingto more ttran one value ofx, and then
there would not be a single-valuedinverse. If / were discontinuous, we might have, for some€,f(€+'l : tt > I = f(€-\
and an interval (,\, p) ofy in which tlere is no inversefunction.
Proof. l*t k be any number such tbat c < k < d.
By theorern 3.6, there is a value fr such that
.f(h) _ k,
and, since;f strictly increases,there is only one such lr corresponding to a given &.
The inversefunction g is then definedby } : g(/<).
It is easy to see that g is strictly increasing. For a formal
proof of this, let !, < yn and y, : /(.r), yz : f@), From tle
last paragraph,x, and x, are uniquely defined. Ifx, g xr, then,
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since/ is increasing,f(x") < f(rr), i.e. yz 3 yy which contradicts the assumption/r < ./2. So x, < x, ar.dg is strictly increasing.
It remainsto prove that g is continuous.
Withe > 0, let
.f(h-u) : k1 and f(h+e) = krThen,since/is increasing,
kl <k<k2
and

h-u . g(y) < h+e

if

kt < ! < kz.

Since e is arbitrary, g is continuous at y = k.
Here k is any number in the open interval (c, {. A similar
argument establishesone-sided continuity at the end-points c
and d.
Ex€rcises3 (c)
Noles on lhese exetcisesare gil)en on p. 175,
1. Discussthe continuity of the following functions:
(i) f(x) = llq wheo x is a rational numberplq in its lowest terms,
=
,f(x) 0 when x is irrational;
(ii) /(x) = x log sin'zx(x + o), /(0) = 0;
tl
x-a

l ll l(-xl = -

cosec -_

x-a

2, Constructa function which takeseveryvalue/in 0 < / < I onceand
onceonly for valuesofr in 0 <x < I and which is discontinuousfor some
valuesofxin0<r< l.
3. /is bounded for a ( x < b, and,Mk) is the suprcmumof the values
oflio the closedinterval (a, x). Prove that, iflis continuousfor a value
xo in a < xo < ,, and ifl(xo) < M(ro), then thereis an intervalcontaining
xo in which M(x) is constant,
4. Can a function be continuousfor one value ofx and discontinuousfor
all other values?
5. In theorem 3.82, take f(.x) = xtt3, a = -1, D = l,e = rt and give a
value of d.
6, Which of the following setsof data (i)-(iii) are sumcientto determine
the value/(0) ?
(i) /is continuousat x = 0 and in any neighbourhoodof x = 0 it
takes both positive and negativevalues;

A
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Gi) girtn c, thcrctu tsuch that l/(r)l < efor0< l.rl < f;
fui) as i -t Q /(i) -+ a aad

flh)+f(-hr-2f(o, - ,
7. /is boundedfor a < x < t atr4 for cvery pair of vsluesxt, .r with
a < x1 < x1< b'
/{}(x1**J} < }{,f(rJ+,f(xr)}.
Prov€that /b continuousfor a < r < 6.
8. /is deEacdfor all r and
lf(x)-f(x)l I' alx- x'l
for all r and.r/, wberethe constint c is lcsstbaDl. TbGscqucn@.rr,.a, ...
fu d€0ncdby a givenro aod
x, = f(x"-) (z = 1,2,...).
Provothat x" -t g a34 + co,whero

€=flil.
ProY€alsothat,ifl(o) > q thcn
f(o\ -,-

fiol

i;;<E€i';'
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4
THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
4.1. The derivative
If, for a givenvalueof x,

{f,:-D:f@
h

tendsto a finite limit as lr tends to 0, this limit, denotedby
/'(x), is calledthe deriuatiueor diferentialcofficientof f fot lhe
value of x. The function;f is said to be dffirentiable for that
valueof x.
To statethe geometricalcounterpartof this definition,supposethat P is a givenpoint on the curvey = f(x) and Q is a
variablepoint on the curve. If, as Q approaches
P along the
curve,the gradientof the line PQ tendsto a limit, the curvehas
a tangentat P whosegradientis/'(x),
The definitioncallsfor a numberof remarks,
(l) An expressivenotation is to write ft, the changein x,
as d;r (d':ris a singlesymbol; it is not d'muitiplied by x). The
corresponding
changein y, namely,/(x + 0x)-/(x) is calleddy.
The derivativeis then the limit, as d'xtendsto 0, of the ratio
d'v
ox
The derivativernaybe written
ay
dx'
wheredldx is, for the present,to be understoodas a symbol
specifyingan operationto be performedon whateverfollows
the d in the upper line. (The dy and dx ^rc not the numerator
and denominatorof a fraction.)
(2) A function, definedfor a set of valuesof r, may be
differentiablefor all thosevaluesor for none or for someand
not others,
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Illusrrations.(i) /(r) = rt
f'(t) = 2:c for all valucsofr.
(ii)
.f(r) = .t (t ntional),
0 (t irational)'
/(.r) is not differcntiablefor any valueof x,
(iiD
l(x) = lxl.

for
f'(x) = | it x > 0 and/'(.r) = -1 if.r < 0. ,f ig not difreaentiablc
r=0.
(3) A necessary(but not sufficient) condition for / to be
differentiable for a given value of .r is that /is continuous for
that value.
For 8y/0x can tend to a finite limit as 8x -+ 0 only if dy -+ 0,
i.e. if/is continuour.
The function lxl is continuousbut not differeotiableat x = 0.
(4) The following trot€s are, in part, suggested by the
examplesin (2).
In the definition of the derivative we coul4 if wo wished,
consider separatelyl + 0* and i -+ 0-, defining what might
be called the right-hand and left-hand derivatives. If they are
equal there is a derivative in the ordinary sense/'(x). The
function l/ of (iii) above has at x - 0 right-hand derivative I
and left-hend derivative - l.
Considernext another exampleofa power of r. lff(x):
xl,

then,forx:q

f@if$:

n_+

and this tends to +oo as fr + 0. Geometrically, the curve
./3 : x has a vertical tangent at (O 0). In defining the derivative we specifiedthat the limit should be fnite, and in accordaucewith this definition we say that .xt is not differentiablefor
x:0.
The decisionwhether to admit or excludeinfinite derivatives
is based on convenience.The exceptional casesthat have to
be stated in theorems if inftdte derivatives are allowed sway
the balancein favour of exclusion, For instance,if, for a certain
value of x,/'(r) were +@ and g'(.r) were -o, it can be shonm
by simple examplesthat/+g might have a derivative with any
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value or neednot be differentiable;so the rule to be givenin
$a.2(1) for differentiatingthe sum of two functionswould lose
the simplicitythat it has for finite derivatives.
Exerclses4 (a)
Notes on theseexercisesarc giuen or p. 175.
1. Find the equation of the tangentto the curve / = r!-4 at esch of its
points of intersectioowith (i) the x-axis, (ii) the /-axis.
2. Find the equation of the normal to the curve 2/ = (xa2)r at eachof
the points on it where, = 2.
3. Find the equation of the tangent at the origin to the curye
Y = x'(x-l)2+3x.
Prove that the tangent touches the curve again at a sccond point.
4. Provethat the equation of the tangentto the parabola/r = 44x at the
poirLt(at,,2At) t"
,, =
"*orr.
5. Give an exampleof a function which is continuousfor all valuesof r
and is differentiablefor all valuesof x excaptI and - l.
6. State for what yalues of x the following functions fail to be (a) continuous, (r) differentiable.
(i) [.t], (definedon p. 54).
(x-l
( x < l ) .'
(ii) /(x) = I
(x > 1).
{xr-l
7. Find the anglesof intersectionof the pair of curves
(i) 2Y = f'
Y = x2(2- xr,
Also of the pair
'
(ri) ZY = x!, 2x = Yt.

4.2. Differentiationof sum,product,etc,
We assumethat the functions/and g havederivativesfor the
valuesof x considered.The proof of (l) is left to the reader.
(l) f s(x) = f(x)+g(x), thens'(x) = f'(x)+g'(x).
If t(x) : kf(x), thent'(x) = 74'1*1.

(z) rf f(x) = f(x) g(x),thenrf'(x) : f(x) e'G)+I'g) s@).

Proof oJ (2). We have

cJtt !)_M : I@:Jls@tA_Ins\n
hh
-f(x)
.,+.,,.,g(.r+
:19
n 1 - = - f , +h)8 \ xg(x)
) ' > -. ._,.,f(x + h)
5.2
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Considerthe fust term in this last sum. Since/ is differentiableat x it is continuousat x andso/(x + ft) +/(x) asI + 0.
The other factot {g(x+h)-e@)}lh has limit g'(x). Sincethe
limit of a productis equalto the productof the limits,
_>f(x) g,(x) as I + 0.
s1*a 1;18(X!_Q:EG)
h
Similarlv'

s@tyl+3\x)_>g(x)f,(x)

as ft+0.

Finalln we appeal to the theorem that the limit of the sum of
thesetwo functions of I is the sum of the limits. I
This formula for differentiating a product is typical of those
which are usedover and over again in the differential calculus.
The proof has beenset out fully to stressits dependenceon tle
repeatedapplication of the theoremsabout limits.
(3) tf Q@) : lls@) and g(x) + o, thm

: - "49)-'
q'1*1
{g(x)}''

This fo[ows from

h)
i@+h)-d@): e@)-s(x+

hs@)
s(x+h)'

h

(4) rf$@) : f(x)ls(x),then

. .!pl@
6,61:t@s@_t.
{g(x)}n

combine (2) and (3).
(5) Functionof a fwrction.
1*1 u - g(x) and y : f(u), so that

rhen

y -.f{slx)} = 0@),say.
Q'@): f'{s(x)} s'(x),

o\ in other notation,

dy

dy du

7;: TITY'
Proof. Let 8x be a changein r, 0z the correspondingohange
in z by the functional relation u : S@). Let 8/ be the change
inyfromT:/(u),Then
a4 : {g(x) + e} dr,
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wherethe number€ (which dependson r and 0.r)tendsto 0 as
,x tendsto 0. Similarly
sy = {J'@)+etlsu,
whereer+ 0 as3a + 0. Herewe mustobservethat, ifg'(x) + 0,
8u is differentfrom 0 if d:ris smallenough;but, if g'(x) : 0, 8u
may possiblytakezerovaluesfor arbitrarilysmalldx; if dz = 0,
e, fails to be determinedby the equationconnectingdy and du,
and we then definee, : g.
The expressions
for 8z and d'ygive
6y : {f'Q|+e} {g'(x)+e}dx.
Divide by 0x and let dx -+ Q. ;
(6) Inuersefunction.
Let y : f(x) be continuous and strictly increasing for
a < x < b. If, for a gioenx in a < x < b, f'(x) + O, then the
inuersefunction x : gU) is dffirentiable for lhe corresponding
ulue of y and
r
c,(y) :
^x).
inverse
Proof.The
function existsby theorem3.9.
If i (not zero)is given,define& by
y+k-: f(x+h).
Then/c * 0 and,ifk is given,lr is determined
uniquelyfrom
g(y+k): x+h.
So

z(v-'i-".
+ k\ - s(t'\ = h
-"
-*:

f(x + h)-f(x)'

Lct k+0. Then, sinceg is continuous,ft+0. I
4.3. Dillerentiation of elementaryfunctions
If m is rational, t'n has deriualiuemxn-r, exceptfor (i) x : 0
when m < | and (ii) x 4 O when n7 : plq (in its lowest terms)
wilh q an eueninleger,
Proof Suppose first that the index is a positive integer n.
Then, if ft * 0,

G
* ' '+r h
A\ " -.x " : n x l - t+ r n ( n - l ) x " - 2h + . . . + h n - \ .
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As fr -+ 0, the limit of each of the z- I terms on the right after
the first is zero.
If now the index is not a positive integer an argument on
these lines is less easy, A binomial expansion would be an
inffnite series; and we have so far no theorems covering the
limit as i + 0 of the *m of infniteQ many terms eachof which
tends to 0 a8 ,r -+ 0. We adopt a different approach.
Supposethat the index is a negativeinteger -n. Then
(x+h)^-x-^
f -(x+h')n

---E-:

WWx*

If r + Q the limit as l, -+ 0 of the right-hand side is
-n/,t-Llxe" or (-rr) ra-l, which is what we want.
Supposefinally that nt i$ a rational numberp/4 wherep and 4
are integers, q > 0, and the cases(i), (ii) are excepted.The
easiestproof is by useof 94.2(Q, as follows.
Writey: ul,x - ueso nty: xe./c.Then
dy
-dx:dv du

dv ldx

iu-dx-irlA,,

: eg

que-L

:2 ulc-c- m{-r. I
q'

We are now able by $4.2, (l){a), to differentiate any polynomial
p(x) - aote+ ar*-r +,.. + an
and any rational function of x, namely,a quotient p(.x)/q(x) of
two polynomials, for any value ofx for which 4(.x)is not zero.
To provide a greater variety of exercisesit is convenient to
assumea knowledge of the following derivatives
d -

Are:4,

-

:d*.r o g x : i I ( x > 0 ) ,

dd
-8rO.r
X - Cos.r,
dxgrn
ACOsx:
A more systematicinvestigation of the propertiesof exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric functions (and their de
rivatives) is best postponed until chapter 6 after further discussionof infinite series.
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Exercises4 (6)
Noles on theseexercisesare giten on p. 176.
t. Differentiate
1xr+ a1'n'

x,+a{

G,+ a\ir'

2. Evaluatethe following limits
x2- 4.t
(...
r) -..: + 3
^ as x-+1,
x'+zx-t
,.,. xa-a'
{n) _-;

aS x-+.l,

. . . . . J'.-( 2 . r + 3 ) - J ( x + 6:,)
(Ii)
as x r 3.
:___::'_:_:
{(x+ rr-z
3, Proveby induction that the derivativeofx" is rx"-l, r being a positive
lnreg€r.
4. lf yr,yr,,..,/. are functionsof r, provethat, if y = yry",.-y",lhen
Itly_ldy,,

-, yI d"yE" '

,Ai- iE-"

wherex has a value for which y is not zero.
5. Prove that, if a polynomial p(x) is divisible by (x-a)t, then p'(x) is
divisibleby r-a.
6. Prove that, if p'(.r) is divisible by (x-a;'-t
.r-a, thenp(x) is divisibleby (x-a)".

and p(x) is divisible by

7. Show how 6 is of use in searchingfor multiple roots of equations.
Illustrate by solving the equatiol
xo-3x'+2 = 0.
8. Prove that the equation
llt^
x-a x-o

x-c

can have a prir of equal roots only if a = b = c,
9. Prove that, if p(x) is a polynomial, then betiveenany two roots of
/(x) = 0lies a root ofp'(x) = 0.
(This is Rolle's theorem for polynomials. It will be proved for mor€
generalfunctions in S4.5,)
fxz sin (l/x) r + 0,
10. If
f(x\ = I

t

0

x=0,

prove that /'(x) cxistsfor all v;rluesof x and give the valuesof /'(x) for
,i + 0 aod ofl'(o). Prove that/'(x) is discontinuousat n = 0.
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11. Tbe elemcnts of a determioant of order z are functions of x. Prove
that iB derivative is the sum of the r determinants formed by differentiating
the elementsof one row only leaving the other rows unaltered.
12, Prove that, ifr, 4, r are polynomials in .r of degreenot greater than 3,
then
p.lf

y'q'r'
p'{/
is a po[ynomial of dcgree not geater than

4.4. Repeateildifferentiation
Let y - f(x) be differentiable.The derivative/'(.x) may itself
be differentiable. Notations for this secondderivative of/(x)
arc fryldf or f'(x). Notice that the existenc€of the second
derivative implies the continuity of the first. The zth derivative
may be writtenla)(x). No new principlesare involved.
There is a theorem of interest on ttre zth derivative of a
product.
Lcibniz's ,heorcm. If f and S are functioru of x haoing n-th
deriuatiues,then
: f6rg+ iqf@-l,9' + ...+ nctfb'-ng:f,+ ... +j!'gtfui.
U:g)(,t,
Thc proof, by induction, is left to the reader. The algebraic
lernma
*1L, : nC,+ nC,-,
rs requrreo.
Exercls€s
4 (c)
Notes on these cxercisesare gioen on p, 176,
In calculating an rth derivative it is necessaryto adopt the Eethod which
will give the result in the most compact form.
l, Find the nth derivativ€s of

x-l
2, Show that the value of

x+l

vi=4' G='f.

W) ir=-l
for r = 0 is 0 if r is cven and -nl

if z is odd and grcatcr than L
3. Prove that the nth dcrivntive of sin x is sin (.r+ lnz) and invcstig&t€
corrcsponding results for cos.r, sin &r and €". sh b.r.
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4. Find the rth derivative of sir 3r sin 5x. (Do not use Leibniz's
theorem!)
5. Find the dh derivative of al(ar - xt).
6. Find th€ nth derivativeof a/(a!+ x!).

4.5. The sign of /'(r)
Defnition. Thefunction f is said to be strictly increasingat c ,/
thereis a neighbourhoodof c in which
.f(x)<-tG) for x<c
and
f(r) ,.f(") for x > c.
There is a correspondingdefinition of 'strictly decreasing
atc'.
Theorem4.51. If f'(c) > 0, thenf is strictly inueasingat c,
Proof Since
f(c + h) -f(c)
tendsto a limit greaterthan 0, its valueis greaterthan 0 for all
sufficientlysmall ft. That is to say, the numerator and denominatorhavethe samesign. I
Exercises.(l) Prove that, iflis strictly increasingat c and/'(c) exists,
then/'(c) > 0.
(2) Cive examplesof functions satisfyingthe following conditions:
(i) / is neither strictly increasingnor strictly decreasingfor any
value of x in (a, b).
(ii) / is strictly increasingat c, but it is not true that /'(c) > 0.

The following important resultis knownas Rolle'stheorem.
Rolle gave it for the particular case of a polynomial (see
exercise7(b), I l).
Theorenr4.52. (Rolle). If
(l) f is conlinuousin lhe closedinleruala < x 4 b,
(2) f'exists in the openinteruala < x < b,
(3\ f(a) = f(b),
then there is a oaluec, with a < c < b, for which

I'G) : o.
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ProoJ l*t M: snpf(x) aad m - inf/(x) for a <.r < b.
l*tf(a):
k.
=
If M
m - ,t, then/(c):0for
everyc betweena and D.
Supposethat either M > k or m < k, say the former. By
theorem 3.6, there is a value c, with a < c < b, for which
f(c) = M.
BV Q) f'(c) exists.We sball prove that/'(c) : 0.
lf f'(c) > 0, by theorem 4.51,/is strictly increasingat c and
there are valuesof r to the right of c for which/(x) > /(c). This
contradicts the fact tlat 1,1= f(c) is the supremumofl
Similarly, if f'(c) < O there would be a value of x to the left
of c at which/(.r) > ll1.
Therefore/'(c) must be equal to 0, t
Geometrically, Rolle's theorem Btatesthat there is for some
value of x between a and b a tangent to the curve y = f(x)
which is parallel to the chord joining the points where x - a
and x : D. In the theorem the chord is horizontal. The next
theorem is the extension wherein the chord mav have anv
gadient.
Ercrdr€.4 (d)
Noteson thescexerclsctarc glucnonp, 176.
l. Find a valuefor c in Rollds thcoremwhon/(r) is
(i) (.r-a)" (.r- 6). (rn and n positiveintegers);
(ii) sin(rlx) in (llm,llmr).
2. Iffi.r) is a polynomial,provc that thcrc is a root of
P'(J)+ l@(x>= o
bctwccnany two rcal roots ofr(r) = 0.
3. If a and D arc successivo
roo& of ,(x) = O then thc numbcf of roots
b e t w c c n a a n d--6 o f
P'(x)+k^x) = O
(eachcountcdaccordingto its multiplicity) is odd.
4. Provc that thc €quation
t d\, , .

[6J (f-r)'= o

has z rcal roots, all diferent snd lying bctw€en - I and l.
5. What information docs a kaowlcdgc of the rcots of ,.(,
about thc roots ofp(r) = 0?

= 0 givo
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Prove that the equation
Yl

Yl

t-x+i-j+...+(-r)';

=0

has one real root if z is odd and no real root if a is even.
6. Prove that the equation
x"+kx+l = O
hasat most two real roots when ', is evenand at most thre€when n is odd.

4.6. The meanvaluetheorem
Iheorem 4.61. (T'hemeant:aluetheorem). Let f satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) of Rolle's theorem.Then there is a ualue cu/ith o < c < b,for which
f(b) - "f(a) : (b - a)f, (c).
Proof. Write
Q@): f(x)-kx
and choosethe constant& to make

c(b): Q@\
This gives

-f(b)-f(a) : k(b-a).
Rolle'stheoremgivesc such thal $'(c) : 0, i.e.f,(c) - k. 1
It is ofteDconvenientto write the result,with b : a+h,
f(a + h) = f(a) + hJ,@+ 0h';,

whered is somenumbersuchthat 0 < d < l.
The meanvalue theoremhas important consequences
under
further assumptionsabout/'(:r).
Corollary 1. If f'(x) = 0for all x in a < x < b, thenf(x) is
constantfor a < x < D.
Proof. If x, and x, are any two points with
c<xr<xr<0,
then
where
and this is 0. l

.f(x)--f(x,):

(x"-x)f,(xs),

xt < xB < xz,

Corollary 2. fff'(x) > Ifor a < x < b, thenf(x) is a strictly
increasingfunction in the interual a < x < D.
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Proof. Wehave to prove that, if xt and x, are any points with
d ( Xr ( x, < 6, then/(.xJ < /(xJ.
f(x)-.f(*r):

(x,-x)/(x.)

(x1 < rs < nJ

>0. I
It is often useful to be able to apply corollary 2 under slightly
more general hypotheses.We can allow one value c at which
the only requirementis the continuity off eventhe existence
of/'(c) is not assumed.
To prove that /(x) is still strictly increasingin (a, D), apply
corollary 2 to the two intervals (a, c) and (c, b't. If .q is in (a, c)
and x, in (c, b), then/(x) < f(c) <.f(x). I
The extendcd statementholds for any finite number of exceptionalpoints c.
Corollary2 shouldbe comparedcarefullywith theorem4.51.
It assumesmore and provesmore. If, as in theorem4.51,we
know only that / is increasingat a point, there need be no
interval throughout which / is an increasing function (see
exercise4(fl, l3).
The following extension of the mean value theorem to two
functions will be useful later.
Theorem4.62. (Caucl1y'smean ualue theorenr). Supposethat
both thefunctionsf andg are continuousin the closedinterualand
diferentiable in the open interoal (a, b). Supposethat g'(x) ir
rliferent from 0 for all x in a < x < b. Then,for somec with
a<c<b,
f'(c\
f(b) -f(o)

s(b)-s@) c'G)'
Proof. (Obsewe first that it is not sufficient to apply the
mean value theorem toif and g separately,becausewe get two
different c's.)
Defrne
{(x) : f(x) .kg(x)

andchoosetheconstant& to make/(6) : C@),i.e.
f(t) -f(a) : k{g(b)- s@)}.
By Rolle'stheorern,thereis c suchthat
Q'k) -f'(c)-kg(c) :0.

4.61
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Next, g(b)-g(a) * 0, for, if it were,Rolle's theoremwould
give a nurnberc, for which C'kr) : O, which contradictsthe
hypothesis.
Equatethe two valuesfound for ft, I
Exercises4 (e)
Notes on theseexercisesare gioen on pp. 176-7.
l. In each of (i)-(iii) find, if possible,a number c satisfyingthe mean
yalue theorem, In any examplein which no c can be found, which of the
conditionsof the theorcm is not satisfied?
(i) /(x) = x(x-2) (x-4) (a = r, b = 3);
(ii) f(x) = llxz
(a = -t, b = 3);
(iii) f(x) = xtt.
(a = -1, b = l).
2. Taking /(r) to be (i) xt, (ii) x", prove that, as i -+ 0, the number d of
the mean valuo theoremtends to a limit.
3. lf f '(x) -+ I as x + cu,prcve that f(x)lx + L
4. Discussthe following argument.
Let f'(x) exist for a < x < b. l.f,t a < c < ,, Then, if q < c+ h < b,
the mean value theorgm gives

tgl_!\!(a
h

=f,(c+oh).

let h->O. The left-hand side tends to /'(c). So the limit of f'(c+qh),
as t -+ 0, exists and is equal to /'(c). That is to say,/'(r) is continuous
5. Take in theorem4.62
f(t) = t", eft)= 4ts-3tt (a<t<6)
and find whethera c existswhen (i) a = O,b = l; (ii) a = -1, b = 2;
(iii) a = -1, 6 = 3. Illustrat€ geometdcally on the curve r = ,r,
y = 413-3t1.

4.7, Maxima and mhima
Definition. f is said to haaea maximum at c if there is a neighbourhoodof c in whichf(x) < f(c) exceptfot x : c.
We definea minimumby substituting> for < .
A phrasecoveringeithera maximumor a minimum is a
turningualue.
(The useof the words maximumand minimum appliedto a
continuous
functionwill not be confusedwith theirusein 01.7
for a finite set of numbers.)
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Theorcm4.71. If f'(c) exists,a necessaryconilition that f has
a turning tsalueat c is that f'(c) - 0.
Proof. Frcm theorem4.51, if f'(e) > 0,/is strictly increasing
at c. lf f'(c) < 0, /is strictly decreasingat c. Eitier of these
contradicts c being a turning value. I
Notes. (l) A function may have a turning value for a value
of r at which there is no derivative, e.g, lxl has a minimum for
x=0.
(2) The condition of the theorem is not sufficient, e.g. if
f(x) : f ,f'(o): 0 and/is strictlv increasingat.r : 0.
The following criterion serves to distinguish a rraximum
from a minimum.
of c in whichf'(x) > O
Thcorem4.72, If thereis a neighbourhood
for x < c andf'(x) < 0 for x > c, thenf has a maximwn for
Proof, Theorem4.61,corollary 2, showsthat/decreases as .x
increasesfrom c and also as x decreasesfrom c. I
Alternativelythe secondderivativemay be usedto investigate
whether a value of c for which /'(c) : 0 is a maximum or a
minimum of/or neither.
Theorem4.73. Izt f'@) - O. If f(c) < O, then x : c Siqesa
maximumof f(x). If f'@ > 0, x : c gioesa minimum.
Proof. By theorem4.51/'is strictly decreasingat c. Therefore
thereis a neighbourhoodof c in whichf'(x) > 0forx < cand
/'(x) < 0 for x > c. Apply theorem 4.72. I
Exercises,I[v€stigatemaximaand minima of the functions
(i) lxl,
(ii) .r(l+.d),
(iii\ (ox+ b\lGx+ d),
(iv) (x+a) (x+b)le-d @- br,
(v) 4 cos.r+, sinr,
(vi) 4s€cx+tcosecx.
4.8. Approximatlon by polynomials. Taylor's theorem
The simplest class of functions with which a mathematician
has to operate is the class of polynomials, that is to say,
4o+qx+...+anx*,
where aq, ,..,a,,ate given numbers, The value ofa polynomial

4,81
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is calculableexactlyby additionsand multiplicationsfor any
assignedvalue of the variablex.
aslimitsof
More generalfunctionsarecommonlyexpressible
polynomials; in other words, the function can be expressed
approximatelybymeansofa polynornial.This sectiondealswith
the form that suchan approximationnormally takes,
Lemna, If f(x) is thepolynomial
qo+alx+ .,.+ ant,
then

a,:

1

(0 S r ( n).

,.fa)(O)

Proof. The value of a" is obtainedby differentiatingr times
the polynomialexpressionfor /(x) and putting x : 0. I
Thuswe have,if/is a polynomialof degreez,
.-2

n,, ^'
+i,/"(0) +...* 17t,'10).
f(x) : f(o)+ xf'(O)

t"*

*"*"r,

wehave
*nuJotisfixed,
,f wewritex l'"o* or,

for the polynomial/
t,2

hn

f(a + h) = f(a) + h['(a)+ Vf" @)+ ... +'ni f,")(a).
We may reasonably
expectthat, if we discardthe hypothesis
that/is a polynomialbut assume
thatit is a functionpossessing
derivativesof the relevantorders,then the right-handside of
the last equationwill be a good approximationto the value
4.81and4.82.They
in theorems
/(a+l). Thisresultis contained
are seento be forms of a meanvaluetheoremof the nth order
The general mean value theorem is usually called Taylor's
the
who investigated
theoremafter Brook Taylor (1685-1731)
expansionof a generalfunction/(a+i) in powersof I. The
casea : 0 is commonlycalledMaclaurin'stheorem,
In theorem4.81the existence
ofthe nth derivativeis required
only for the singlevalue a. The existenceof f@(a) impliesthe
existence
ofc;and this implies
of f@-D(.x)in a neighbourhood
tlre continuity of/t"t(x) for r 4 n-2 in a neighbourhoodof c.
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4.81. (Young'sform of lhegeneralmeanoaluelheorem)'
Theorum
Supposethat f'(a) exists.Then
hi , -. -. '(a)+ .-' + L n - L l"-' to)+'6
lI'"' 14+ eI'
:
hf
+
h)
+
I@)
f(a
1r:5

wheree '+ O as h -> O.
Prool SuPPosefirst that i > 0' Define

O(h\: f(a+h)-f(a)-hf'(a)- "'
_ \ |vfd (a) _ rt\,
- h"-,_ 7*_,t 1
a.,1
\''
nt
(n-l)!"
where7 is a Positiveconstant.
Then C(0),d'(0), ..., /tn-tt(0) are all zero,and
00tr(o) _ lt.
:
is
By th€orem4.51, 6t^-1'(h)is increasingat h O and so
positivein an intervalto the dght of0' -. .
tnrs
By corollary 2 to theorem 4'61, applied to 0(n-')(")'
function
--nip"", is positivein an intervalto the right of 0'
tire argument.We find finally that, for sufficiently
smallpositiveft, O(h) > 0, that is to say'
Ln-l
'
..
.
+
+
nf
>
f (a+ h) l(a)+ @)
ffi

SimilarlY

f(a+h)<f(a)+ry'@)+..'+ffi

hn
(a)-'t l'
I 6-t'(a)+'il.{.1\"'

/.-" 1o1
+\ gi'"'{o)+n\'

ll'
A corresponding argument applies to negative values of
Collectingour results,we haveprovedthe theorem'
of
Apptication to maxima and minima' To illustrate the use
extension
following
tfreoiem+.gf the readershould establishthe
of the conditionsgivenin theorem4'73'
Supposethat
f'(c):f'(c) - ... -lr-l)(c):0'
la)(c) + 0.
Then (l) a necessarycondition for c to give a maximum or
minimum ofl(x) is that z is even; (2) supposingthat n is even'
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if fQL)(c)< 0, then c givesa maximum ofl(x), and iflar(c) > O,
thencgivesaminimum.
The next theorem is the direct extensionto generalz of
theorem4.61.
Theorem4.82. (Taylor,s theorcm) Supposethat and irsfuriu_
f
atiDesup to order n-1 arc continuous
fol d < x < a+h, and
fto existsfor a < .x < a+ h. Then

f(a + h) : f (a)+ hf,(a)+ ... +

#;.

f h-,,(4 + q /.n)
@+ 0h),

whereo<0<1.
Proof. Define,for 0 < r < l.
OO : f@+t)-f(o) - tf'(o)- ...- -y-..f",,(o)-t;.

B,

wherewe choose.Bto make /(ft) : 0.
From the definitionof /(r), we seethat
0(o), 0'9,

0"Q), ..., 01"-D(o)

are all zero. Now useRolle's theorem(4.52)n iimes.
Since/(0) : 0@ :0 we haveQ'$r) : 0 (O < ht < h).
Since/'(0) - 0'Q) = 0 we haveOrQd = O' (O < h,; h).
Finally,
sinceC(',-r)(o): ftn-rr(hn) = 0, we have (h,) = 0,
Qb,
wle_re0 < hn < hn-r.... < h andsoh, : 0h (0 < d < l).
=
fow /t")!r) f(n)(a+t)-8, and so .B = Ttnt(a+hh).
Put t - h, O@):0, and this value of A in the fiist line
_
or
the proof. l
_Adifferentproof of theorem4.g2canbe given,whichhasthe
for R,,, the term
ldyanllge of yieldingalternativeexpressions
in 1". The form
hn
R":
0h)
n_.f(d(a+
is known as Lagrange'sform of remainder.
For brevity we shall give this secondproof in the Maclaurin
formwitha:0.

14.8
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re) : f(o)+hf,(o)+...+
Gg;l"
where

-1)(o)
+ Rn,

o=u-%#r{uo'* (o<d<r).

Proof. Defiie

F(t) : I@)-f(t) - (h- t)f'(t) - ...-(4:i)"-'1"-'r1;1.
Then it is easily verified that
t h - r\^-L
F'(') : -Y-\r- r r l -l")(')'
ut

all other terms in the differentiatiou cancellingin pairs.
Write
th _ r\p

o0): r(O-(:fr r(0),
)

wherep can be any integer such that I < p ( n. Then

o(0)= o(n):0.
By Rolle'stheorem(4.52),thereis a valuedl with 0 < d < 1
for which O'(d,) : Q. 3tt1

a'@h): r'@n1
+t!!:91

PP1.

This givesa value for R* which reducesto Lagrange'sform when
p : n and. to Cauchy's form stated in this theorem when
p=l'l
4.9. IndetermiDatefotms
We shall extendtheorems4,81 and 4.82 to two functions.
(Compare tleorem 4.62, when n : 1,)
Thcorcm4.91. Supposethatf@r(a), Ci;t(a) existanilstd (a) + 0.
Then,as h -> O,
-I@r-

fd(a)
-F;G)'

Proof, Apply theorem 4.81 to eachof the functionsJ g. I
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Theorem4,92. Supposethat f and g and their deriuatiuesup to
ordern - 1 arecontinuous
for d < )c < a * h. For a < x < a + h,
sltpposethatf\n)(x) existsand lhat gtn)(x)existsanddoesnot take
theoalue0. Then
a+h)-f(a

a + h)- s(a)- hs'(a)- ... -

n-l

: fat@+0h)
g"_d@+AD,
whereO < 0 < L
Proof. We usethe methodof theorem4.62. Define
Choosek to make

Q@): f(x)-kg(x).

-rt
- ..' - r{l
Q@+ h1- Q@)- h4' 1a1
4o 1.,1
\n- 1)!
equalto 0.
By theorem4.82the last expression
is equalto
h^

;Q@@+6h)'
- -,1 rL-.-f^.^

ft"\ (a + 0h)- kgYt(aI 0h) : O.

Equatethe two valuesfound for &. I
Corollary. lltith the hypothesesof theorem4.92, d
f(a) = f'(o) : ... : f(l'-tt(a) = o
and

g(a) : g'(a) = ... : 8'(4-1)(d) :

and

+
#1 -l
8'^',(xl

.
then

fG\
rl
ffi

0,

a s x - > a\ o r a +o ra - ) ,
ot x->a (ora+ or a-).

We now indicatea field of applicationof thesetheorems.
Supposethat / and g are continuousin the closedinterval
(a, b) and thal f(a) : c@) :0. The limit as r + d+ of the
quotient .ftx)lg@) cannot be ascertaineddirectly by putting
r : a. Suchan expressionis traditionallycalledan indeterminateform (0/0). On suitableassumptionsabout the deriva-
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tives of / and g, the limit of f(x)lg(x) can often be found by
theorems4.91 and 4.92.
It is to be observedthat the hypotheses
of theorems4.91and
4.92 are different, and neither tleorem includesthe other.
Illwtratior.

Inoestigate lhe llmit as x -+ O of
tan kx- k lan x
I]inx-sinE'

.Sotttrbr. Writing tbe fraction as/(x)/g(x), we have
f'(x)-kser.'kx-kstrf:x,
g'(x) = kcosx-kcnskx.
If we us€ theorcm 4.91 it is necessaryto differentiate twice more, since
g"' is the derivative of lowest order which does not vanish at x = 0.
Theorem 4.92 (corollary) is, however, applicable to give
f'(x)

id)

cosx+coskr,
^,
=;6Fr.*;a;';
t* + 't'

and this tendsto 2 asr to 0.
Exerclses4 (/)
Noleson lheseexercises
aregiuenonp. 177.
1. Find the limits, asx tendsto +, of
,^ (l -x)'-x"
v/ (1=F=;
'
wherem and ', are pogitiveint€ggrs;
-.., I +cos 2z.r
ou (k_lF.
2, Find theequations
ofthe tangentandnormalto theellipsex - acos0,
y = 6 sin d at the point d.
A tangeutto an ellipsemeetsthe ax€sat P and O. Find the leastvalue
ot PQ.
3. By writing y = tr obtain parametric€quationsfor the curv€
xt+)" = 34xY'
Obtain the equationof the taogentafthe point with parametert, and
fnd th€ parameterof the point wherethis tanSentcuts the curve again.
What happcnsas , -+ - I ?
4, Stetch the locus(the cycloid)givenby
.x = a(r-sin l), / = 4(l -cos ,)
for valuesof , b€tw€en0 and 2a

4.9I
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Prove thai thc normals to the curve are tangentsto the curye
x = a(t + sin t), ./ = -a(l -cos t),
and sketchthis secondcurve in your diagram.
5. Investigatemaxima aod minima of

oH,

sin x
"'' sin (x -a)'

and sketchthe correspondinggraphs.
6, Prove that, if 9b > a > 0, the function
a sin x+ b sin 3x
has a maximum for somc value of r betwe€n0 and ]2. Taking a = 6,
b = l, find the greatestand leastvaluesof the function for 0 < x < jz.
7, P is a point on the circle whoseequation is
(x-h)'9+b/-h)2 = q2,
wherelr > d, artdPM, PN are the perpendicularson the coordinateaxes.
Find the positions of ,l' for which the area of the triangle PMN is a
maximum, and show that there ar€ two maximum positions or one
accordingas , is lessor greaterthan aJ2.
8. If

y=ax'+bx2+cx+d,

what condition must be satisfiedby the coemcicntsa, b, c, d, if, correspondingto any value ofy, there is only one value of x?
9. ll p(x) and q(x) are quadratic,and the roots of 4(x) = Q x16qqmp1g^,
provethat the maximum and minimum valuesofp(,r)/4(r) are the valuesof
k for which p(x) - k4(x) is a perfect squarc.
10. An open bowl is in the form of a segmentof a sphereol metal of
negligiblethickness. Find the shapeof the bowl if its volume is greatest
for a given area of metal,
11. The centresof two spheresof radii a and b are at a distance. apart,
where c > a+r. Wbere must a point sourceof light be placedon thc line
of centresbetweenthe two spheresso as to illuminate the greatesttotaL
surface?
12. A flat pieceof cardboardhas the form of an equilateral:JiangleABC
of height 3r. Points P, O, R are marked on the medianslG, BG, CG or,
oppositesides of G from A, B, C, with GP = GQ = cR. The iriangles
BCP, CAQ, ABR $e then cut away,and the rcmainingpiecaof cardboard
is folded about the edgesof the trianglePO-Rso as to form the surfaceof
a tetrahedron. Proye that the volume of this tetrahedroncannot €xceed
(318)rh6.
13. Construct a function / for which /'(0) > 0, but there is no interval
(- h, h) in which / is an increasingfunction. (Try x, sin (l/;r) + &x, rvhere
k is a suitabl€constaDt,)

t6
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14. Discus ,lverror'smethodof approxlmatioz,that, if .rr is ncar to a root
a of the equation/(x) = q then
l(x)
'-7G6
"'
"=
is likcly to b€ a better approximation to a,
Show in particular that if, in (a- h, a+ h), lf'(x)l > k > 0 and f(x)
has constant sign, then xl lies between x, and o if/(.r) andf(a) have the
same sign.
Approximale to the root near z of thc c4uation sin x = ?.r, wherc the
constant ? is smsll.
13. The rule of prcpotional pa s. If the values of a function /(.r) ar€
tabulated at inlcrvals ,. and o+k lies bctween two successiveentries
4, a+r, thc rule is that approxiEatcly,

Ik +k,- ^a, = juKo+n1-n"17.
To obtain an upper bound for tho crror, supposethat /'(x) cxfutsfor
4<r<a+fr.Writc
fh+ t\- fh\
e@ =,_=::i__!--! (0 <, < 4afxcd),
Provo that
D€duce that

('(t)= $'@

(0<'<r).

wherea< r < a+h.
Hencr provothat the error in thc valucfoundby thorule of proportional
partsb at most lMrf, whereM = gupl/'(x) | ,
16. Prove that thc nth deri tivo of tanr is a polynomial in tan r of
tho (tt + l)th dcgrrc.
17. Provc lhat

#H='-Dntfr,l.lx),
lyhere r'"(r) is tho polynomial formod by the first (z+1) tenns of thc
cxpaosioo ofcr iu poweB of r.
lt. Prove, by induction or otherwisc, that, if z is a positivc iutcgpr,
sin (2zr+ l)A and cos(2n + l)A/cos d can be oxpressed8s polyromials ir
sin A.
tf y = si^(2tn+lr9 andr = sin4 show that

(l- {) (yrr = (2nt+l). O-./)
and

(1-r)li+rr-(22+l)Il'+!r+(2r!+l)i-rflld

Provs tbat

=O,
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19. A twice differentiablo function is such that f(a) = f(b) = 0 and
/(c) > 0, where a < c < b. Prove that there is at least one value E
between a and D for which/'(g) < 0.
20. Prove that, as,' ->0,

-2f(q, +!(a- h', ..,,-,
I@+
--- h)
-t
hr-

\ut

if the right-hand side exists.
21. Investigatethe limits as r +0 of
tl

(iD arc sln t-$n r
F-;i""r'
tanx-arctanx'
22. Investigate
thelimit asx + I of
(i)

x - (rr+ l') xn+r+ nJ(n+'

0 -x)'

23. Find a pair of functions /(x), s(.r) for which /(0) - !'(0) = 0 and, as
x -> O,^x)lgk) tends to a limit but /'(r/g'(.r) does not tend to a limit.
That is to say, prove that the converse of theorem 4.92, corollary (for
z = l) would & falsa. Ei -a discontinuous /'(x) is given in cxercisc

4 b), to.
A. (A theoremof Darboux.l lf f(x) is difrerentiablefor a < .r < 6, then
/'(x) takeseveryvaluebetwe€n./'(a)and/'(6). (A derivativeneednot be
continuous,but it hasthe prop€rty€stablishedin theorem3.6.)
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sERIEs

5.1. Seriesof lmsitive terms
In chapter2 we definedconvergenceof infinite seriesand gave
some propertieswhich followed quickly from the definition.
Two particularseriesXr' and )n-* werestudied.We now need
a wider knowledgeof infinite series.
We recall that a seriesof positive terms Xa,"either converges
or divergesto +co. Throughout $5.1 wc shall assumetiat
uo >- 0.
The readeris askedto refer to the closingresult(6) ofg2.l2.
It e rnciatesa comparisonprinciple by which it may be possible
to infer the convergenceof a proposedseries)zo from that of
a series)u," which is known to converge.We proceedto tum
this comparisonprinciple into readily applicableforms.
Theorem5.I1. (Cauchy's test for conuergence.)Supposethat
d!" tendsto a limit I as n-+q, Then,if I < l,}u,' conuerges;
ifI > l,2u" diverges.
Prool Supposethat,/ < l. Chooser with I < r < 1.
By the definition of limit, there existsN such that, for all
n > N'
t4P < r, i,e. u* < r*.
But, sincer < 1, the geometricseriesXr" converges.
Therefore so does)ro.
If / > I, then, for all n greaterthan somel{,
u!,!"> 1, i.e. u* > I
and so 2a" diverges.I
Note carefullythat, if/ : 1, no conclusioncan be drawn.
A criterion which is often easiert6 apply than theorem5,ll
is the following.
Theorcm5,12. (d'Alembert's test). Supposi that u^ > O and
unrtluo tends to I. Then,if I < 1, 2u" conuerges;if I > l, I'u"
diverges.

T N F T N T T ES E R T E S
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Proof Suppose
that / < l. Chooserwith/ < r < 1.
3 17. !1nd < r
u^

for all n > N.

Therefore
,,

_

In

Un-t

un_t

u^_,

Uut
... - -.uN

UN < lNf

"-",

i,e. u. < Kr", whereK is independentof n.
SinceXr" conveiges,so does>rJn.
If / > l, the terms increaseafter a certain value rV, and
divergence
is plain. I
canbe drawn,
As in theorem5.11,if / : l, no conclusion
Excrcises5 (a)
Noles on lhesa exercisesare gi\en on p, 17'1.
l. Investigate tbe convergenccor divergenceof the serieswhose rth
termsare
2-t" x"'
jz-"'r' 7'
( n l ) " - 1. 3 . 5 . . .( 2 2- l ) ' I AJ -(in-Dx
'
i2n)t'
wh€rex > 0.
2. Prove that lhe sericswhose nth term is
( a + 1 , ( 2 a+ l \ . , . ( n a+ l )
(b + t) (2b+ t)-.-i;b + t')
convergcsifO < a < b and divergesif a > D > 0.
3. Prove that, if ay" g < I for all n > N, then >|l, conv€rges.
"
provides a test which is more generalthan
Show that this statement
theorem5,1l.
Discussthe series
a+b+a.+b.+ar+b3+....
where0<a<b<l4. Statea test for convergencawhich is more generalthan d'Alembert's
test in the sameway that exercise3 is more generalthan Cauchy'stest.
5. Provethat d'Alembert'stest doe8Dot determinethe convergence
of thc
seriesin exercise3.
6, Discussthe following statemen!.
The tcsts of Cauchy and d'Alembcrt, being derived from comparison
with a geometricprogression,cannot detcrminethe convergenceof the
seriestrt-r, which convergesmore slowly than any geometricprogresrion
($2.1I, exercis€).
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7. Prove that if, for all n, an*6/ao is less than &, whero /< < I, then lz.
convefges. Generalise.
L Establish the truth or falsity of thesc st t€ments:
(i) lf (u"lv") -+ | as n -+ @, then la" and Eo" both convergp or
both diverge.
(ii) If n" - u" + 4 theo Ez" and Eun both convergBor both diverge.
(iii) If (r"*Ja") > & > 1 for infinitely many r, then lao diverges.

5.2. Seriesof positiveand negativeterms
We turn to the problem of settling the convergenceor divergenceof a Eerieswhich hasinfinitely many positive and infinitely
many negativeterms(for example,the seriesI -+++-*+...).
The criteria of theorems5.ll and 5.12,applicableto seriesof
positive terms, dependedon inequalities betweenthe terms of
the seriesunder investigationand those of a serieswhose
behaviourwas known, A little thought showsthat no such
'comparisonprinciple' holds for seriesof terms of arbitrary
sign.
We ask, then, whetherour knowledgeof seriesof positive
terms can be turned to account. If we are given any series>r,',
there is one series of positive terms which suggestsitself as
being closelyrelated to jt, namely, the seriesof absolutevalues
of the terms, >la"l. This observationleads to a satisfying
theorem.
Theotem5.21. If Zlu^l conoerges,then>un com)etges.
Proof,
' Defne
t uo if un2 O,
u"- : 4
l. 0 if 2,, < 0.
0 itu^2 0,
l -u" ifa"<0.
Then u. ) 0, r" > Oand the seriesiu" containsthoseterms of
lz" which are positive (or zero).
Also
:
w"_ : i

[

url

o^-l9',

lunl : uo+wo.
If now llz,l converges,then lo,n and )w* both converge.
Tlrereforeso doesI(o,- w"), i.e.2u*. I

sBRrEs
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Defnition. If l,lu) is convergent,lhe sefies Zuo is called
absolutelyconvergent.
Exerclse. Give three examplesof serieswhich converge,but not absolutely. (An exampleis I - I +,-*+ l- $+.... Theorcm5.22will suggest
many others.)

If we haveto determinewhethera seriesXu,"converges,
the
firststepis to look at > lu"l. If I lu"l converges,
the matteris
settled.If X la"l divergeswe haveto try other methods,
Themostcommondistributionof signsin seriesis + and alternately.The following is a very useful theorem on such
'alternatingseries'.
Theoren5.22. If ao decreases
and tendsto zero as n -+ a, then
theseries
ao-ar+az-a3+...
conuerges.
Also its sumlies belweenaoandao-ar.
Proof.
If
:
Jn

then

t)"an;

ao-ar't...*\-

Jzn+r - Jza-r :
Szn-Szo-z =

a2o-A2ng
-azn-t*azo

2 0,
4 O.

The sumswith evensuffix
,9s, ,92y J4r

..,

thus form a decreasing
sequence.By theorem2.6 this tendsto
a limit or to -co,
Similarly the sequence
of sumswith odd suffix
J11 S31 J5y ...

increasesand tendsto a limit or to +co. But
Sen+t- Szn =

-a2n+l

-+ 0.

Thereforethe odd and evensequences
must have the same
finite limit, and so rn tendsto this limit.
Finally, so: aoand s1: do- dr So the sum of the serieslies
betweenthesetwo numbers. I
Illusttution, For what valucsof k is the series
lttl

cotrvergent?

r-t"-*-t-.,,
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If& > I, the seriesiE absolutely crnvcrgent (theorem 2.11).
If 0 < /( < 1, it converges(theorem 5.22). Note that it is tto, absolutely
convergent.
If & < 0, the rth t€rm does not tend to zero, and the serirs diverg6.
Exerclses5 (6)
Notcs on thesc exerciset qre gioen on pp. 177-8,
1. &" ir a convergent seriesof positivs terms. Prove tltat
(i) if lr.l < a", then 16" is absolutely convergent;
(ii) :a"x' is absolutely convergent for -l < r < l;
(iii) Ea" cos ad and &o sia zd are absolutely convergent,
2. For what valu€sof & is t(-1)"/(22+
what values of & is it conYergent?

l)e absolutclyconvergent?For

3. For what values of x (if ary) are the following sert€sconvergeni but
not absolutely convergent;
(i) tr",
(ii) >x"/z?
4. Discuss tbe convergenc€of the series:

(i) 1-*+*-*+r%...;
(ii)l-*+l-3+i?-...;
( i i Dl - l + * - 3 + * - " ' '
lhe r€spective deoominators beiDg of the forrn 8n,2, a'id nt.
5. Discuss the convergetrceof the s€ries
a b,a b,
a
b
. . . -,f
7-r'" 3- 4'f
h_r-2i,-...,
where a and , are positivc constants.
6. Find two numbers diffedng by not more than I betwe€n which thc
sum of the series
r-1+3-1*l-l*...
must lie.
?. Establisb the tmth or falsity of the following stat€meDts:
(i) U a" > O and an tends to 0 as r "+ @, then the series
ao-ar+a.-a.+...
converg€s.
(ii) If &r" is absolutely convergent, and there is a coostant ,{ such that
- Alu"l < z" < I lu"l for all z,
then t,r" is absolutely convergent.

53. Conditionaloonvergence
Definition. If l,un convergesand Elu"l diverges,then 2u^ is
said to be conditionally oonvergent.
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Illustrction- The series

1-1+1-*+...

convergesconditionally.

The meaningof the word conditionalhereis that the sum to
which the seriesconverges
is conditionalon the order in which
the termsare taken. If the termsare rearrangedthe sum.isin
generalaltered. As an illustration,rearrangethe last seriesso
that two negativetermsalwaysfollow one positiveterm

r-+-+++-*-*+....
Supposethat thesurnof ihe originalseriesis s (in fact,s : log"2
but we do not needto know this), We shall prove that the rearrangedseriesconvergesto sum+r. Let s, and /, be the sums
of the first n termsof the two series.Then
- 11
,l -s ^: : |l -_ 2 --

I
.l
)4.r..._;1_

I
I
42q_4n.

In eachblock of three terms (two negativeand one positive)
subtract the first of the negativeterms from the preceding
positiveterm, and we have
tlll
1
I
2468"
4n-2 4n
: tt'"'
Therefore,as n -> co, t"n-> \s; lr,,*, and ts,+2tend to the same
limit. So the rearrangedseriesconvergesto sum b.
This changeol sum by rearrangement
is not paradoxical,as
sn and t^ are differentfunctionsof n. The more striking fact is
that, howeverwe alter the order of the termsof an absolutely
convergentseries,the sum is unchanged.
Theorent5,3. If 2u" is absolutelycont)ergent,
eueryseriesconsistingof thesametermsin any orderhaslhe sanrcsum.
Proof. We provethe theoremfirst in the specialcasein which
all the termsare positive(u" >. O).
Let Xai consistof the same terms as Xz, with the order
rearrangedin any way.
Iaf

s^: Lun, s : 2u., t^:
111

Zui,.
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Every term of Xzi occurssomewherein Iu,", Therefore,given
m, we can find 4 such tlnt so contains every term of t-. Since
the term6 are positive, !- ( Jc < s, As ra + o, t''| tends to a
limit t where I < s. We can now argue the other way round
and prove s ( ,. This establishe8the result for seriesof positive
terms. I
The theorem must now be proved when Eu" is any absolutely
convergentseriesand Eui a rearrangementof it.
As in theorem 5.21define u,. and -w. to be the positive and
negativeterms of Zr*; a''id o',,,wi to have the samesignificance
for tle serieslai.
SinceI [z"l converg€s,Xu, and )w", both converge,
Then lai and lwi are'reaxrangementsrespectivelyof the
convergentseriesof positive terms Xa" and Xn".
The result follows from the specialcaseof tle theorem. I
Exercrse, If .r" is the sum of thc first r terms of th€ s€ri€s

.rtt
and t" is lh€ sum ofthe ffrst r terms of lhe scriesr€arangrd by taking two
positive t€rms foUowed by one negative term

..1

I

I

I - t
f 4'r "''

prove that

t!. > r.n+--I'
r/Gr - 1)
and dcduce that thc s€cond serics diverges to + @.

5.{. Sertesof complextemts
The notions of limit of a sequenceand convergenceof a
seriescan be extendedfrom real to complex numbers.
Irt

s,,+it": pr0t,+io).

Defnition. We say that s,.+itn -> s + it and Z(un+ ion) convergesto sums+it if
l(r+r0-(r"+rtJl -+0 as n +o.
This is equivalent to saying that
s'!-+t

and

,.+t,

5.41
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because

l " - r " l < l ( s - s " ) - r i ( t - r "<) ll " - r , , +
1V - t " 1 .

Defnition. We say that the series2(u"+ iu") is absolutely
conoergent
if 2lu"+ iu,,lis convergent.
This is equivalentto saying that both Zun and Z,unare
absolutelyconvergentfor (asabove),

lu"l< fu"+iu"l< la"l+ lu"l.
Many resultsfor realsequences
andseries
canbe extended
to
complexsequences
prools
and series,and the
offerno di{ficulty,
We need,for instance,
the followinganalogue
of$2.7.
TheseEtence
z" ([or fxed z) tendsIo a limit as n->a if and
onlyi"fz:lorlzl<1.
Prol Supposethal zn-.>l. Then z"+\ -> /. But the limit of
z"+1,i.e. of (z) (z') is the product of z and thelimit of 2", i.e, zl.
So
This is true if and only if eitherz = 1 or / = 0.
But z' + 0 if and only if lzl"+ 0, i.e. (from 92.6)if and only
if lzl < 1. I
This knowledgeof the behaviourof z' enablesus to discuss
theconvergence
of the geometric
series
| -t-

"

-t-

-L tn J-

If z : l, the seriesdiverges.
lf z i l, s,, : (l - z")l(l - z) andwe haveseenthat this tends
to a lirnit if and only if lzl < l.
So the values of e for which the sedesconvergesare the
points insidea circle in the complexplane.We shall seein the
next seclionthat this 'circle of convergence'existsfor a wide
classof series.
Exercises 5 (c)
Notes or theseexercisesare given oa p. 178.
1. Find the sum to n termsof the series
1 + 2 2+ 3 z t+ . . .+ ( n + l ) z n+ . . . .
Prove that, if lzl < 1, the seriesconvergcsand find its sum.

tNrrNrrE gEnrEs
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2. Provethat the s€ries
/ ' \!
z , l z \ r -(r-,)
1-r-"*(ri
*" '
1

convergesif snd only if re z < !. What is its sum?
3. Decide tlle cotrvergenceor divergenceof the serieswhose ath tcrms are
...i"
(rr;,

....(l+D.
(ll, -;-,

. . . . .F
{ur) ;.

5.5. Power series
A series) a"z. of multiples of powersof z is ca,lleda power
n-0

series. In practice the variable z and the coefficientsa,, are often
real, but we can discussthe serieswith nearly as great easeif
they may have complex values,
Theorcm5.51. A powerseriesmay conoerge(l)for aII ualuesofz,
or (2'1for z in some region in the complexphnc, or (3) for
z : O only.
Proof. Nl we have to do is to produce examplesof each
possibility.
(l) Ifa" : 2nlnr.,2u. is absolutelyconvergentfor all values
ofz. For, whateverthe valueofz,
t,, I
t;r+ll _

t"l
t.l_ +0

n+ t
lu"l
and d'Alembert's test (theofem 5.12) givesthe result.
(2) The geometricserieslzn was proved in $5.4 to converge
ifand only if lzl < l.
(3) If a" = nl z*, and z + o, lu"l ->@ as z +@ and 22,
cannot converge.
Theorem552. If a power seriescom)erges
for a partitular oalue
of z, say z : zr then it conoergesabsolutelyfor all oaluesof z
in the circle ltl . ltrl.
Proof. Since Xa"zf converges,t.hereforethe zth term aozf
tendsto O ($2.12(3). So we can find K such that la^zil < K
for all z. Then

. xlll"
1o^,"1
tzrl

5.51
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and the convergenceof Zlanznl follows from that of the
geometricseriesX lz/211".
Exetcise. Show that the conclusionof theorem 5.52 is true under tho
wider hypothcsisthat :a^z" oscillatesfinitely for z = 21.

5.6. The circleof convergence
of a powerseries
power
Theorem5,61. A
serieseither
(l) conuerges
absolutely
for all z, or
(2) conuerges
absolutely
for all z insidea circle lzl = R and
diuergesfor all z outsideit, or
(3) conuerges
for z = Oonly.
Proof. Let x be a positivereal number(x > 0).
Let S be the set of x for which the power series>ddru converges.x : 0 is certainlyin S; from theorem5.51,S may or
may not contain membersother than 0. By theorem5.52,if
any x, is in S, so is everyJrwith 0 < x < xt.
If all positivereal numbersare in S we havethe case(l) of
the conclusion.
If S doesrot containall the positivenumbersit has a finite
supremumR (whereR > 0).
If R > 0, we shall prove that Ea,zi convergesabsolutelyif
ltrl = R. For chooseRo with lzrl < R0 < R. Then ne is in S
and so the seriesconvergesfor z = Ro. By theorem 5.52,
X la"zil converges.
Next we prove that, if lzrl > -R > 0, the seriescannot converge for z : za. For take now no with R < Ro < fzrl. If
\anzl wereto converge,then, by theorem5.52,Xc"Rfr would
converge,which contradictsl? : sup S. I
Definitions.The circle lzl : R rs called the circle of convergenceof the power series and its radius /re radius of convergence.
It is to be noted that nothing has beenproved about convergenceor divergence
of the seriesfor valuesof z on lhe circle
of convergence.
This is more delicateand requiresspecialinvestigationfor any particularsenes.
The followingsirnpleformulafor R appliesto manycornmon
sefles.
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Thcorcm5,62. If la*1la,l tenib to a limit I as 4-+o, thenthe
of 2a"4 is 1ll.
radius of conoergence
Prool By d'Alembert's test we have absoluteconvergenceif

^lSl.,'

i.c.if

Vl . !t.

And, if lzl > l/1,

.

ta or+rl
't '
liml:'4r-l\
I ttnz* 1so that the zth term a,nz' doesnot tend to zero and convergence
is impossible. I
Wchavesupposcd
rfinitoandnotzcro.Theread€rshouldconsider
,lVole.
tho€xccpted
cas€s.
Illsstrqtions. Esch of tbo scri€s
2*, 2(f ln), z(z"ln\
bas radiusof convergenccl. Thc first scricsconverg* at no point on tho
circlc lzl = l; the third is absolutclyconvergpntat all points of thc circl€.
Thc scconddiv€rgpsfor z = 1,andit canbeshownto conv€rgpat all other
pointc oo the cidc lzl = I tty thc dwice suggcstodin exercisc5 (d),8.
The systematicteatm€nt of th€ quGtion of convergencc
of &.zi on its
circlc of convergencc
is outsidethc scopoof this bookErcrcbes5 (d)
Nolecon thesecxerctses
arc gloenonp. 178,
1. Find tho radii of convergence
of the pow€rs€riesof which thc general
lcnns are

(i) nzi

(D rfrtnt

Au,0+)',

(iv)z!2",

0)q#l,

$)#,

(vii) ztzn

(viii) t3+(-1)").t

2. Provc tlEt, if la"lt," .' l/r as I -.o, thcNrthe rcdcs &"2"
of conv€rgpnccr,
DirsulE thc convcrgence of the s€rics

ha! ndius

fuf zr
whcro 4 is o constant.
3. If thc soriei Ia" z" has radius of convergcnco.R,in what region of tho
z-plane doca the s€ri$ >a"(z-zo)i convcrge? Alsw€r the sams qucstion
for thc s€rica >a.z-".
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4. Prove that the series
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l+z+z'+.,.+2"+...

convergesfor all valuesof z for which the series
2 + 2(22- 1)+ 2(22- t)' + .,. + 2(22- rr" + ...
converges,and has the samesum.
5, lt for all n, la"l < &, what can you sayabout the radiusofconvergence
of 2anz"'t If, further, la"l > I > 0, what thcn follows?
6. If, for all r, la"l < l, then the equation
| = orz+arz.+,-cannoi have a root with modulus lessthan +. If it is satisfiedby
z = +(cosd+ i sin 0),
a- = cos n0 - i sin n0.

theo

7. If thc radiusof convergence
of lcn zn is / and of >b, zn is J' what can
you say about the radius of convergcnceof
z(a"+ b")2"?
8. By considering(t-42Q"tn't

when lzl = I or otherwisa,prove that

X (z'/r) convergesat all points of the circle lzl = | 61ssp12 = l.
9. Discussthe convcrgenceof the power serieswhoserth term is

rl.l..|(?n.:t) -"
t .1. | ...lJn-

z)

5.7. Multiplicationof serieg
We may wish to multiply two infinite seriestogetherand to
know whetherit is legitimateto write, say, the product of two
powerseries
(ao+arz+a222
+ ...) (bo+brz+ brzz+ ...\
as the powerseries
aobo+(arbo+aob)z + (a2bo
+ ait+ aob)z2+....
This is the extensionto infinite seriesof the product of two
polynomials.
Since the process of multiplication involves freedom to
arrangethe termsofthe productin the requiredorder,we may
conjccturethat a sufncientconditionfor its validity will be the
absoluteconvergenceof the two series.We shall prove the
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correctnessof this conjecture. The theorem will be stated for
serieswhich neednot be power series.
Theorem5.7. IfEu" and }tso conuergeabsolutelyto sumss and t,
then the seriesZunt:o, consistingof the products (in any order)
of euery term of the frst series by eDeryterm of the second,
conoergesabsolutelyto sum st,
Proof, T}aleproducts of pairs of terms form a doubly infinite
array
uoDo uotL
UlDg

uooz ...

11101 U1D2

...

UzUo UyUL Uz0z ...

The sum of all thesetermscan be ananged (in infinitely many
ways) as a single series. For example,we may take the terms
urtso, wherep 1Q : z in the order of increasingz, namely
uouo+(uLuo+
uoD)+ (uzt)o+quL+uoo)+ ....
This may be called diagonal summation, Or we may 'sum by
squares as in
"
uauo+(qoo+
u\Dr+uo}) + (uzoo+u2l.j,r+
uzoz+ upz+ uoo)+ ...,
taking zouo,then terms with a sufrx I and no greater,then those
with a suffix 2 and no greater,and so on.
Whatever the arrangement,the sum of the moduli of any
number of terms of the product doesnot exceed

($u"r)
(fr,"r),
and so the series2aoao convergesabsolutely.
By theorern 5.3 (which remains true for complex terms), its
sum is the samewhatever the order of the terms. But ttrere is
one particular order, namely, sumrnationby squares,in which
the sum is evident. For the sum of all terms with sumxesnot
exceedingn is
Qt!+ua+... + u") (oo+ o,+... + o")
atrd the limit of this is rr. I

r N r r N r r Bs a R r 8 s
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Corollary. If 2a"2" and Ebnz" haue radii of conuergenceR
and S, then their product is
L (a^bo+a,-rbt +,.. * arJb
^) z"

.for lzl <

"ti"

tn, Sl.

5.8. Taylor's series
A theolem of fundamentalimportancestatesthat, if /(r)
satisfiesceftain conditions,then it can be expandedin the
pos,ei'series
flx) : fto)+ xf'(0)+... +^ | /,''(0)+....
We proceedto prove this,
As the notationindicates,the variableis real.Thereis indeed
an analogousexpansionof/(z), whichis evennore far-reaching
tJranthe expansionof/(x), but it belongsto a later stagein your
mathenaticaleducation.
Wherehas anythingIike this expressionfor /(x) occurredin
this book so far? Theorem4.82,a meanvalue theoremof the
nth order, expresses
/(x) as a polynomial in x, of which the
coefficients
up to that of x"-1 arethoseof the powerseries.The
passage
from the polynomialto the infinite seriesis valid under
the hypotheses
of the following theorem.
Supposethat/(x) hasderivativesof everyorder for
a-lc<x<a+k.
Thenwe know from theorem4.82that,if lftl < k,
f(a+h): S"+R",
n-r

where

ht
s, : x f'ld(a)

and

a, :l!yn1o+0n1.

In the last line B is a numberbetween0 and I which depends
on a, lt and n.
If, as n-+ co, R,.>0, then S" -',f(a+ h). So we have the
followins result.
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fheorcm 5.8. (Taylof s series).If, in thzorem4.82, R^ (the term
in l{) tendsto 0 as n tendsto @, then

'
f(a + h) : f(a)+ hf (a)+ ...+ X j\r(a) + ....
In accordancewith the remark on p.79, the expansionfor
a : 0 could be calledMaclaurin'sseries.
The binomialseries. As an exampleof the useof theorem 5.8,
we shall prove the binomial tleorem for/(.x) = (l + x)n, where
rz is a rational number, positive or negative,
f(i'(x) - mQn-l) '..(m-n+l)(l+xYand we shall prove that, if - 1 < x < l,
/m\
(.l + x ) - = l + llm\
','lx+... +1"'lx'+....

\t,f
\nl
If m is a positive integer, fn+tr(x) = 0 and we have a polynomial of degreem. In the generalcase
vn

R":"lfr't(ox) :

Xtr

lm\

\i) .6an

,

where d dependson n.
If now 0 < x < 1, (l +02a1"'" > l for n > m, and,asstated
in exercise2(d),ll,
(!\o-,o
as z-'oo,
\nl
so that R,| -+ 0,
If .r is negative,this argumentbreaksdown sinceI +dr is not
greaterthan I . We haverecourseto Cauchy'sfonn of rernainder
(theorem 4.83) which applies for the full range -l < .x < l.
Thisgives
- : m@-l)...(m-n+l)(1-01-t*
-IllllG.-lJ^"

(lTatt-",-m'

Now (l - d)/(l + dx) is lessthan I and so

'
ln";' r-l/n-r\lr-r"
r \ z - t 7 1r " t
where K- dependson m (and x) but not on n. Again from
2(d), ll, R"-+Q as z+ao. I
exercise
Other well-known Taylor's serieswill be found in the next
chapter.
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Exerclses 5 (?)
Noles on theseexercisesare gioen on p. 178,
1. Discuss the convergenceof the serieswhosc ,rth terms arc (with a, ,, c
positive)
(i) 1- cos (z/z),
(ii) a"J(b" + cn),
I
*"'(art+bn+c)*'

(iu)
Gdi.,#TT,

(v) (- l)'avi

(vi) (- l)"{r/(rf + 1) -d,

(a > 0),

2, Provc that, if a > l, the series
1 .
2 .' 4 .-8-.
'd+l '
'
a+l' a,+l
ar+l "'
convergesto the sum l/(a- 1).
3. If u" > n"*, and lrn convergps,prove that lim rtr, = 0.
4. From the serics l(l/z), every term which contains a sp€cified di8it
(say 7) is removed. Prove that the series formed by the remaining terms
converges.
5, The s€ries >anzi converges to sum /(z) if lzl < l. Prove that, if
sn=ao+ar+.,.+ai
ahd lzl < 1, the seriesrrnz'converg€s to sum

. f(z\|a.r-z).

Hence give a proof of the binomial theorem when the exponent is a
negalive integer.

6
THE SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
OF ANALYSIS
6,1. The specialfunctionsof analysis
One of the ultimate applications of mathematicalanalysisis
to solve in a form adapted to numerical calculation the problems which presentthemselvesin natural science,engineering,
economicsand other branchesof knowledge. Commonly the
step from the experimentaldata or the hypothesesto the
conclusions that they can be made to yield lies in solving
dffirmtial equations.Relationsare given connectingan un.
known function with its first or second(or higher) derivatives,
and the function has to be found. The analyst is led to keep a
stock of suchfunctions as occur repeatedly. He will investigate
their properties,tabulate their numerical values,and have them
readyfor use. Suchfunctions may be called the specialfunctions
of analysis.The list of specialfunctions is not fixed, once and
for ever, One mathematicianmight supposesomeparticular
function to be of so little interestthat he would not accordir
a place in a list or think that the labour of tabulating its values
would be justified. Another might encounter problems in
which just that function played a leading part. There are, however, certain functions which are of vital importance to every
one. Among them are the exponential,logarithmic and trigonometric furctions; we shall developtheir principalproperties.
The functions which arise first from the foundations of
analysis are those which are generatedby a finite number of
operationson the variable x. Suchoperationsyield successively
the function x", polynomials in x, and then rational functions
ofx. To obtainfunctionsother than rationalfunctions,we must
remove the restriction to a finite number of operations,or, in
other words, we must admit limiting processes.We can then
expect to define interesting functions as the sums of infinite
series.
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6.2. The exponentialfunction
Define
yz
e x px : I + x + : 2 t + . . * ; f * . . . .
From theorern5.51,the seriesconverges
for all valuesofx, real
or complex.We shall suppose,until further notice, that x is
real. The function expx will be proved to have propertiesof
strikingsimplicity.
Theorem
6.2. exp)rxexp1,: exp(r+y).
Proof. If we usetheorem5.7 (corollary)to multiply the two
seriesfor expx and exp/, the termsof degreen in x andy are
,o _
nl.-

(x+.f)'
_y:_' _ " ' t , r" _
_r,.
= r i .1 2 - 4 , r
nt
,!

,|

The following lacts are immediate.
exp0 : l.
exp(-x) : l/expx. (Puty = -x in theorem6.2.)
expr nevervanishes.(For then,from the last line, exp(-"r)
would be unde{ined.)
We shall next prove that
d,
;a x -(exP
' x) : expx.
We seethat if we write down the derivativesof the successive
termsof the seriesfor expx, theyareindeedthe termsof exDx
Sothe resultloolcsright, but it is importantthat the readers-hall
understandwhy cale is necessary
herein constructinga proof.
The next sectionon refeatedl',rlts is insertedto explain the
issue.
6.3. Repeated
limits
We know from $4.2that the derivativeof the sum of a finite
numberof functionsis thesumof thederivatives
of theseoarate
functions.But we have provedno such theoremabout the
derivativeof rhe sum of an infinite series;and this is the result
we shouldneedin order to deducethat the derivativeof expx
is expx.
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To seewhat is involved,write so(x)for the sumof the fust z
termsof a convergentinfinite series,whosetcrmsarefunctions
of x, and dx) for its sum,Then dx) - lirn s"(x). We wish to
assertthat

s'(.r) : 1;6 t;1*1,

i.e.lg{dP=}g{m"o*?-9,
*' **{,ts*94} =Jg{***4@}
So we have got down to the root of the matter. The truth ofthe
theorerndepeudson interchangingthe order of the two limiting
operstions
lim and lim
n-+0

/,.-+6

applied to the particular function of n and i (and also of x,
which remainsfixed while n alLdh vary),
All we can sayis that the interchangeof order of two limiting
operationsin generelgivesdifferent results, It is only when the
function to which they are applied satisfiesrestrictiveconditions
that the interchangeis valid. A simple illustration in which the
order of thc two limits sffects the result is the following:

: -r'
g'{:sii#} : }:r(-r)
.. 1.. | -nhr =
tim llim; .*l
tim (1)
' : l.
I

r-+- h-+o

*nftl

,.-+.'

General tlmreme on interchange of limits are beyond the
scope of this book. From time to time we shall have to deal
with repeatedlimits of simple functions, and we shall give the
most straigbtforward argumentavailablein eachparticular case.
6.4. Rate of imeese of exp x
We prove the theorem which led us to discuss repeated
Iimits.
Theorcm6.11. d(ery x)ldx = exp r.
Proof, Using theorem 6.2, we have
exp(x+l)-exp x :
exoh-l
exPx ---7'
h

6.4|
Now
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-t - L - -hL - - ] -h z
-'2l'3l'"'

: 1+t!(h), say.
We wish to prove that /(l) + 0 as h -> 0. We have

t+hl

| -t+hl (it lhl <
+0

as l+0.

2)

I

Corollary, expx is a continuousfunction,
This follows from $4.1(3). Alternativelyit could be proved
directlyby an argumentsimilar to that usedin the theorem.
Theorem6.42, expx is a strictly increasingfunction and, if
y : expx, y takeseueryoaluegreaterthanofor oneoalueof x.
Proof. If x > 0, then, at oncefrom the series,expx > L
If;r < 0,
expx=l/exp(-.n)>0.
Sinceexp;r has a derivativewhich is positivefor all values
of x, it increasesstrictly.
As x + co,plainlyexpx-+ co.
As r -+ -ao, expx : l/exp(-r) + 0+. I
Theorem6.43. (TlE order of magnitudeof expx.)
For anyfxed k (howeoerlarge)
expJr->@
=F-

as

x->@.

Proof. Let z be the integer next greaterthan *.
If x > 0, expx > x"ln!, since this is just one term of the
seriesdefiningexpx. l
You should acquirea vivid appreciationof this important
facl. For large x, thefunction expx is larger than anypower of x
(seefig. 3a, p. 110).
6.5. exp* as a power
Scrutiny of the seriesdoesnot revealthat expx is the xth
power of a constant.This fact will be shown to follow from
theorem6,2.
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Defnition. e : exp1.
The number e, namely

_
rll
'| - L - .

l!

J--

2!

' " " n- L1- . - L " "

-L

is one of the fundamental constantsof mathematics. Its value
to ten placesof decimalsis 2.7182818285.
It is easyto prove
that e is irrational-the proof is sketchedin exercise6(a), l. A
more di{ficultargument(outsideour range)is requiredto prove
that e is not an algebraicnumber,that is to say, it is not the
root of any algebraicequation with integral coefficients.
Theotem6.5. If r is rational, expr : er, wherethe right-hand
side is thepositiuerth power of the ntmber e.
Note. To understandwhy the meaningof e' is specified,
observethat a* (say) has two values (t1.6487...), whereas
exp| is uniquelydefined(by the series).
Proof. lf r is a positiveintegern, theorem6.2 gives
expn:(exPl)r:ea.
If r is a negativeinteger - n, then
exD(-r) =

I
expx

: !:

etr

r-".

If r is a rationalp lq, wherep and 4 are integers,then
{exP(P/q)}" : exPP (bY theorem 6.2)
: eP fiust proved).
Therefore

exp(pl):

ePtcl.

Irrational powers. What do we mean by (say) 3r'3? It is
likely that the reader,ilhe looks back over the work on indices
which has so far beenput befole him, will find that no meaning
hasyet beengivento it. Numberslike 3?/6
weredefi,ned
in such
a way as to obey the index laws such as atoa : cm+4.These
laws do not providea definitionfor 3vs.
It is natural to suggestthat, as ^/2 can be approached as
closelyas we wish by rational numbers(see$1.5), we could
define 3r'3 as the limit of 3" as r runs through a sequenceof
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rationalswith d2 as limit. This course,thoughpossible,makes
heaviergoing than one migbt expect,We shouldneedto prove
that the numbers3'haoe a limit; and, further, that the limit is
the samefor two differentsequences
both of which approach
We have then to think how best to elucidatethe general
powera'. Thereis one particularvalueof c for which the precedingwork indicateswhat to do, namelya : e.
Defnition, If x is irrational, e! is definedto meanexpx.
We have alreadyprouedthat, if x is rational,e' : expr. So
this equalityholds for all valuesof :r.
We postponeuntil $6.6 the further discussionof a, when a
hasa valueother than e.
Exercises6 (a)
Notes on lheseexercisesare giuen on p. 179.
; -t . *.1-.
mQnt)
m+rnl
Deducc that e is irrational.
2. Prove that, as ,r -->co,
/. . l\" - - >
e.
(l+:J
l. Prove that

3. lnvestigatethe limit, as r -+ co,of
/

-rr

(, *;,

'
wher€r is any real number.
4. Lel k be a constant such that 0 < & < l. Sketch the graph of the
function
t
t^

e*\t+x+r+...++)-k.

Prove that there is just one positiveroot x" of the equation
l+x+;t+...+:,

= ke".

Show also that (k remainingfixcd) x. increasesas, incleases.
5. Find approximatelythe large root of the equation
ea _ xroth-

6. Arrange the functions
x-r exp("/x), x exp{(logx)r}, r'exp{(log x)l}
in order of magnitudefor large valuesof x,
7. Is it possibleto find a function which, as .r -+ @, tendsto innnity more
slowly than e6"for every d > I and morg rapidly than x" for every z?
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6.6. The logarithmlc function
Theorems 3.9 and 6.42 enable us to define a function of a
real variable which is the inverseof tle exponentialfunction,
De;finition,
If x > O,u)ritey: Iogxif x: ev,
The following properties follow from the coresponding properties of the exponential function, and tle reader should go
through the steps of tle deduction, We always supposethat
the number following the symbol log is positiva

,-crpt
a
Fis. 3

log x is continuous and differentiable and

!*0""o-f,.
log (ab) : loga+logb,
log.r+co as x->co,
log.r-+ -oo as x+0+.
If& > 0,

$r..o

as ;->@.

This last property (correlative to that at the end of 96.4) is
important. In words, logx tends to infinity as x tends to infinity, but more slowly than x raised to any positive power
(howeversmall). The generalshapeof the graph of y : 169I ;t
shownin fig. 36.
There is a sirnple representation of log (l +t) as a powcr
series.
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Theorem6.6. If --1 < x < 1

l o e( l + x')2 :5 ' nx - i

-2

^
+a -... +(- l)'-r +....
-A

ttu

The proof is left to the reader. Starting from Maclaurin's
theorem it follows very closely the proof of the binomial
theorem given on p. 102. Lagrange'sform of remainderwill
servefor ppsitivex, but Cauchy'sform is to be usedfor negatrve Jr,
Note, The result of theorem6.6 is also true for x = 1. This is most easily
proved using integration and following the method of theorem 7.9 (see
p. 136).
The general power a'.

At the end of $6.5 we had defined a'

when ;r is rational and also for irrational x in the special case
a = e. We have still to attach a meaning to a' when x is
irrational and a + e. We adopt the following definition,
Defnition,

If a > 0 and x is irralional, a' means
e'Loc a'

This is consistentwith the definitionof e' givenin $6.5,and
the relation a, : ertoea holds when x is rational, The reader
can verify that the index laws
a, x a1/ = aa+v,

(aa)u :

Axy

hold for a > 0 whatever the values of x and y.
Exercises6 (6)
Notes on lheseexercisesare giaen on p, 179.
l. Prove that, as r -+ co,
4(xr/"- l) -' log x.
2. Prove that, if r > 0,
-r-,x' < log(l +n) < x- j,r'+ !.f.
Give an extensionof theseinequalities,
3. A differentiablef'rnction.f (not identically 0) satisfiesthe functional
equation
f(xy) = f\x) +fty).
Prove that/'(r) = ,4/.r.
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> 0,

=z(fi+t (i#)'.I(il*,)'*).
rcs'
Use this s€riesto calculate log 2 to thre€ plac€s of decimals.
5. Find the limits, ag .r -+ 0 and as I -+ co, of
Iog(l+c.E)
,.,
(r, -=.-.,

..., ac- b.
\u) ;-._d",

where a, b, c, d arc positive and c + d.

6.7. Trigonome&icfunctions
As predictedin $ 1.2we baseour accountof the trigonometric
functions on the definitions

"o'":r-{+fi-...,
,in":

- t3' ! + It "-

""

Theseseriesare absolutelyconvergentfor all valuesofx (real or
complex). Among the properties that we should €xpect to
establishat an early stageare
sin (x+Y) : sinx cos/+ cosx sin/,
d
Asmx:

cosrc.

The first of these,involving multiplication of series,could be
proved by the same principles (though with detail which is a
little more troublesome) as theorem 6.2. T1neproof that the
derivative of sinr is cosx would follow closely that of theor€m
6.41.
Insteadof writing out afreshproofs of trigonometric formulae'
modelled on those of exponential formulae, it is more satisfying to observethat, in the setting of complex variables, the
trigonometric and exponential functions are very closely related.

writing

expz- t+z+fi+..-+z)+...t
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we seethat theorem6,2is true for complexvariables,and,if we
definethe derivative of f(z) as

,.* f(z+h)-f(z)
-_--_---r

rrrrr
n+0

n

notingthat l, cannow assumecomplexvalues,thentheorem6.41
is also true. The discussionof the exponentialfunction from
theorem6.42onwardssupposedthe variableto be real.
6.8. Exponentialand trigonometricfunctions
From the ser.ies
concernedwe seethat
exp(tz) : cosz+ i sinz,
exp(-tz): cosz-isinz'
or expressing
coszand sinz in termsof the exponentialfunction,
sasT: l{exp (iz)+ exp(- tz)},
.
t.
sine : ... {exp(r) _exp(-iz)}.
These formulae,
with the propertiesof the ex"oniin.a
ponentialfunction,enableus to developthe resultsof analytical
trigonometry,in so far asthey do not involveperiodicityor the
number z. We append a short list, which will illustrate the
nrocedure
cos(-z) : 9657, coso= l,
sin(-z) : -sinz, sin0 : 0.
The addition formulae(x andy may be complex)
sin(x+Y): sinxcos/+cosxsin/'
cos(x +y) = costcoslr-sinxsin/.
To prove,say,the former, we have
2i sir'(x+ y) = exp{tG +/)} - exp{- (r +y)}
: exp(,4 exp(ly) - exp( - ix) exp( - r,
(from theorem6.2)
- ]{exp(r;r)-exp(-*)} {exp(i) + exp(- l7)}
+ +texp(rt + exp(-,")] {"*p (rr) - exp(- i)},

ll4
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sin(x+y) : sinx cosy+cos* sin y. I
costx+ sifx = l.

From the last tes:ult,if now x is real,
-1 < cos.r< l, -l ( sinx ( I'
Periodicity of the trtgonometricfunctions. This is a surprising
property. No one could divine from inspectionor simplemani'
pulation of the seriesfor sinx and cosx that they repeat their
valuesat regular intervals of x. We prove a theoremfrom which
periodicity will follow very easily.
Theotem6.81. There is a enallestposith)e constantlo (where
nlT < *- < ,13)nch that cosla = O.
Proof. lfO < x < 2,
.
= I rf\ t# x7\.

Lnx

*...
(x_3!,+ (Si_zt,p

>0,
since the positive term in each bracket is greater than the
negativeterm.
So, for 0 < )c < 2, cosx, having the negative derivative
-sinx, is a decreasing
function.
The theorem will be proved when we have shown that
cosy'2 > 0 and cos/3 < 0. If rfe bracket the terms of the
seriesfor cosx in pairs, as we did thoseof sinx, the first bracket
is 0 for x = rt2 and all tbe others are positive.
Again'
rz {
f\
If

cosx:r-i,+f,r-(A-n)- "

the succeedingterrns being bracketedin pairc,
When
r ...

x - J3, r-fi+?i: r-Z+t < o

an4 as before, the first term in each bracket exceedsthe
second. I
Corolby. sinlo : !.
For sinrlo+coszfo - | and sinlo is positive.
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Theorem6,82. If o is the number defned in the preceding
theorem,then,for all ualuesof x,
(l) sin(x+]o) : cosx, cos(x+lo) : *sinx;
(2) sin(x+o) = -sinx, cos(.rc+
a) : -cosr;
(3) sin(x+2o) = sinn, cos(x+2o) = sqs*.
The proof is immediatefrom the addjtion theorems.We have
thus shownthat the functionssinx and cos.xhave period 2a,
and it is easyto seethat no smallernumberis a period.
In thesetwo theoremswe have adoptedthe notation ?r (an
alternativeway of writing the Greekletter pi). The number ta
will (in $7.9) be identifiedwith the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter. Anticipatingthis identification,we
shall henceforwardwrite z insteadof o.
The remaining trigonometric (or circular) functions are
definedin termsof the sine and cosinein the usualway
sinzlll
lan z = -.
COLZ::-.
SeCz: -.
C O S e C z= - .
Lanz'
cosz'
cosz'
slnz
From the periodicity of the sine and cosine,the relation
exq(iz) : cosz+i sin z
showsat oncethat expz has the (imaginary)period2ni.
Exercises6 (c)
Notes on theseexercisesqre giuen on pp. 179-80.
l. Refinethe argumentof theotem 6.81 to giye closerboundsfor {2, for
example,1.5 < lzr < 1.6. (The seriesfor cos x and sin.x do not provide
a practical way of obtaioing accurateapproximationsto z. For better
methodsse€$7.9.)
2. Prove the statementfollowing theorem 6.82 that 2I is the smallest
period of cos x and sin x,
3. If a ard , are positiveconstantsand x is rcal, provo that
.f(-r) = c cot r+6 cosecx
takesall real valuesif a > 6, and all real valuesexceptfor a certainrange
if a < b.
Sketch graphs of y = f(x) for a > b, a = b, a < b.
4. Prove that, as ,l -+ @,
lqss :) _) a_1...
\nl
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6J. Tle lnversetrigonometricfimctions
Thcotem6.91..The eEuationx : sinl dcfnes an inoersefunction
written
.Y - arc srn-t
suchthaty increasesfrom-fu toln asx increases
from -1lol.
Also
d
vl
-!---

e - J6rD'

Proof. dxldy - s6sy > Qfor -|z <y < *n.
Therefore siny strictly increasesfrom -l to I as y increases
from -|z to tn, By tleorem 3.9, tlere is an inversefunction
with the range of valuesstated. Also, by ga.2 (6),
dylll
.tx dxldy

cos.y

.V(l _ 19 '

wh9r9 th9 positive square root is to be taken since cosy is
positive for y between -.|z and fur. I
Notes on theorem 6.91. (l) The equation .r = siny defines infinitelv
nany valuesofy for each x such that -l < x < l. For, by the pcriodicitv
ofsin /, any-integral multiple of2z can be added to the va.lui oty wfricn ii*s
b€lweq -+z and jz. In th€ theorem wo have singled ot ti" prii$i
oalue of arc sin x.
(2) Similarly the e4uation x = cos/ defines y = arc cos x, where y
decreas€sfrom z to 0 as r increasesfrom - I to l. Here

a=_ r
e- -IT=t.

Iheorcm 6.92. Theequationx = tny delnes on imserse
ftmction
y = arc tanx dertnedfor all x. y is an increasing
function and

j:-r:
Also
Proof.

-tr,

=
lyyr tn.

dY :
I
dx I +xr.
dxldy - ssczt = l*.x1

tany is a continuous increasingfunction for _\n < y <
+7t
and, as y -+ + tv, x -->1oo, respectivd. The exiitence of tie
inverse function and the value of its deriyative follow from
theorem3.9 and ga.2(6). I
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Nole. As in theorem 6,91, we are defininga principal value. If, for a
given value rr of r, the value / = ),r satisfies.t = tan /, so does yr+ nt,
whcrc ,r is any positive or negativeinteger.

6.10. The hperbolic functionsandtheir inverses
Definethe hyperboliccosineand sineby the formulae
coshz : +(d + e_),
sinhz:,(d_e_).
Thus

coshz: cosz and isinhz - siniz.

In nearly all applicationsz ls rcal. The functions get their
namesfrom the fact that the point x : cosht, / : sinh, traces
out a branch of the hyperbolaxl^yz : I (whereasr = cost,
./ : sint tracesout the circle x2+yz : 1).
The hyperbolicfunctionshavepropertiesanalogousto those
of the circular functions cosineand sine. The f<rllowineare
amongthe most useful.
d
d..
COSnX: Slnn.{,
slnnx = cosnx,
dx
A

coshrx- sinh2x: l,
: cosh2x,
coshzx+sinhz;r
2 cosh;rsinhx : sinh2x.
The readercan supplyproofsand canconstructotherformulae.
He shouldalso sketchgraphsof the functions.
The inverse functions will be useful in integration. lf
n : cosh/, then fronl the definition
e z ! _ 2 x e v + l: 0 ,
giving

e!:

xt,J@z-l)

y = log {:rt J(:r'- l)},
and so
which is the sameas
r : t log {x +^i(xs- 1)}.
If we take the + sign,y is definedfor all x >- 1 and is denoted
bY.y : arg coshx.

u8
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d;= anO: ffit: JG':i)'

For sinhx the discussionis simpler. If x: sinh/, then x
increasesfrom -o too asy increasesfron -co toco and there
is a unique inversefunction
.Y = arg sinhx'
or, as a logarithm,'
y = .log {x+J(rt+ l)}.
Ercrc&€s6 (O
Noleson theseerercisetqe gioenonp. IEU
l. Find the sum I cosh(c+ 2rO.

r-o
2. Prove that the equafion

.r = 2+logx

has two positive root!, 8ay a and t
Thc sequ€ncer, is defircd by
;"+r = 2+lo8*r

@= 1,2,3,...),

where a <.xl < 0. Provo that:" +6.
3. Provothat, if -1 <r<
l,

1+ r coso+ ...+ r,rcosz0+.., = @,_"**r,
tsinO
l=r. @;6+,''
resultsliko thoseof 3 for hypcrbolic
4. Investigate
function$
' =
r sina+...+2. sinrr0+
"'

5. Proveth.t, if/ = e-'l'r, then
l"+1+rl"+rr+ (r,+l)'rd = 0.
Tho functions./l arc d€6ncdby

t (x)= (-t.dd #,Qin.

Provc that
(i) l:+r = (n+l)f,b
(D fa = xf,-fi,
(iii) 4+r-xl,+r+(n+ l)l. = 0,
(iv) Ji is a polynomialof dcgreez.
6. Obtain orpansionsin powcr-series
of the foUowingfunctions. Find thc
geD€ralterm if you can, otherwisothe 6rst threenon-vanishingterms.
(i) cosrr,
(ii) tan r,
(iD (arcsinrf
(iv) sin (m arc sin x),
(v) e. co62x,
(vi) coslog (1+r).
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THE INTEGRAL CALCULUS
7.1. Area and the integral
Historically the conceptof a definiteintegralwas developed
to representan areaboundedby curvedlines,This geometrical
equivalence
helpsone to visualisethe meaningof the analytical
expressions
which occur in the definitionand manipulationof
integrals.
Let f be a function definedin (a, b). The areawhich we proceed to measureis that boundedby the curve y : f(x), the
ordinatesx -- a and,x : b, and the .x-axis.(Theremay be a
gain in clarity if you think of/as taking only positivevaluesin
(a, b), but the following analysisholds if/can take valuesof
eithersign.) All that we assumefor the presentabout/is that ir
is bounded. In practice/ is usually continuous,and that
assumptionwili be madeat the stageat which it simplifiesthe
discussion.
Our method will be to obtain approximationsfrom above
and from below to the curvedareawhich yrewish to measure.
We must start with a numberof definitions.
Definitions. Given an interval (a, 6), then a finite set of
numbersa, xa,xz, ..., xr._l,,, suchthat
4(xr(x2<...<x^_r<b
is calleda dissectionof (a, b). Eachx, is a point of diaision.
To completethe schemeof suffixeswe can write a = xo and
b: x^.
Each of the intervals(x,_r, x) for r : l, 2, ..., n is a subinterualof the dissection.Let d" be the length of the rth subinterval.
'
ot : Xr- Xr-t.
The length of the greatestsubinterval
3t : max 3r
is called the nornzol the dissection.
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sums.
We nextdefingupperand lowerapproximatiue
the supremumand
Supposethat M, andrz" are respectively
infimumof/(x) for x in therth subintervaltakenclosed,i.e.for
xr-r<.x<.x,.
Write

S: >M,t,

and

t : 2_r*,6n

,-*,

Then the upper sum S is the sum of the areasof n rectangles,
of which the /th has base(x"-r, :r,) and height ll1,. The sum of
theseareasis greaterthan or equalto the areaR containedbetweenthe alrr,ey:f(x) and the linesx:a, x:b,y:0,
Similarly the lower sum J is lessthan or equal to the area R.
If now (, is any valueof x in the rth subinterval,
xr-r ( 5, ( x, (r : 1,2,...,n)
and if we form the sum

o - >f(4) 8t
r-t

then

s(o(s.

Our ultimate aim is to prove that, if/is a function of one of
the commonly occurring types (including continuous functions
and monotonic functions), the sum r tends to a limit as 0*
tends to 0. We shall define this fimit to be the integral of the
function / over (a, b).
You will observetlat this limiting proc€ssis of a lesssimple
kind than those which we have so far encountered, If the
function/is given, the number a dependson the x, and the $;
in fact, a is a function whosedomain is a set of dissections.In
the passageto the limit, we suppose8+ to take a sequenceof
values tending to 0, and the permitted dissectionsare progressivelyrestricted by the requirement that their norms are to
be lessthan 8*.
On account of the complexity of the limit-operation, we fust
take an easierapproach to the integral though the botmdsof
the sums ,S,s for all dissections,
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1.2. The upperand lower integrals
lf M, m arc the supremumand infimum of/(x) in a < x < ,,
and ii giv€n any dissection9, we constructthe sums^S,s as
above, calling them S(9) and s(9), it follows from the inequalities
'
M, (M
and m,>m (r = 1,2,...,n)
that

m(b-a) < 49) < S(9) < M(b-a).

So the set of numbersS(9) correspondingto all dissections
9 of (a, b), beingboundedbelowby m(b- a),has an infmum, J
say, Similarlythe set of numbers.r(9) hasa supremumjf'.
Our aim, achievedby theorem7.22,is to proyethat J > j.
Theorem7,21. The introduction of a new point olf diaision decreasesthe uppersum S.
Proof Supposethat S(9r) is the uppersumfor the dissection
9r. Let the dissection9, be formed from 9, by the introductionof a new point of division.ri into the interval(x,-r, x,),
Let M:, Mi be the suprema of /(.:r) in the closed intervals
(x,-r, x), (.rj, x"), respectively.Then M: < M, afi, Mi 4 M,.
The contribution of the interval (x,-r, x) to ^S(gJ is
M,(x,-x,-). Its contdbution to,S(9r) is

Mi@:,-x,-) + Mi@,- xt)
< Mlx,-x,-).
Sincethe contribution to .S(9J and S(9) of eachsubinterval
except(x,_D .r,) is the sarne,we have

s(e) < s(e).
Corollary, lf 9b 92 are dissectionsof (a, b) for which every
point of 9, is a point of 9r, then

s(er)< s(e)
and sinrilarly

s(92) 2 s(9').

Defnition. lf 9, and g" are related as in the corollary, we
may call 9" a refnementof 9r.
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Theotem7.22, J > j.
Proof. l*t 9'and 0rbe any two dissectionsof (a, D),
l*t 9s& the dissectionwhosepoints of division are all the
points of division of eithler9, ot 9". So It is a refinementboth
of 91rnd of 9* The corollary to the last theoren give$

But

S(e) < s(e) afi 4e) > s(e).
s(e) > 4e),

beingupper and lower sumsfor the samedissection. Combining
all theseinequalities we have

s(s) > 4s).
Sincethis is true for all dissections9t,

J : inf s(e) > 4e).
Sincetie last line is true for all dissections9e
J >- sttPdQ) : i' 1
If we assumeabout / oaly what we have assumedalreadn
that it is a bounded function, then it is possible for J to be
greater than j or equ4l to j.
Illustrction

An o(ample in which J > J. De6no
'rt
; is rational
f(x) = |
/(.t) = 0 if

x is inational,

and tsko th€ intcrval (a, D) to be (O l).
Thcn, whatever disscctiotr I is takcn, every M, = I and S(9) = l
E v c r ym , = 0 a n d . r ( 9 ) = 0 . S o J = l a n d j - 0 .
Herc y = /(.r), far from repr€scDtinga curvc in a Ntraightforward scnso
capablc of bounding an er€a, is discontinuous for w€ry value of r.
Etercrse. Givo tho simplest examplc you can think of in whicb J = ,/.

The numbers"1,J,being approximationsfrom aboveand from
below to our intuitive notion of an integral, are often called
upper and lower integrals.They can be representedby tle usual
integral sign with a bar above or below. We shall ae1 96 ia16
further detail about upper and lower integrals, but shall confine
ourselvesto the most useful c.asein whioh J = J aad there is an
integral in the ordinary sense,

7,31
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7.3. The integral as a limit
Defnition. If, with the notation of$7.1,

"

= f,r<*lt,
r-\

tendsto a limit as d* -+ 0, then/is saidto be integrablein(a, b)
and the limit is written
fb

fb

I f(x) dx ot JIa f.
Jr
The latter, shorter form is usually appropriatein the discussionof generalproperties(e.g.thoseof $7.5). If a particular
of it musttakethe
functionis beingintegrated,the specification
form
p
rr
I f(x)dx, e.s. l (x2+3)dx.
Ja

J0

Theorem7.31. f S-s + 0 as 6* -+ 0, thenf is integrablein
(a, b).
Proof. Given e, there is d such that
S-s<e
for any dissectionsuchthat d* < d.
Now
5_5 = (.t_./) + (J_j) + (j _ s),
and eachterm on the right-handside is greaterthan or equal
to 0.
Then
J-j < ,S-s < e
if the norm of the dissectionis lessthan d,
But "I andj do not dependon e, and therefore
J-j : o.
Thus both ,Sand s tend to J as d* + 0, and so doesa, which
lies between.Sand r. I
The converseof the theoremalso holds.
Theorent7.32. Iff is integrabletu (a, b), then
,S-s+0

as d+-+0.

lU
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Proof. If I is the value of the integral, then, given e, there is
d such that, if I is any dissectionof norm lesstlan d,
I-e<\,f(N)8,<I+e,
t-l

where$ is an arbitrarypoint of 8,.
If lly',is the supreoaum
of/in 8,"we canchoose6, suchthat

.tG) > M,_?.
,n
Therefore

> M,8, < >f(L) 'r+e
r-1

t-l

< I+k.
Similarly

n

lrn"8, > I-2e.

,-l

Hence^S-s < 4e,and so ^9-s + 0 as 8r + 0, I
7.4. Continuousor monotonicfunctionsare integnblc
The condition of theorem 7.31 is easyto establishfor continuous functions and for monotonic functions,
Tlporem 7.41. A fnetion f contiraous in the closed interval
(a, b) is integrable,
Proof. By theorem 3.82, given e, there is 6 such that
Mr-^,

a JD-A

for every subinterval of any dissectiong with norm lessthan d.

Then

s@)-xg) : z(M,-n+) t,

. 5!;2s,: u.t
Theorem7.12. A futtction f monotonic in the closed interoal
(a, b) is integruble.
Proof. Ne may suppose/ increasing.
Then, in Ji_r ( r ( x,,
M, = f(x)
and m, - f@,-).

7.4t
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g-s = X(M,-n,) d.

So

< d*>(M,-m")
= t*{f(b)-f(a)}. )
Exercises7 (a)
Noter on theseexercisesare given on p, l8O,
Calculation of simple integralsfrom the definition,
IL

(0, l) into n equal parts.
1. Calculate I xdx by disse-cting
JO
fb

2. Calculatc I x.dx, wherek > 0, by dividing (a, ,) into r parts in geo*"tri" p.ogr"'rion
the poiots 44, 44r, ,.., aq'-r, whercaqn = b.
"t
lc
3. Calculate I sin rd-:r by dissecting(0, a) into equal parts.
lo
4. By the method of2, prove that
12dx

Deduce that

I

Jrr'= r'
I
I )
,.
I r
=I
,llf itr*rl,"tr*a"+ "+ pn1,l 2'

A theoremof Darboux.
5, With the notation of $?.1, S '+ J as 8* + 0.
This is an important theorem, showing that the number "I which was
definedas a bound is in fact a limit. As the proofis a little mole difncult
than those of any resultsin the text, we have developedprope ies of the
integral independentlyof it.

7.5. Propertiesof the integral
In definingthe integral we supposedthat a < b. lf a > b,
we define
ft
ra
I f(x) dx = - | f(x) dx.
Ja

Jb

The followingpropertiesare constantlyused,
(l) If a < c < d < b andf is integrablein (a, b), rhenf is
integrablein (c, d).
Proof. Given e, thereis from theorem7.32I suchthat,if I
is any dissectionof (a, 6) with norm lessthan 4 then
S(9)-s(9) < e.
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lr.:t I' be any dissectionof (c, d) with norm less than d. By
adding appropriate points of division in (c, c) and (d, D), we
obtain a dissectionI of (a, b), of which I' is a 'part'.
S(e')-s(e') = Z(M,-m) 3,
summedover the subintervalsof 9'.
All the tenns on the right-hand side are contained in
S(9) -d9) and so
s(9') - s(9') < S(9)- 49) < e
provided only that the norm of 9' is lessthan 8. Therefore,by
ltt

theorem
7.31, /exists.
J"
< b, andf is integrablein (a, b), thm
<
If
a
c
Q)
fb

fc

lb

.td

Jo

lf:lf+lf.

Ja

Proof. l*t I be a dissectionof (a, 6) having c as one of its
points of division,
Then, in a notation which explainsitself,

> f(€,)8, : ( o2, c )f(€,)8,+2,
f(6) 8,.
( c ,b )

(a,b,

Take the limit as the norm of I tends to 0. I
G't Ifk is a constant,
fb

fb

I kf : klJ d ,t
Jd
The proof is easy.
(4) Iff andg arc integrablein (a, b), so is theb sum
s : f+9,
and

fb

|

Ja

":

fb

fb

Jo

Ja

| .f+ | g.

Proof. For any dissectionI and arrychoice of $ in d,
ll

d,+X s(6,)6.
I s(5,)d, : f -2/(f,)
r-l
l
r-1
Each of the two sums on the right-hand side tends to the
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correspondingintegral as d*+0.

Therefore f's exists and is
tl"
equal to the sum of the integralsof f andC.
In inequalitiessuch as (5) and in other contextsin which the
senserequiresit, we supposea < b, ln a statementsuch as (5)
it is plain that/is understoodto be integrableand we neednot
say so explicitly.

G)rfm<f4M,rhen

n(b-a)<ff"ufu-O.
Proof. For every dissection

n(b-a) < t/(5,) 4 < M(b- a). I
Corollaryl. Iff > 0, then

lorro.
Jd

Corollary2. If f is continuous,then, for some{ in (a, b),
fb

I "f

: f(€)(r- a)'

(6) Iff and g are integroblein (a, b), so is the productfg.
Proof. lf we prove that the squareof an integrablefunction
is integrable,the resultwill follow from (3), (4) and the identity

afc: U+d"-(-d".
We will prove,then,that/'!is integrable
in (a, b).
Let M,,m,bethe supand inf of/and M',.,m',thoseof fz in 6,.
Givene, thereis d* suchthat
Z(M,-m) 3" < e if max0, < d*.
=
If K
suplfl in (a,6),we have(for any signsof M,, n,)
Mi-m| < 2K(M,-n).
t(Mi-m',) 3, < 2Ke if maxd, < d+,
Hence
and this impliesthe integrabilityof/r. I
(7) (Extensionof (5)). If, furrher, g >- 0, then
ft
fb
tb
nJ"s
<)."fs= ,J,t.
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Proof. Apply corollary I of (5) to (f-n) S.
(8) Iff is integrablein (a, b) so is lfl @td

Ii'rl" |"'trt.
lJd

I

Ja

Prool Note that, in any interval,

supl/l-inf l/l < sup/-infl
(9) Schwarz'sinequality

Ul")'"
ffi)ff:.)
Proof. Thts may be deduced from Cauchy's inequality
(exerciseI (d), 6) or from the fact that
fb

fb

l"Of+lrdz

fb

tb

= A2)"f+2M)"-fs+p"J"{

is greater than or equal to 0 for all values of the constants
A, p.
7.6. Int€gBtion ss the inverseof rlifferentiation
Supposethat/is integable in (a, &) and write
l!

r ( x ) = l f ( t ) d t ( a< r < D ) .
JA

Theorcm7.61. F is a continuous
function.
Proof.

F(x+h)- F\x) :

rx+tl

),

tOl at

With the notation of$7,5 (5), the absolutevalue of the righthand sidedoesnot exceedmax (lmil, lM&l). So
F(x+h)- F\x) -">0 aslt +0. I
If we make the additional assumptionof continuity ofJ we
cao prove a sbarper resulL
Thcorem7.62. If f is integrableh (a, b), then,for ay oalueof x
for whichf is continuous,
F'(x) : f(x).

1.61
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Prool Supposethat ft > 0. Let now
M:

supf(t), m:

inff(t)
for x < , < x+h. M and ln then dependon :c and l. By
$7.5(5),
k+h

^h

^
Theretbre

,n <

fQ) dt < Mh.
" J,
-F(x
+ /r) - F(x)
\'-:-l---:--:-l-'
< M.
n

Let ft -+ 0+. Since/is continuous
at x, both m andM tend
to /(r). A similarargumentholds whenh -->O- . I
Theorem7.63. Let f be continuous
in (a, b). Suppose
that ( is a
property
hauing
the
function
Q'@):f(x) for a4x{b.
fx

rhen

a<x<b.
)"f<tlat:Q@)-C@) for
Proof. From theorem7.62,the function F-l hasderivative
0fora < x < b.
By theorem4.61(corollary1),,F-l is a constantand,since
F(a) : 0. we have
F(x): Qg)-Q@). I
The existenceof a function / having a given continuous
derivative/ is establishedby theorem7.62, Such a function
which, by theorem7.63. is determinedexceptfor an additive
constantis calledan indefniteintegralof f, written

If@)a''
An indefinite integral may or may not be readily expressiblein
terms of known functions; if it is, theorem 7.63 provides the
normal method of calculating the defnite integral
fb

I f(x) dx.
Ja
A numberof illustrativeexamplesfollow in $$7.7,7.8.
7.7. Integration.bypartsandby substitution
The systematicsearchfor a function if we are given its derivative employsmethodswhich you are likely to know from
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your earlier work in the calculus.The emphasisis on technique
and not on foundations of analysis,and we shalt treat it rather
summarily. In this section we shall state two generalmethods
of which repeate.duse will be made. They both arise from tle
'inversion'
of a formula in differentiation to yield a formula in
integation,
Integration by pa s. This is the inverse operation of differentiatinga product,
lf u, o arc fuoctions of r, then
d(uu,)
-E- = u du . du
A;+o dx.
By integrating we have
If dultlx, duldx are contirluous,then
Ldu,

Ju&or:

n _ I d_ud,x d x .
Jo

Integrution by substitution. This comes from the re.sult of
differentiating a function of a function
dy
dt

dy dx
dx dt'

Wrinng dylik : /(:r) and r : 8(r), wehave
If f(x) andg'(t) are continuous
thm

It6l*:

Iftslo\s,(t)dt.

Taylor's theoremwith remairrderan integral. By integrating
an appropriate integral by parts we can establishanothei forrn
of the zth order mean value theorem (94.g) which is sometimes
useful. For brwity we replacethe a of theorems4.gl and 4.g2

bvo.

Theonm 7.7. Izt f6, be continuousfor O < x < h, Then

f(h): f(o)+...+ffi t"-tol* O,
-hnfl

v'hefe

R" -

g_in-tftr(th)itt.
GinJ.
Proof.By substituting
rl = u,
lrh
R" =
(h_u)rrJt">(u)du.
"-1nJ.

7'71
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Integrateby partsand we have
_h"-r-lth
R ,' : - ; :
(l -r)'-2ftn-t)(u) du.
( / r - 1, .- )/ (! r- - 1 \ ( 0" ) + . ( n - / )1t\J, o|

The last integralis R,_, in our notation, If we integrater,- I
timesby parts we arrive at
lr"r
fh
R, : _#,r('-,)(0)_... _r/ (0)+ | I'@)du.

\n-t)'.'
Jo'
Write/(l) -/(0) for the lastintegraland rearrangethe ternrs. I
Applying $7.5(5) corollary 2 in two differentways to
theorem7,7,we first reconstructthe term in frzgivenin theorem
4.82 (assuminghowever the contiriuity and not merely the
existence
ofl"l). The secondcorollarygiveslhe remainderterm
of theorem4.83.
Corollary 1.
-hafrLn
- r)"r dt : '1.1tt(0h).
n" :
6;1y.f",(0h) ) oQ

Corollary 2.
R. :

o*
6=|)l

Q-?)n-tf(n)Qh).

7.8. The techniqueof integration
We recapitulate the methods in most common use, illustrateo
by examples.
Rational functiotrs. To integrate a rational function, put it
into partial fractions. A real root d of the denominatorgives
constantmultiples of (x-a)-", where n ) l.

Ifr>1.

l-!2.:G-a)t-]
t-n
J \x-a)"

d, I
{log(x-a)
J x-a
[log(c-x)
or, conveniently,in one formula,
Ifn : t.'

(x > a),
(x < a.1,

fdx
toglx_al.
);;=
A fraction whosedenominatoris a quadraticwith complex
roots is integratedas follows.
9-2

tl2
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Example.

t 4x-l
I3xe-4x+5"'
The derivativeof tfte denominatoris 6x-4. writc the numerator4x- I
as l(6x-4)+f. The first termgives
2 t 6 x - 4 y'r =
| log (3xr-4x+ 5)'
; I 3#5
The secoudgives
5l
dx
5l
dx
9J.ri-tx+*
9/ (x-3)'+*
x-| = 5
= 53
45arctanffi
ffi4clan

3x-2
'
^

To integrate a partial fraction of the form

>
T!!Lx"+2a*T*@ D'
write the numeratorrc p(x+a)+(q-ap) and the problern is
reducedto integrating 1l(x2+2ax+ b)^. This is achievedby
'reduction' of the index n; seethe paragraphbelow
successive
on reduction formulae.
Trigonometricfunctions. (a)To i\lqgrate a product of cosines
and sines,turn the products into sumsand differencesby using
formulaelike
2cosacosD: cos(a+ D)+ cos(a- D).
(i) J cosr.rcos4x dr.
(ii) J sid .r costx dx.
costx cos4x = t(l+cos2x)cos4.x
= +cos4x+* cos6r+1 cos2r.

Examples.
In (D,

Hencc tbc intesral ig

I sin 4r++ sin 6J+t sin 2x.
(ii),
power
the odd
In
of cos x sugg€ststhe substitution !l = sin r, giviDg
-ar)d/ and so * sin8.r-+ sin! x.
Jzr(l

(b) The integral of any rational function of cosr and sin.x
can be transformedinto the integral of a rational algebraic
function by the substitutionIanlx : r for which
cosx -

7-t2
2t
slnx:
l+-ts'
l+rr'

dx = 2
7t
6;r.

7.81
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Examgle. ,

)_

J s*o l"-t t

:

r,r)r

I ;i

T33

= I arctan(+tanlx)'

Reduction
formulae. Supposethat we require
I sin^xdx'
This comesunder(a) above,but it is moreeasilyfound by stepby-stepreductionof the index ,r. A reductionformulais nearly
alwaysderivedby the appropriateintegrationby parts. Here
I sin"x dx : f isin"-r-x;sinxdx
: - sin"-rxcosx+Jtz-I) sin"-axcosx cosxdx
: -sin"-rrccosx+Qr-l)
Jsin"-'zx(l sin'x)dx,
and so
n [sin"xdx = -sin'-rrcosr+(n-\Jsin"-txdx
and we have connectedthe integral of sin".r with that of
sin"-'x. This integral is particularly simple if the range OI
integrationis (0, jz), for then
fb

rlt

nl- sin^xdx: (n-1)lxdx.
' J o sin"-2
Jo
By repeatedapplicationof this reductionformula we find that
l- sin"xd:ris
(n-l\...4.2
n . . .5 . 3

JO

/z-l\...3.1n
n ...4.2 2

accordingasn is odd or even.
Irrationalfunclions.We take only the simplestcases,
ExamDle.

tdx

I t-+q JG+6'
Thc function under the sign is linear, and the substitution x+.b = u.
"/
givesthe inte$al of a rational
function of ll.

Next considerthe squareroot of a quadraticpx2+zqx+r.
The changeof variableu -- px+q reducesthe irrationality to
one of the forms
nl@n- x"), ,J$'- a'), l(xz + a2).

17.E
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The trigonometric or hyperbolic substitution which will get rid
of tle { is respectively
x:4sinu,

x:

ac.oshu,x:

asinha.

Exanple.
JJ(8f + l)dr.
x = (sinhr)/2./2 givcs
Tte sub,stitution
=
=
sinhu coshz),
*1r!.o"o'u*
1! Jtr +cosnz,laz o| {z+
andso,on r€vertingto .r,
I

+ l).
qj2arc sinhzx,1za+xy'(8xr
Thus an integral like n

J

^l@xz+2bx+c)dx

can be expressedin terms of (inverse)trigonometric or hyperbolic functions. If we replace the quadratic under the ./ sign
by a polynornial of higher degree, then we should have to
add to our stock of standard functions if we are to expressthe
integral explicitly. (The fuuctions known as elliptic functions
would enableus to deal rrith a cubic or quartic.)
The fact that only the simplest functions are amenableto
explicit integration underlinesthe importanceof $$7.12and 7.13
on approximate methods.
Exercls€s7 (r)
aregiueain p. 181.
Noteson theseexercises
1. Integrate

I

(, - 2F-(r'+ r)' (;r;TtIFTFi'

F +aqtai'

11
F + 1 , ) , 0 +1 _ .
.
-(xrJ:
+ cr)r '
(i) by substitutinglr = xr+cr, (ii) by substituting.r = a ta! A.Verify that
ihe two resultsagree.
3. Wallls'sproductfor r.
2. Intecrate

tl'l

Writing /" = I sin" x &, prove that IrJIi.+t
to

r+Ql2n).

lies between I and

7.8I
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Deduccthat

r
2m 2m
.. 224466
t=;*Ilrssl '..6=n;i'

Establish thc altemativ€ formula

"t"=#.wffi
4, Integratcco$.3r sin 2r, tanrsecr, cosectx,
f*

ttr

JO

JO

5. EvsluatcI sinT*sinz.rdx, I sin7x sinrrxdx.
6. Showhow to integrato
a+D cosx+c sin.x
,+qcosl+rsil'

I
;cofiTZ'cd.rsil+ciilF;'

7. Obtain reductionformulaefor thc integlalsof
l(f * 1)', {log.t)i
.r"r/(d-xrL
tan;.r, secn.r, l/(a+t cost)'.
8. Find a reductionformula for tbe integral
,"d"
[
c)
^l@x'+2.hx+
J
and useit to evaluatc
tfdx

I l6TE+4'

9, Prove that, according as n is an cven or odd p$itive integer,

["'ii4 a = o or '.

Jo srna
If a is a positiveint€ger,cvaluate
''
[" sin"noN'
Io
"i*d
10. If the polynomialP"(x) is defned by

/,t\n
= ;a1 (;J
(-d-rr,
P"(,>

Provethat
(i) if O(x) is a polynomialof degreelessthan n,
IL

I

J -l

P"(x) Q@)dx = 0,

P-(.x) P"(r) y': is0if z + z and is 2/(2n+ l) if m = n.
J _r
11. Prove that
I axa+2bx+c
(ii)

JaE +r4x+q^ax

is a rational fuoction of x if and only if AC - B or oC+ cA-2bB is zf,'o.
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7.9. The constantn
We found in $6,8 that cosr and sinx, definedby their series,
are periodic, having a period which we denotedby 2o. We still
haveto show that o is the samenumber as the z which presents
itself in tle geometryof the circle.
Take a circle with centre O and radius a, We recall the argument proving its areato be za! : insoribea regularpolygon in the
circle; its arca-is tlp, where I is the perimeter and / is the perpendicular from O to a side, Similarly a circumscribedregular
polygon has aru, |lra, where /, is its perimeter.
Sq if 'l{ is the area of the circle,
llpcA<tlra.
As the number of sides of the polygon tends to infinity, p
tends to a, while /, and / both tend to the length of the circumference,namely 2tra. 59
A = taz.
We now collate this with the areafound by integration, using
the trigonometric functions (defined by series)to evaluatethe
integral
,A : arca of the semi-circlefor which y > 0
fr

- I

J-T

rl(a8-xg)dx: -l

f-r
J

I

.t@g-x\ dx.

Put .x : acosd.This gives
ld

fu

: -lazl (1-cos20)d0 = \oaa.
azsin29d?
Jo
Jo
We have thus shown that d andr arc the samenumber.
We may conveniently insert here a note on the numerical
calculation of z. The easiestway is to use the power seriesfor
the inversetangent.
lA-l

Theorcm79. If -l\<

x < l,
arctanx : x-*rn+llr-....
Proof. By theorems6.92 and 7.63,
f" dt
arc l.anx =J.1;7'

7.91
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t':
+( - r\m-rfim-+
z (-l)^
l+tz

-l - :1-tz+t1l'tl

Hence
yzm-l

arctan.r: x -iX? +...+ (- r)^-1
hj+
where

R^:

IfO<x<1,

lr

( - l)^R^,

,zn

Jol+trdt.

ft
s < R , "< J or , ^ d=t

rzm+l

h'.

I

2___-l

and so R,n-+ 0 as ,n -> co. Similarly, if - I < x < 0, again
R-+0. I
Puttingx : 1 in the resultof theorem7.9,we have

tu : t-l+[-....
This givesa meansof calculatingr, but the seriesconverges
too
slorvlyto be useful for numericalwork. The following simple
relations,whichthe readercanverifyfrom theadditionformulae
for the tangent,lead to serieswhich convergemore rapidly
lzr : arctanl + arctanl,
+77: 4arctanI - arctan .lr.
7.10, Infinite integrals
Integrals oueran infnite interual.
We have,taking a simpleexample,

f"* : -r-!X '

Jt x'

As X+ co, the right-hand side tendsto the limit l. A suitable
nolation to expressthis fact is

+: r.

rx'

Geometrically,the areabetweenthe curvey : l/x2, its asymptote the r-axis and the line.r = I is finite.

13E
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Defnition. If, as X+ co,

!" .f{i a** r,

t6

that its value is t
we say that I f(x) dx exists,or contserges,and
.,4
fx
If | /(x) dx existsfor all valuesof X geater than d, but does
Ja

P@

not tend to a finite limit as X+ co,we say that | .f@)a,
JA

diverges, (It is possible to be more preoise-as indicsted in
$2,9-and separateout divergenceto +oo or to -co and fnite
or infinite oscillation.)
A similar definition appliesto
fa

| 'f(x) dx'
.'-o
If

f.o

la

I f(x) dx : /r and JI - a f(x) dx = h,
Ja

wewrite

l' -f4l*

: ,,*,".

It is easyto seethat the value of the last integral is independent
of the particular value of a.
f@ )-

7.10.
Theorcm
Lfi
Proof. lf k + l,

conuerges
if andonlyifk > l.
_l
F dx = Xa_k
-1:E-'

J,l

The limit of the right-hand side is finite if and only if & > 1.

nk:r,

li!:rc'*'

which tendsto infrnity as X+co. I
Nole, Any Dumber greater than 0 would serveinstead of 1 as the low€r
limit of integration.

Integrals of unboundedfunctions. If I > q the function
l/y'x is continuousin (0, l) and

f'1-z-z,to.

Jr{x

7.101
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Since1/./x is unboundedin the interval(0, l), the construction
of approximativesumscannot be applieddirectly to defineits
integralover (0, 1). We useinsteadthe result of making d + 0
in the aboveequationand define
fl dx
tt o nlx
rr dx
limli_o J a ^lx'

to be

that is to say,2.
Such an integral is called an infinite integral of the second
kind.
The readerwill be able to frame a definition for a general
function,following the discussionof I /"/:r.
Exerclses7 (c)
Notes on theseexercisesare giuen on p. l8l.
1. Evaluatethe integrals
xtb

dx

. l oF + x t + x + I '

J&@')1G'+r)'

2. Prove that, if O < d, < i,
dxe
J o x 2 + 2 x c o s d + l s i nd '
l@

3. P(ove that

lo
f@

4. Evaluate

Jo

x" e-a dx = nt

e-d"cosbxdx (a > O),
['

sr,,nax ax.

J -6
tb

)-

I -,,.- "1,,--*
J a lt\x- a) \o - x)t

5. Prove that

b > a\

exists. Calculateits value by two differentsubstitutions,
(i) x = acosrd+Dsin,d,
(ii) (b-x)lG-a) = u'.
6, Evaluate

l-rcosd
l
) -E r-zrcos0+f'
w h e n ( i ) 0< r < l , ( i i ) r > l .
Prove that, d being fixed, f tends lo one limit as r + I through values
lessthan l, and to a difTerentlimit as r + I through valuesgreaterthan l.
Show, also, that neither liBit is equal to th€ value of l when / = l
t=

17.11
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7.11. Seriesand integrals
There are closeanaloguesbetweenthe convergenceproperties
of infinite seriesand thoseof infinite integrals. In $2.12some
elementarytheoremsabout convergenceof serieswere proved,
The readershould decidewhat are the correspondingstatements
about integrals. As an illustrationwe statethe analogueof (6),
Ieavingthe proof to the reader.
If, for eoeryx >- a,
(t) f(x) > 0, g(:r) > 0;
(2) .f(x) < Kg(x), whereK is a constant;
(3)

I

g(x)dx conl)erges
;

"
f6
f6
f@
then I f(x)dx conuerges.Also I f(x)dx < Kl g(x) dx.
Ja

Ja

Ja

Somecare is necessary
in framing the analogues.We know
from (3) of $2.I 2 that, if Xl, converges,
then,r, + 0. From this
1.6

we might expectthat, if I f(x)dx converges,then
"4

f(x) -'>0 as .x-> co.
But the following illustration showsthat this is rot the conect
conclusion.
Define a function / whosegraph consistsof the segrnentsof
straight lines shown in figure 4.
The heightof the peakat eachvaluex : zis l. The breadth
of the triangular basewith centrez is 2l(n+l)2. /is zero at
points not on the sidesof one of the triangles.The area of
the triangleabover = n is 1/(z+ 1)s,and so
fx6l

(attX),
IG)dx < X ;:;,*
JI o i ( n+ r r '
to

showingthat I f(x)dx converges.But/(x) doesnot tend to 0
J o

h.+l

as.x->co.The conclusionthat we candraw is that I
tends to 0 as n -+ co.

f(x)dx

7.ttl
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An infinite integral, though it is analogousto an infinite
series,is nevertheless
a less simple concept.The sum of an
infiniteseriesis the resultof a singlelimitingoperation(lim s,.
r-(
as n -+ oo).An integralover a finite rarye, I f(x)dx is already
JO

a limit (thelimit of sumsX/({,) d,). An integralover an infinite
range I f(x)dx is thus a limit of a limit, that is to say, a
repeatedlimit.

Fig. 4

The following simple and important theoremgivesa close
connectionbetweenthe sum of a seriesof positivedecreasing
termsand an associated
integral,
Theorcm7.11. (The Maclaurin-Cauchyintegraltheorem,)Let
f(x) be,for x > l, a positiuedecreasing
function of x, Then
f@

(l) the integral I f(x)dx and the series Zf(n) both conuerge
Jt
I
or both diuerge;
(2) as n -+ a,

rt,ro>!,naa"

tendsto a limit I suchthat O < I < f(l).
Proof. Sincef(x) is decreasing,
its integrabilityin any finite
interval (1, X) follows from theorem7,42.
If n -1 (.x < n. we have

I@-r)>f(x)>f(n).

t42
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Inte$ation from n* I to z then gves

1n-9>f_,1x1dx>f(n).

(A)

Add theseinequalitiesfor the intervals(1, 2), (2,3), ...(n-l,n)
and we have n-l
rtr

|rf ( r ) > l J r f ( x ) d x >2Z f f ) .

(r)

If now the seriesconverges,the left-hand inequality showsthat
.
^-- ix
the increasingfunction of X, I f(x)dx, tends to a finite limit
as X-+ co. If the seriesaiu.rilr, the rigbt-hand inequality of
(B) showsthat the integral diverges.
We have proved (1). To prove (2), we refine the above
argument. If
n
fr

6(n):2f@-l
f(x)dx,
I
Jl

then

i@)-$(n-I) = f(n)-l

f(x)dx

< 0 (from A).
Also, from (B),

0 < /(z) </(1).

Therefore the decreasirEfunction /(n) tends to a limit , which
satisfies
o < /</(l). t
For many functions / it is possible to calculate the integral
If@)a*a"t impossibleto obtain an explicit sum for the series
X/(n). The Maclaurin-Cauchy theorem is useful for suchseries.
Putting/(x) = l/:r in theorem7.11(2), we havethe important
corollary.
Corolhry (Euler's constant). As n -+ a,

r, t*2.-!r. 1 *

, l' '----

3'r...+--rcgn

tendsto a fnite limit y, whereO < y < l.
Euler's constant, 7, is of frequent o@uffencein analysis. Its
valueis 0'577....

7,ttl
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Exercls€37 (O
Noteson theseexercttesare gloenonp. lgl.
l. Provethat

.toEi--l-;=
rrlot

Jo6-,ne

(n= 2'3'"'l

D€ooting either of thesc cxprecsionsby r., prove that

o < ,t' < --l2(n-l)n'
an<ttbat thc seriesjrrrn convorg€sto a sum U satisfying0 < U < ,.
Deducethat+<7<l
(fhe corollary showedonly that O < y < I.)
2. Obtain the limits as z + coof
I * 1.l
n+l tr+2' "' ' 2n'
I
t
.(-t1"-'
n+l ,t+2 "" ' 2tr

3. Prove rhlr

!ql

< l+*".
| ;11

4. Prorc thag ifo > & > -1,

Ir+2r+...+r*_#
tcnds to a 6rite limit ag n + @.

Deduccthat

t
II
I
I

tI

t
I
i
i

l-Fr + 2 r + . . . + n * ''IT-i'
I

5. ProYethat,as&-)0+,

-c

t x ; ; ; I. + 1 .
LN

6. Pro\e that

srr

i' ;oottr
corvcrgesif,c > I and divergesif& q l.
7. Prow that
l''Ll'|
re < I togr <
J rW
I rlogx.k+logn
Invcstigrtetho limit asz -+ o, of (al)r,"/r.
t, Verify the stat€mentin tho numericalillustrstion at thecnd of thcorcrtr
Zll thst the sumof 10 r€rrnsof lo/n) is l€ssthan 20,
9. Discussthe conlcrgenceof

(i) r

ll

n;1o;o;r '

ci) t nliogtroen)"'

t14
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7.12. Approximatlonsto definiteintegrals
At the end of $7.8 we remarked that we are not able to
evaluateexactly an integral such as
dx
lr

JoiG5tn'
becausethe integrand containing the square root of a cubic
polynomial is not the derivative of any finite combination of
our standard functions, You will have to take on trust the
fact that we cannot find an indefinite integral explicitly; proofs
of impossibility are difficult and far outside the scopeof this
book. The failure of the usual deviceslike substitution or integation by parts will incline you to believe that there is no
indefinite integral that a searchwill bring to light. The problem
therefore presentsitself of obtaining an approximatenumerical
value of the definite integral,
Another classof integrand for which approximation is forced
on us is one which is not specifiedby an analytical formula at
all but, say, by a recordingpen attachedto an instrument
measuringsomephysical quantity.
Supposethen that we seekan approximation to an integral
tb

I f(x)dx, which wp cannot evaluate exactly. If we take
functions g, ft, such that
dx)>f(x)>h(x) (a <:c<b)
the
integals
over (a, b) of g and & give approximations
then
from above and from below to the integral ofl Applications
of this method are given in the following examples.
Exanple l. @nsider the integxal mentioned at the beginning of tbis
s€ction
'.= | .tx

JoO*O'

The .,/ shows that Schwarz's inequality of $7.5 (9) will provid€ an
approximationfrom above

r-'-<FJaoxF + 1
t
)t-l1r
r
= ! loc(r+ 1)-* los(f -x+ l)+t5 arctan:fujtr
|
= +toqz+4 < o.tre.
J4t

the indcfinite integral being obtained by the method of $7.8.
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Thisgivesl<0.915.
To 6nd an approximation from below, observe that x'>
0<.x<l,alrdso

l'

tr

,1r

/" 71"trr

=

:l

for

-11

T

l)}tr= log(l+J2)
llog{x+./(x'+

> 0.896.
Methods of obtaining closerapproximationswill be Sivcn in $7.13.
Example2. Approximate to
ftn
t=
^lbin x) dx.
)o
(The indefinite integral is not cxpressibleby the spe€ial functions
included in chapt€r6.)
(i) J(sinx) > sio x gives1> l.
(ii) We have2.r/r < sinx < x(0 < x < t7). Integratiogthe square
r o o t s 'w e 6 n d
r'047< 1< l3r.
(iii) Schwarz'sinequality(as in exanrpl€l) yields
I<,J(+nl<1.254.

by subdivision.Simpson'srule
7.13. Approximations
From the definitionof the integral,it is naturalto carryout
the rangeof integrationand,if
approximations
by subdividing
possible,keepingcontrol over the errorsthat may be incurred
in the separateparts.We give somesimpleand usefulmethods.
The trapeziummethod.A first approximationto

r:
is

I:

td

J"f@ax
L@-c){f(c)+f(d)}.

If we make the assumptionthat / has a bounded second
derivative,we can obtain an upperbound for the error in this
estimate,as follows.
Theorem7.131. If lf'(x)l 4 M, then
11-rl < iM(d-c)3.
Proof. For convenience,we can take c - O, d = lr, The
argumentis like that of theorem7,7, Write
fh

0(h): JIO t(h-t)f'(t)dt.
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Integrate by parts twice and we have successively

:
6@1
fiet-n1le)at
: htf@)+f(o)\-zfrc>*
:
+f(h)}
+R,
l!<"t * rh{f(o)

and so

where

fT

lRl < lMlJ O t(h-t)ilt = lrMhg. I

To approximate to the integral of/(x) over (4 b), we may
divide the interval into z equal parts, where 6-o : rt, and
apply the trapezium rule to eachpart. The approximate value

it'h"o n{tI@)* + h)+ + 2h)+ ...+ (a+ nt
^o
f(a
tf
)J,
the first and last terms having the coefrcient |. If, moreover,
l"f'(x)l < ,ll4,then the enor is at most

lvMnhsor fzMA#.
Simpson'srule. TIis method, basedon the idea of approximating to the curvey - /(r) by a parabola drawn ttrrough three
of its points (instead of by a straigbt line through two points)
is likely to give a much closer estimateof the integral.
The Simpsonapproximation to

r:

is

ftt

I "f(x)dx
:
,s s@-c){J@)+qf$G+d)l+f(o}.

To obtain an upper bound for the error we shall assumethat
/(x) has a bounded fourth derivative.
Lewru. lf y = p(x) : Ixz+ mx+n,is the parabola(with axis
parallel to Oy) dtawn through the points ofy : /(x) for which
x = -h,O, h, then
trh

| . p(x)dx= +hue h)+4Ie)+^h)\.
.t -i
The proof of the lemma is left to the reader.
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Definenow, as a measure
of the 'error',
fh

E(h) = | f(x) dx- !hlf(- h)+ 4f(0)+f(h)}.
J-h
Theorem7,132. rf far(x)l 4 M, thenlE(h)l < etaMhs.
Proof.Let0<x<i.Then

E'(x) : f(x) +J( x)- *{f(- x)+ 4f(0)+/(;r)}
-!x{f'(x) -f'(- x)l
: 4fG) - i f Q)+ 4fG x)- *xU' G)-.f '(- x)\.
z' (x) : tf '@)- *f' (- x)- lx{f ' (x)+f ' (- x)},
E' (x) : - Ix{f' (x)-f' (- x)J
: _ txrft4)(€), where _x < 5 < x,
by the meanvalue theorem. So
-\Mxz4E"(x)<1Mx2.
Integratingfrom 0 to x, and noting that E"(0) : 0, we have
-?Ml3<E'(x)<iMf.
Integratingtwice more, and usingE'(0) = t(0) : 0, we have
-r\Mxa < E'(x) < l6Mxa (O <x<ft)
and finally

-a\Mhu < E(r) < s'xMhu.I

In practice,to approximaterc f'761ar,divide the interval
(a, b) into 2n equalparts,whereb-a = 2nh. Let the valuesof
/(x) at the 2'!+ I end-pointsof the subintervalsbe
lo' !t, .. ,r lzn
Applying the method of the lemma to the r?sets of two adjacent
subintervals, we have the approximate value
+h{(yo+ y r") + 4(y1+ h + ... + y 2t -1)+ 2(yz+ y I + ... + y2")}.
If, further, 11'(x)l < M, theorem7.l32 shows that the error
is at most
,,, tb- a\"
, ^"(b-a\u
a\Mn\n):ze\aM--i.
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Ex€rcises7 (") (Approximatiorrs)
Noles on theseexercisesere gioen on p. l8l.
l. Prove that, if /(x) = O + +x-r+ x\ll(l + x\, then I < /(x) < l'0008
in the interval0 < r < +. Hence evaluate the integal

f tt-}.::-+l d,,

-J o J(l -1';
correct to three placesof decimals(./2 = l.4lQ...),
2. Prove that

F y'|l_u\r
du= t_i.
I _
Jo L+u'

t1

Evaluate I /(l - lJ)r dr, and deduce that
JO
2i-r166>n>X-rtt.
3. If C(.r) is polynomial of the fifth degre€,prove that
n

I Qk)dx= *ts0@)+86B)+50(h\,

lo

where d and p are the roots ofthe equatioo.rf -r++

= 0.

4. The function /(x) has a continuous rth derivative for r > 0, ar|d /(x)
and its 6rst z- I derivativesvanishfor r=O. Show that
[" (a-x)

lo--ii

14

^^).-,
=
t'-rxt*
I offu)dx.

D e d u cteh a t ,i f l l d ( . r ) l < M i n 0 < x < c , t h e n
llq

I

lJof@dl"

sn+r
_;r

M

76*7r.

5. Discussthe commonassumptionthat thc Simpsonapproximationto an
integral, obtained by dividing the range (a, ,) into 2z equal parts, is liabl€
to an error varyiDg as r-'.
If fr and I, are the approximations found by Simpsoq's rule when th€
nnge is divided into 2t and 4n parts, respectively, show that, on the
aboveassumptioo,(164-rJl5
is a better approximatioq.
tE ,t-

Apply this toJn:with

n = l, &nd compareyour result with the true

value 0.693147....
6. (Sri Ws fomulo /or z!.) This forrnula gives a good approximation
to r! when z is large (J. Stirling, 1692-1770).
Prove that, as r -+ co,
-l

6@)= *lV;'^!(ztt).

The proof is in two parts: (a) provs tbat /(n) -+some constant /4,
(b) vove that A = ,l(znr.
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(a) If r is an integd > 2,

(i)
(ii)

I' tl

J ,_rlosxdx

< l o g r , ! [ t o g ( r -l ) + l o g r ] <

ln

tr

J,_rlosxdx.

ln

l o ex d x < l o g ( n ! ) - , l o g r r<
J,
lrloe,xdx.
(iii) If z" = Iog(n!)-(n+') loga+n, then
ua) !n-r and *(l-log*) { u. < l.
(iv) Q(r\ -+ A, where 2 43 < A < e.
(r) Apply Wallis's formula (exercise7 (6),3) to OQn)ll6Qt)lr.
Exercises7 (/) (Miscellaneow)
Nole6 on theseexercirct are giuen on pp, l8l-2.
l. Find the limits, as r tends to 0 through positivevalues,of
ll,
I'; f ,
(i):
I
' x J|o - ,l?r2+z)d,, (ii)
x'l-t

2' lf

l\dt.

(r(6-l) when x < E,
u \ x , g= 1 - . ,
t 5(-r- l) when 6 < x,

and if/(x) is a continuousfunction ofr in 0 < x < I and if
f1
ck) = I oIG)c(x,€)dE,

g'(x) = f(x)
show that
and frnd g(0) and s(l).
arfrr
I(p, q\ =
lox?-t(l-x\e-tdx,
wherep > l, q > l, show that

= f@,c)
f@+r,q)+f(p,q+r)
=
pf(p,q+r).
1,
cf@+ d

and

Evaluate
/(p, n),rvhere,t is a positiveinteger.
4' l-et
5,' = [t" sin,0d0 (r > o), p, = rs.s,-r (r > l),
lo
where r is not necessarilyan integer. Prove that

(l P, = e,*, 1, , 11,

(ii) \ = tr,

(iii) P,y' decreasesas r increases(r > l).
Deduce from (i), (iD, (iii) that
n

f
rt
_
(, -l < k < r < k + l i h
t P'u
k+lr
Ei
andfrom (i), (iv) that
(y) P, = +7lforaUr > l.

(ivl

a ni n t e g e r ) ;
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5. From approximativesumsto appropriatointegxals,ffnd the limits as
n-+coof

n_r
(i)
n X -=:
,-, -.
m=o n +my

.,,, 4((n+ r) (,t+2)...(2n),

rry

z_I

6. From tho identity
I -ae = 0 -d)"I]'

t-l

(t-ll
\

*"4+a\,

(where II denotes the products of the factors given by r = 1,2" ..., n-1),
prove that (a beiug real)
ln

I log(l - 2acosx + ar)dx
JO
is 0 if lal < I andtu 2tt log lal if lal > l.
7. (Prcof that n is itatioral) lf
tl

I"(a) = I

t-l

(l -.d)" cos ax dr,

provc that, if ,, > 2,
e' I" = z.n1va-111"-t- 4nh- 1, I"a.
Deduce that, for all positive integral values of t,
q.t"+r I^(d) = zl (P sin a+ O cos a),
wherc P and Q are polynomials of deSree less rhrn 2n*l in a with
irtegral co€fEci€nts.
Prove that, if tt were equql to t/4, whcre 6 and a are integers, then
F"+t LQyt)lnl
would be an integer, By coDsidering large valu€s of n, provo that t is
iratioml,
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FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL YARIABLES
8.1. Functionsof r andy
We have applied limiting processes
to a functionf(x) of a
singlevariablex. This analysiswill now beextendedto functions
rvhich depend on more than one independentreal variable.
Geometricallanguagewill help towardsclearnessand brevity.
Referred to a pair of rectangularaxes, two real numbers
correspondto a point in a plane.We now definea function of
x and y.
Ler E be a set of points P in the (;, y) plane, or, what is
equivalent,a set of valuesof the pair of real numbers(x, y). If
rules are given which determine a unique real number z
correspondingto eachpair (x, y), then z is calleda function of
x and y. The set -Eis called the domainof the function.
We write
- _ ";.(*,y)
or, commonly
z = z(x, y),
using, as we can without ambiguity, z to denote both the
functionalsymboland its nurnericalvalue.
,Motes.(l) Hitherto the letter z has convenientlydenoted a complex
number x+/i. In this chapterthe usageis differentand corespondswith
that of three.dimensionalanalytical geometryreferredto coordinateaxes
Ox, Oy, Oz.
(2) Ttre notes (l)-(4) of $3.1 are applicablehere with the appropriate
modifications.The function / is a transformation or mapping of a lwodimensionaldomain E of points (r, y) into a linear set of valuesz under
the restrictionthat with a given pair of values(-r,/) is associatedone anc
only one value of z,
Illustrations. z = (l- a2- yg)xdefinesa function of (x, y)
(i) if & = 2, for all (r, l),
(ii) if & = -l,forall (x,y)with the exceptionof pointsor the circle
(iii) ifk = ], for points inside or on the circle r'+',r

= l.

The equationz = f(x, y) representsa surfacereferredto a
set of axesOx, Oy, Oz. Thereis no graphicalrepresentation
of
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the valuesof a function /(x, y) so simple as the curve / : /(t)
which illustrates a function of one variable. A possiblerepresentation on a sheetof paper is obtained by drawing the curves

f(x,v): k
for suitable values of ft. These are the contour lines of the
surfacez : f(x, y).
Illustrstion. TI]f- contourlin€s of
z = f + 4l;r
ara a s€t of similar ellipses with centr€ at the origin.

If there are more than two independentvariabteswe can no
longer visualizea functional relation graphically. The analytical
methods of this chapter apply to a function of any number of
variables; we shall usually supposefor simplicity that the number of variablesis two or three.
8.2. Umtts and continuity
We first clarify the notion of the limit of a function of more
than one variable.
Definition. f(x, y) tendsto the limit I as (x, y) tendsta (a, b\ if,
giuene, there is I suchthat

lf(x,v)-tl < e

for all x, y suchthat
< 8.
0 <
"((x-a)1+(r-r)c)
The definition expresses
the requirement that f(x, y) can be
madeas near to I asmay be demandedby taking (x, y) to be any
point inside a sufficiently small circle with centre (a, b). A
squarewith centre (a, D) and side 2d, or a region of any other
sbapesurrounding (a, D) would servejust as well as the circle
in the definition. We shall call a region suchas the circle or the
sqnarea neighbottrhoodof (a, b).
Definition. f(x, y) is continuousat (a, b) if f(x, y) tends to
f(a, b\ as (x, y) tendsto (a, b).
It is natural to go on to define sontinuity of/ throughout a
domain E of the (x, y) plane to mean continuity at each point
ofE The reader should refer to the definitions of contiauitv of
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a functionof .xin a closedintervaland in an openintervalstated
at the end of $3.4.The following definitionis sufficientfo: our
needsin this chapter.
Defnition. f(x, y) is continuousin an openrectangulardomain
Jo ( x ( xtlo < ! < hif it is conlinuous
at euchpoint of lhe
donrain.
If, however,pointsofthe'boundary'areincludedin the set,
the formal definition would needmore care becausein more
than one dimensionthe boundaryof a domain is more complicatedthan the boundaryof a linear interval which consists
just of its two end-points.The generalidea (following that of
$3.4)is to excludefrom considerationvaluestaken by f at an''
pointsnot in the set.E.
It is to be observedthat continuity of f(x, y) as a function of
the pair of variables(x, y) assertsmore than continuity of
f(x, y) as a function of eithervariablesingly(keepingthe other
fixed).
Illusrration. Defrne
I(x, i

=

2xv
U;

if x, / are not both 0,

,f(0, 0) = 0.
Then f(x, y) is 0 at al[ points of Ox and O/. So /(r, 0) is a continuous
function ofx for x = 0 and/(0, y) is a continuousfunctio[ oft for y = 0.
Wc shall prove that /(x, t) is not a continuousfunction of (x, /) at (0, 0).
This is easily seen by using polar coordinatesx = rcos0, y = rsh6.
Then /(x, r) = sin 2d for all valuesof r exceptr = 0. So, in any circle
howeversmall with c€ntre(0,0), the function assumesall valuesb€tweeo
- I and I and doesnot tend to a limit as (x, r,) tendsto (0, 0).

8.3, Partial differentiation
We may,keepingy constant,ditrerentiate
/(.r, y) asa function
of r, that is to say,we take the limit
,._ f(x + h, y) -f(x, y)
llm----.
a+o

h

This is calledthe partial derivativeof .f(x, y) with regardto x
and canbe written

af

Ax

or f"(x, y) or f".
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Any of thesenotations applied to a function of two or more
variables indicates that every variable, except the variabie of
differentiation,is to be kept constanl
The fust-order derivatives ?fl?x ard 7flAy arc functions of
(x, y) and may be differentiated again. We have then

ef
af

ot .f,"

andffi or fou

and the mixed second-orderoartial derivatives

&ffi)""^*.(fr)

In the suffix notation, the former of theseis (i)y or, by suppressingthe brackets,fi.
It will be found that in all straightforward examplesthe order
in which partial differentiationsare carried out doesnot matter.
We shall usually have, in fact

*ffi
&(v):
and then we can write eachof them as
,

Azf

6ia

(ot f-).

Our first theorem givesconditions for this interchangeability
of the order of partial differentiations.
Theotem8.3. If f"v andfu. are continuousfunctions of (x, y) at
a point (a, b), they are equal there.
Proof, Sincef,, andfr" are continuous at (a, b), there is a
square N, centre (d, b), in which they exist. The functions f
andf, from which they are derivedmust existin.lV, as mustl,
For tlre rest of the proof, h and k are assumedto be small
enough for (a + h, b + k) to be in ,lV.
The proof dependson taking increments in the function /
correspondingto incrementsin the variablesx and y in turn,
If
^
i@,y) : f(x,y+k)-f(x,y)
and
2t : Q@+h,y)-Q@,y),

8.31
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t6.tr 2 - /(x+ h, y + k) -f(x + h, y) -flx, y + k) + f(x, y).
Now D can be built up by taking incrementsin x and y in
the reverseorder, for if
then

ttt(x, y) : f(x + h, y) -f(x, y),
2t = {r(x,y+k)-t/r(x,y).

By the meanvaluetheorem(4.61)
4@+ h, b) - C@,b) : h6Ja + 0J, b),
whered, and all other d's in the sequellie between0 and l. By
the definitionof c,
Q,@+ 0,h, b) = f,(a + 0,h, b + k) - f,(a + 9rh,b).
Apply the meanvalue theoremto the righGhandside and we
have,with (x, y) : (a, b) in D,
D : hkf"!@+4h,b+ozk).
The alternativeform of D as the incrementof t/r(a,y) over
(b'b+k)gives
D = hkrp@+osh,b+o&).
So,ifft * 0 and ft + 0,
f,u@+0,h,b+qrk) = fu,@+qh, b+04k).
Now let (ft, &) + (0, 0). The continuityof f,, andfw at (a, b)
gives
f*(a, b) : fu,@,b). I
Exercises8 (a)
Notes on theseexercisesare gi\en on p, 182,
l. Which of the following functions (with th€ definition suitably com.
pleted for t = 0,,y = 0) are continuousat (0,0)?
.., (x+y)'1 ..-, xy2
,,,,, r'+y'

\t) -x4i,

(r)

x+-r,

(iiD=;.r.

2. \f x = r cos0, y = r sin d, give the valuesof the partial derivativesof
r and d with lespectto r and /.
Is it true that
nr\ ni =

\u,)\;)

lllustrateby a diagram.

t?
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8.4. Differentiability
Let us consider what is the most natural extension of the
idea of diferentiability when the number of independent
variablesexceedsone. If we have a function;f of one variable,
differentiability at a point means the existenceof a tangent
fine-a linear approximation to the curve y - f(x). On a
surface z : .f(x, y) an approximation linear in the variables
suggestsa tangent plane. This leads us to the following definition.
Defaition. Thefunction f(x, y) ir differentiable at (a, b) if, for
(o + h, b + k) in a neighbourhootlof (a, b),

f(a+h,b+k)-f(a, b) : Ah+Bk+e(lil+l&l),
whereA and B do tmt dependon h or k, and e ten& to O as
(lt, /c) + (0, 0).
This meansthat the plane
z -f(a, b) : A(x - a) + B(y - b)
is at a distancefrom the surfacez : /(x, y) which is small comparedwith the displacementof the p oint (a+ h, b + k) from (4 D)
and is the tangent plane to the surface.
The 'error-term' in the definitionof differentiabilitywhichwe
have written as

6(rrl+ Iel)

can be put in severaldifferent forms, which are easily seento
be equivalent. We could, for instance,say instead
e,,l(h2+k\,
Again, we could rewrite the condition as
f(a + h, b + k) -f(a, b) : d4h,k)h + p(h, k) k,
where a(i, k) -> A and p(h, k) -+ A as (i, &) + (0, 0).
If (in the original definition) we keep /< - O and let l tend
to 0. we have
A = fJa, b,),
and similarlv
n = f"(a, b).
It can be seenthat differentiability, in the senseof this definition, assertsmore than the existenceof partial derivatives
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with respectto .r and y. Geometrically,the existenceof the
partial derivativef(a, D) impliesthat thereis a tangentline to
the curvewhich is the sectionof the surfacez = f(x, y) by the
plane ).,: 6. The existenceof a tangent plane to a surface
requiresmore than the existenceof tangentlinesto two curves
whichare sectionsby perpendicular
planes.The next theorem
shows that if we assumethe continuity, and not merely the
existence,of f" andfu, then the differentiabilityof/ is a consequence.
Theorcm8.4. If f,andfrare continuous
at a point (x, y) thenf
is dffirentiableat thatpoinr.
Proof. Let h and k be small enoughfor (x+i,y+/c) to lie
within a circular neighbourhoodof (.r,y) in whichl, and l,
exist.Then we have
f(x + h, y + k) -f(x, y)
: {f(x + h, y + k) - f(x, y + k)l + {1f(x,y + k) - f(x, y)\.
In the first bracket,only x is changed;in the second,only y.
Apply the rneanvaluetheoremto eachand we obtain
hfi(x + 0rh, y + k) + kfu@,y + ?rk).
By continr.rityof f" ^ndIt this is equalto
h{f"(x, y) + e,}+ kffi(x, y) + en},
wherethe e's tend to 0 as (1, ft) + (0, 0), and the definitionof
differentiabilityis satisfied.
Exerclses8 (6)
Notes on theseexerciset are gioen on p. 182,
l. Investigatewhetherthe following functionsare diFereotiableat (0, O):
(i) lrr-2t1, (ii.1lxyl*.
, t.
1xyl ,,/Q24- yr) when (x, /) + (0, 0),
't(x' /) =
when (x, /) = (0, o),
io
jnvestigatefor (0, 0), (i) continuity ofli (ii) exisrence
of/,,i1(iii) differentiability ofl
3, Gjve alr exatnpleof f(x,y) which is differentiableat (0,0) and discontinuousat all other points,
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8.5. Compositefunctions
We now extend to functions of two variablesthe formula
dy
dx

dy du
du dx

provedin $4.2(0.

Theorem85. If x - x(t) andy : y(t) arediferentiablefimctions
of t for a giuen t, ond z : z(x, y) is a diferentiablefunction of
(x, y) f* the corresponding(x, y), then
z = z{x(t),y(t)}
is a diferentiablefunction of t and
dz

0z dx 0z dv

a: ua+Tyii'
Proof. Let t be changedto t + 6t; let 8.r and 0y be the correspondingchangesin x and y.
Then
^ = ldx
\^
dx
dt,
\A+et)
liv

\

6' y : l \ + e 2'1l t t ,

\dt
wheree, and €2tend to 0 as d, + 0. Writing
8z : z(x+ 8x,y * 8y)- z(x,y),
we have,sincez is differentiable,

--1*8x+
0
z^.02,
" :
8z
fi6t +e(llxl+layl),
where e -+ 0 as (dx, dy) * (0, 0).
If dx and dy are both 0 (which may happen for arbitrarily
small 6t if dxldt : dyldt - 0), e fails to be determined by the
last equationand we definee to be 0.
Substituting for dx and dy in terms of 81,we obtain

a : (%*+a34\
u+rtt.
at oy dt

\ox
I
whereit is easilyseenthat ? + 0 as 8, + 0, I

8.51
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Corollary l. If, in the theorem,x and y are functionsof
more than one variable,say
x : x \ t ,u , a ) , y : y \ t , u , D ) ,
partialderivatives,then,for eachof the variables,
whichpossess
we obtain, by keepingthe othersconstant,
0z Az Ax Az 0v
oI
ox at ay ot
and similar equationswith r replacedin turn by a and u.
This much-usedrule for differentiatingthrough the intermediatevariablesis commonlycalledthe chain rule.
Corollary2. lf, in corollaryl, x(t,u,u) and y(t,u,u) are
differentiablein the senseof $8.4, then a straightforward
adaptationof the proof of theorem8,5 showsthat
zlx(t, u, u), y(t, u, o)j
is a differentiablefunction of /, u, u.
8,6. Changes
of variable.Homogeneous
functions
This sectioncontainsapplicationsof theorem8.5.
Example. Expressin polar coordinates
azy a2y
ox" o!" '
assumingthat thesesecond-orderderivativesare continuous.
Solution, Corollary I of the last theoremgives
A Y ? V A . r A V0 v A V ^ A V ^
*^ *:
F:"-^
ar
ox or oy or

^-cosy+^ slnd.
ox
oy

A
' i :V

Af.

oa

A V 1 x A V0 v

:;a-;;*;ox ou

-:
oy aa

^, AV

^ (-/SlnY)+ ^- /COSY.
0x
0y

At this stage we have on the right-hand sides terms containing

both (-t,y) and (r, 0). To keepthe cartesianand polar variables
separate,it is advisableto solvefor ?Vlax and ?VlAy, We find
(ifr+0)
by :
^ 0 V s i n 00 V
COS'
ox
0r
r A0'
AV
^0V + - cos90V
--:
-srntt
ovorrau
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AlAl a'nd.
Theseequationsenableus to convert the operators
0l0r atrd
atii *tiie- o" a function into operatorsinvolving
a/Ad.Thus

*#: (*u*,-Yk)(*"'#'Y'#)
sin9AVI
^ I ^ trV sir'?frV , -F
: cosd
aAI
lcosdap- r AlaO.

oa{-s'\9# -+ T;
-Y l*"u# - sin
reader
There is a similar expressionfor trVl|yz, which the
that
find
will
should write down' Adding, he
AZV trV
ap+g-

trV.IAV,lFV
,
aF+t u|+lzi@'I

illus'
We now turn to homogeneousfunctions as a further
a bomo'
tratior of theorem 8.5. The elementary notion o-f
terms
the
all
variables'
the
e;.o"t fun"tion is a polynomial in
-x'!y+4lislromo
i"-lng of tn.,orn" degree.For instance,2rf
generaldefrnition which follows
e;;;ot of a"gt"e 3'-The more
allows, saY,
to be homogeneousof degreeI
ol degreeft if' for every
Definition. /(x, y) is homogeneous
defined'
oositivet and all x, y for which/is
f(tx' tY) = thf(x,Y)'
the
TheoremE.6. A necessaryand ruficimt condition-that
n
degree
oJ
diferentiablefunction f(x, y) shouWbe homogeneous
is th^t
xf,+Yfu- hf
lor all x,Y.
Euler'
Proof We Prove the necessity,which dates from
P u t t i n g E = t x , 1 l : t/, we have
.fG,"D - tof(x,y).
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Keepingx, l, constant,differentiatewith regardto ,. Theorem
8.5gives

9{r#.'t4;: hth-a.r(x,
v).

Put A = I and we havethe requiredcondition
hf.

f,x+fry:

To prove the sufficiencyof this condition, take, as before,
:
E tx, 1 : //. Keepingt, / constant,we have

firc,o:.u{*r'{=i(t'{r.r't),
and, by hypothesis,the last expressionis hf(€, ri)/t. So, if

u : f(E,D,

ldo

h

DAI

T

Therefore u = Att', where I is independent of t. So
f(tx, ty) : Ath : thf(x, y),
by putting t : 1. I
Exercises
8 (c)
Noles on these exercises are giuen on p. 182.
l, (The lacobian.)
deteminant

Lei

ll,I,

be differentiable functions of r, /.

l' "l
loa

writterl shortly as

The

4l

a@,r)
aG,y)

is called the Jacobianof the transformationfrom (x, /) to (a, ,). Its role
correspondsto that of the derivativedultlx for a function a(x) of a single
variable. Prove the following propertieswhich illustrate this role.
(i) If a relation C(a,u) = 3 1to16r1or all (x, y) in a domain D, then

:0
in D. (Theconverse
is truebut moredifncultto prove.)
(ii) If x, y are differentiablefunctionsof r, t, then
y)
afu,u) _
- a@,o) a@,
aQ,i a$, t)'
aG,t)
to r functionsof a variables.
All this maybe extended
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2. A function /(r) is defined by the properties
,f'(r) = I(l +rl anA
./(0) = 0. Use I (i) (the conversc) to show that tbere is a functional
€quation

f(x)+!(y)= r({:#,)
3,_The arEaA.ofa triangleis found from measurem€nts
ofa,4 C. provc
mar rne error io the calcu.latedvalue of A due to rmall
errors da, dB, dC is
given approximately by

3! =26a*9 lB
.!
A
a

dc

asinr.4sinC.

4. The sides a, 6, c of a triangle are measure.dwith possible
a
peroentage
error e and the ar€ais calculated. prove that the possiUf"poant"g"
th: area
C o"corJin'g as ,h";;;; "_3,
11
ls leprolimately k or 2f, cot.A
ls
acute-angled or obtuse-angledat .ir.
"ot
3- (The waoe-equatron.)prove that, by the transformatioDs
u = x_ct
tt = x+ct, the partial diferential cquation

=o#
,W,
reduces to
and hence solvc the equation.

ffi=o,

6. lf/(x, t) is transformed into f,(2, u) by thc transformatioD
x = ur_tf, y=2uo,
prove that

#.#,=d$ffi.^H.

Find the most general function/(x, y) which satisfie€

a_?f

a:,'att=o
and is a function of r+,r,(x!+/) only,
7. Prove that, if r and d are polar coordinates and l =
log /, the cquation

a.v arv
af+aY'=o
b€comes

t! -,!v = o.
6F+8F

8. For all positive vatues of \ the function g
satisfiesthe condition that
s'(,\'x, ,\?) = i?(x,,),
whcre ,,, J, |' are positive intcgers, prove that

^ff+vf;r=,g.

8.61
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9, The function F(4 r) becomes/(x, /) when the substitution
u = x3-3xy2,
u = 3x.y_ y.
is made. Prove that
I
la,f atf\ = a2F a2F

g!r+rrj" \bx,+ay,l

ar,* u".

8.7. Taylor's theorem
We extendto a function of two variablesthe nth order mean
valuetheoremprovedon page81,
Theorem8,7. Supposethat the paftial deriuatioesof order n of
of (a, b) rehichcontains
f(x, y) are continuousin a neighbourhood
the linejoining (a, b) to (a + h, b + k). Then
/

2

2\

k ;l f(a, b)+ ...
f(a + h, b + k) : f(a, b)+ lh ;+
eul
\ uu
1

/

2

+ r-: *lh
t)t\

,\'r-r

b)

nl
.f(a,
d-+k
a
dbl
\n1 / 2
'\n
+ - - f i . - + f t n l f- '@ + 9 h , b + 9 k ) ,
oDl
nt\ o4

w h e r e 0 <d < L

The meaningof the operator
/

A

'\'n

lh
i+k 0*.1
' " . y)
y / -f(*,
\ ox

',,t^(i)n^-w

ar^_.qL.r$,y).

In the expansionof f(a + h, b + k), tbe values(a, 6) are inserted
for (x, y) after performingthe differentiationsof ordersup to
n- I and (a+0h, b+0k) in the nth orderterms.The hypothesis
of continuity of the partial derivativesensuresthat the order of
differentiationin any
A^

6;:,*u,rf(x, !)

(m < n)

is indifferent.
Proof of theorem8,7. We reducethe numberof variablesto
one (l) bv writins
'"'-" F(t) : f(a+ht, b+kt).
By theorem4.82,
r
,
F(l) = p16.1*p',0)+...+;i;; F^-r)(0)++ F(')(d).
where 0 < d < 1.

\n- ))t

"

nl

l4
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derivativesF (t), F'(t),... are celculatedby
The successive
meansof theorem8.5. With the prescribednotation,

rot=(nft+r{)n"o,
/

22

A2

A2\

F"Q\ = l hz-+zhk
=, + kzoo'l
--l -fb, b't,
oa"
oaoD
\

and so on. Finally, F"(d) hasthevaluestatedin the theorem. I
The possibleextensionof this result,on the lines of theorem
5.8, to provide an expansionof f(x, y) in an infinite seriesof
powers of x and y is lessimportant than the expansionof/(x)
ts Zanx^,
8.8. Maxima anil minima
We extendto a function/ of two independentvariablesthe
discussionof $7 of chapter4.
Defirttion. f has a maximum at (a, b) if there is a neighbourhoodof (a, b) in whichf(x, y) < f(a, b) exceptfor (x, y) = (a, b).
We definea minimumby substituting> for < .
The following analogueof theorem4.71is immediate.
Iff"exists at (a, b), a necessarycondilionthatf hasa maximurn
or minimumat (a, b) is tha, f"(a, b) : O.
This follows by applyingtheorem4.71to f(x, b).
A similar statementholdsfor fu@, b).
The investigationof sfficient conditionsfor a maximumor
minimum has a feature which was not present with only one
independentvariable,This is embodiedin an algebraiclemma.
Lemma, If Q@,y) : axz+2hry +by2,whereall themtmbersare
real,and D : ab-hz,we haoe
(i) f D > O and a > O, then6G,, > Ofor all (x,y) except
(0,0);
if D > O anJ a < 0, then {(x, y) < Ofor all (x, y) except
(0,0);
(ii) if D < O, thereare oalues(xyy), (xo,y) arbitrurily near
to (O,O)for which

QQ',y) > o, /(x,, Y) < o.

8.81
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Proof. (i) Note that D > 0 impliesthat a + 0. Then
y2
aQ : (ax+hy)z*(ab-h2)
u n l c s sx = y : O ,

>0
S o ,i f

4>0,

then d>0,

andif

a<0,

then C<0.

(ii) Supposethat d + 0, say a > 0. Then, if /r = g sn6 t'
for a/ in (i) gives
hasany value(except0), the expression
d@t' vr) , 0.
lf (x2,y), not being(0, 0), satisfyaxr+ lry2: 0, then
dG",Yr)< 0.
If a : 0 and D + 0, a similarargumentholds.
If a:b = 0, thenl, + 0 and d@,y):2ftny, whichtakes
oppositesignswhenx : y and x = -y,
Theorcm8.8, Supposethat f hos deriuatiuesof the frst and
at (a, b),
secondordersf", fr, .f"- .f,r, fir, whichare continuous
and writep, q, r, s, t for their ualuesat (a, b).
I"henf hasa maximumor minimumat (a, b) if
(i) p:q:0,
(ii) rl -s'! > 0.
if r > Oa minimum.(From(ii)
If r < O,(a,b)is a maxhnum,
r*0,)
If rt-s2 < O,(a, b) is neithera maximumnor a minimumoff.
If rt - s2 : 0, weprooenolhing.
Proof. By theorem8.7,if h, k are smallenough,
f(a+h, b+k) : f(a, b)+ ph +qk + l(r,hz+2s,hk+ t,kz),
rr, sr, l, beingthevaluesoff,", fru,.fuufor x : a + 0h, y : b + 0k,
whered, dependingon a, b, h, k, satisfies0 < d < l.
If condition (i) is satisfied,
f(a+h, b+k)-f(a, b) : l(rrhz+2slhk+ tLkz).
It is now clear what we have 1o do to completethe proof.
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The coefficientsrb s!, t1 of the quadratic form in i, k tend to
r, s, t as (i, /r) + (Q 0), and we needto show that, for all sufficiently small (h, k'1,the two forms
rrh2+?srhk+trkr,
rhz+2shk+ tkz,
both have a fixed sign or are both capableof taking either sigr.
Write
D: rl-s', Dt- rr\-sl
(so that Dr dependson ft, &).
Supposethat D > 0. Thenr * 0. Supposethat r > 0. Since
lr-r.1, ls-s11,lt - lrl arearbitrarilysmallif (lr,k) is nearenough
to (0, 0), we can choosed suchthat, for all &, k ra hz+kz < 62,
D 1> Q

1 1> 0 .

By the lernma,for all ft, /r in 0 < h2+k2 < &,
rrhz+2-s.hk+ trkz > O,
and so (a, D) is a minimum ofl
Similarly, if D > 0 and r < Q then (a, D)is a maximurr.
Take now ttre caseD < 0.
By the lemma, there is (ir, k) for which
rh2+?.shk+tkz
is lessthan O and (14,kr) for which it is greater than 0.
write
FQ)= f(a+ht, b+kt)-f(a,b).
Then
r(0): r(0) = 0,
Fr(o): thz+%hk+tks.
Fot h : hL, k = kr, the function F(t) has a maximum at
(by theorem4.72). Hence,in every neighbourhoodof
t:0
(a, D), there is a point (x, y) for which /(x, y) <.f(a,b).
Similarly, from } : Ih, k : &, we arrive at a point for which
f(x,y) > f(a,b). 1
8,9. Implicit functions
The problem can be introduced by a particular example.
SuDDose
that
xz+Y2 = l'

8.91
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In what sense(if any) doesthis equationdefiney as a function
o f - t ? I f a v a l u e o f x i s a s s i g n e d i n - l < n < l , t h e r ea r e t w o
valuesof y which satisfythe equation.We stipulatedon p. 47
that our functions should be single-valued.Supposethat we
start from a poinl, say (0, + l) and let x take valuesvarying
continuously.Then plainly we can find correspondingvaluesof
y such that (x, ;) satisfiesthe equation and y varies contitiuously. In graphicallanguagewe must keep the point (n, y)
on the upper part of the circle and not allow it to jump to the
lower part.
Moreover, with the understandingthat

v : +.lQ-xz),
y hasa derivative
givenby

''' , , _-_

.Y

J(t-;r')'

It is often inconvenientor impossibleto solve an equation
F(x,l) : 0 explicitly for y. The iollorving theorem givesconditions under which we can nevertheless
assertthat the equation
definesa functiony : /(x) and, further, that the functioncan be
differentiated.
Theorem8,9. Supposethat, for (x, y) in a square with centre
(a, b), F(x, y) satisfiesthe conditions
(i) F(x, y) is diflerentiable,
(ii) F(a, b) : o,
(iii) d(x, 7) > 0.
Then there is a fwtction y :.f(x) defned in an inten;al with
cenlre a suclt tlnt
(iv) y : /(,r) sotisfes F(x, )') : O identicallt,,
\v) dyldx exist,rand is giuen by

F-+
' F..4!
- d x : o.
Proo/. ln fig. 5, Po is the point (a, b) and conditions (i)-(iii)
hold in the squareshown. From condition (iii), I(x, y) > 0 at
Qn and -F(x,1) < 0 at -Ru.
From (i), l' is continuous, and so we can find vertical lines

16E
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0t& and QrRn such that F > 0 for all points on QrQ2 and
F < 0 for all points on RrRr.
l.et now pR be any vertical line between QtRt and QsR2,
By (iii), F increases(strictly) from a negativevalue at R to a
positivevalue at p. SinceF is continuous,there is a unique
point P at which .F : 0. The ordinate of P definesy : /(x), and
(iv) is established.

Fis. 5

We now prove(v). If(x,2) and (x+h,y+k), wherel + 0,
are two points at which F : 0, we have, .Fbeing diflerentiable,
0 = F(x+h,y+k)-F(x,y)
- hF"(x, y) + k Fu(x,y) + e(lhl + lkl),
where e can be made arbitrarily small by taking (li, /c) near
enough to (Q 0).
Divide through by lr and (aswe may by (iii) of the hypothesis)
by Fk, D. Then let ft -+ 0. It follows that hn (klh) exists,and
we have

*F+r ' ?
:o.t
&

8.91
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Exercises8 (d)
Notes on theseexercisesare giDenon p. 783.
l. Prove that, if A, B, C arc the anglesof a triangle
cosI +21(cos,+cos C) < 2.
2. Investigatemaxima and minina of
(i) (x- y)t (a2-xr-yr),
(ii) (x - ),) (x -2y,).
1. It f(x, y') = x3+2x,y-xy2-8y?, show that there is only one point
(xs,y.) where necessaryconditions for a maximum or minimum arc
satisfi€d. By consideringthe valuesoflon the line y = 1, prove that it
has no maximum or minimum.
u = xt+yt,

4. If

o = xs+y',

prove that, if x is consideredas a function of a, u,
A x v A- x l

=
at) 2xG:i'

Prove that

,/-

i,\

at

=

iG-r'

":;:2 = a@.u)
6xy(x - y)'
I

5. lf f(x, y, z) = 0, where/ is a differentiablefunction of x, /, z, prove
that
laz\ lAx\ /Ay\
-t'

\ail"\a'1"\axl'=

where (0zl0y)" denotes the derivative of z with respect to / when r is
constant.
f(x, y, z, w) = Q,
g(x' Y' 2' w) = O'
where/and g are differentiable,can be solvedto give z and w as functions
of x, /. ProYcthat
6. The equations

a3=_{r,s>1a1tr9 az__a(f.s)
l4!.s,
a@,v)l 0(2,w)' at
aU),
a\2,

ax

w)l
Calq'rlate azlax, Az/a/ as furctions ot x, y, z, w if
xY+zte = O,
x2+y2-22-v2= l.

t!)'
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NOTES ON THE EXERCISES
Ansryers or hints for solution are given to those exercis€sin which they
appear to be most useful. If an exerciseembodi€s an important result or
an instructive method, the solution is set out in more detail.
1 (o)
1. Write I(a), r(n) for the expresions on left and right sides. Assume, for
some z, I(z) = r(n). Then
,(z+ 1) = (r)+(r+ 1)r = r(n)+(n+ 1)l
= +(n+1) (n+2) (bt+ 3) = r(r+ 1).
But r(l) = I = r(l).

Hence (z) = r(r) for all n.

2. Right-hand side can be found from 1, since
left-hand side =V, r,-+3, r,.
ll

3. Put r, = l,2, 3 to fiod,A, B, C.
5. (r+1) > r(r*1) follows from (n) > r(r) if 2 > (n + l)lt},
n > 3. l(n) > r(r) is false if r = 9, true if z = 10,
7. m = pd-qc,4 = qa^pb will do.

i.e. if

1(r)
3. Supposethat a/, is a root, where a and 6 arreintegerswithout a @mmon
factor, and 6 > 0. Write a/D for x and multiply by 6'-1. This givcs i = 1.

4. 12, -3,4i -r, t, z.

1 (c)

r. 99170,2391169.
3. (a- c+^lb)' = dgivesa = c or Jt rational.
6. ad = bc.

r(a

3. If /4 and B are sets of positive lumb€rs, then sup D = sup,{ sup I
and inf D = inf A inf B. If I or B may contain nogative numbers, there
is no such simple result.
5. If the a's are not all equal, there are two a,, a. for which a, < A < a,.
Replace a,, a. by 6,,4 where ,, = A, b, = qr+ q.- A. T\eo.
b,b,- +a, = (A-a) (a,- A) > O.
So the replacement haskept the A.M.the sameand increas€dthe c.M. After
at most n - I repetitions of the argument all the numbers are replaced
by ,4, The c,M., now equal to ,4, having been increasedby replacements,
was at first less thao l.

N O T E SO N T I I E E X E R C I S E S
6. Use the identity
(',q,b,), = zolzbl-2(a,b,-

I7I

a,b,),,

wherer, J take the values,1,2, ..., r,.
7. Prove that, for the positive integerr,
a
\_l
- i"T+ T

> a"_l
n'

Dividing by the positive factor a- I and then multiplying up, we have
proved this inequality if
n a " > a " - r + a " - 2 +. . . + l ,
which is true.
It follows that.' if z > n.
a^-l
a"-l
mn
To extend to rational indices, let r = mlp and s = nlp (with m,n,p
positive integers), Pat art' = b.
8. Similar to 7.
| (e,
= -(d-[)2.
l. a-c = i(d-D) gives (a- c'12
From the order properties
of real numbers,left-handside > O and right-hand side < 0.
3. (d+ bi) (c+ di, = O givesac - bd = ad+ bc = O- Hence
Therefor€

(a' + bl) (c2+ d,) = (ac- bd)r 4 (ad + be), = O.
a'+b2 = O or cr+d2 = O.

r(n
2, Circle,line, circle, hyperbola foci 1 l, conkadicts theor€m l.lo (2).
3. (iii) Combining the conjugate2rr+zt = 3 with the original equation
wehaye z, = Z3and then zs = l.
4. Put z+p = Z.
5. If lzl < ], then l4rz+,...+a.z"l < 2{J+...+(})"} < l.
6. Circle.
8. If there is a root with lzl = l, then 2 = llz, and so crz+bt+a = O.
ConjugategivesZz,+62 + a = O. Combine with original equation to give
z(ab-bi)+aa-cZ = O.
For converse, write w: (6c-Ab\l@n-ca), so that lwl = t. aw+b
reducesto -cw. B\t w = |lw.
9. Roots of quadralic are t)+ 1)2
+ t)aand its conjugateu.+ l' + r!. Form
sum and product.
12. Proye first for z P(z).
13. Use 12.
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2 (a)

r. t+ (- +)..

5. s" = 17111o*
11*Ur,* O,
8. If r +.r', 1uLe6=]ls-s'1. lN. ls"-sl < e andl,ro-.r'l< eforall
,r > lV. Contr&diction.

2 (b)
&10. All false. Counterexamplefor 9, .r, = 2141- 1;'n.
2 (c)
2. Limit 0, aolbo,*a, -co accordingas p <q,p=q,p>
positive, p > q and aolbor',egfa,tiye.

qanda6lbg

2 (d)
6. By the binomial theorem

r " = t/ t +t;\," = .r.+ n:l .+a i( iz - l ) ;I+ . . . + I; ; .
We shall prove s, increasing and bounded. The (/+ lxh term of the
bioomial expansioo, namely
|

|

l\

/

f-l\

rr.., (t-;)"'('--,')
increasesas n increases. Moreover. the number of terms increaseswith r.
Therefore,s. increases,
From the above expansion

s "< r + r + r 1 + { + . . . + 1
< r + t + l r +j + . . . + ) < t .
By theorem 2.6, r" tends to a limit e, where 2 < e < 3.
t. a+r"(z+ 1) <fnif (n+1) <2"+', i.€. if (l+7-9" < z which is true
ifz > 3 (proved in last exercise).
Write {h = I+r.Thenz = (l+x)" > 1++z(n- 1)xr,andso xt <2ln.
, H e n c ex + 0 a s n + o .
.. lt, u, = 0if x = 0 orm a positiveinteger. Otherwise
lu.*rlu^l -+ lxl.
12. (i) 3. (ii) 1,0, -1 accordingas a >, -, < b.
nn
>
> ,
d+-i
n, + n.
""
(iv) tt! > an for rr > /V; d(a!) -+ co.
(v) Method of 2 (a), 5. Limit is - t(q+ br.
(vi) Use 2 (4, r,
(Iu, ,t
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2 (.,
By methodsof $8,limitsare
l, 4.
2. l.
3, Thesmallerroot.
4, 2.
5. 3, but s. is undefrned
if,r. = f.
6.2.
7.
I = r(l + l2l), if,*,-l'= u"-1,
u"*,-l = (u"-l)l@"t+ l) < (u"-l)121, 412> 30.
a, t,2,3.
9.

a" ) an+t ) bn+r > 6n

Also

and

an+r- bn+t < ,@"-

b").

analbor, = snb..

2Ul
l. l/zt < l/(z- l)a givcs

Hl

'1'7

I
t N
'

Hcnce N = 10',
For t (0.99)",we have from (0 99)x < l0-.(l -0.99), N > 1376.
The serond seriesconvergesmore rapidly than the first.
= 0 to sum 0.
2. First is c.p. convergentfor r > 0 to sum l*r;alsoforr
For thir4 if
,,
so =) zr.r,
s"(l -r) = l(l-tn)l<l-r)l-nrr.
3. Lessthan 3 by about 5.4x 10-11.

1
l
r
,>'
I
= rl
n@+l) (,t+2) 1\tt(n+D-6+Doi+rJ '
2 (s)
l. General. lf A, B are statements,the notation A + B me ns'lf A,
thcn B'. We say also that (i),4 implies 4 or (ii) I is a sufficientcondition
for 4 or (iii) I is a necessary
condition for,l.
The double-headedanow Ao B means that ,4 and , are logically
equivalentto each other, in other words: (i) lf and only if ,4, then 8;
(ii) ,4 is a necessaryand sufficientcondition for 8.
In the text we shall nearly always write words insteadof thc symbols
In the particular examplesin l, the conditions are (i) N and S, (ii) N
not S, (iii) N only ifp + 0, not ,t
2. (i) iV, not.9, (ii) E, not ,(iii)NandS.
3. (i) a.-+i; (ii) c.r.; (iii),r, (, odd, n even); (iv) llnl < U2-r.

s. cf.2(f),s.
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6. For r" < Jn+r, s€e2 (d),6. To provc

(r-;). (r-fr)
/

t a k ea 1 = 4 r = . . . =

l\n

,/

|

\tr+r

4e = l-0/r),4n+r = I anduse
c.M. of (ar, .,., a,+J < l.v.
,n-rn = {l -(l -z-")"}/(1-tt")".

To prove numerator -+ 0, use (l - rr)n > 1-nli.
7. .r" = (- l)",. r" = (- l)" or (- l)"+1.
E. 6(rr- l)/9(n- 1)r (z+ l).
10. If r" -+ l, , satisnes,+(l/r) = 2,4. If roots of this are real, A > l. lf
c is the larger root, r"-c : (r"a-c)!r"-rc, and induction.
11. A sequenc€os€illating more slowly as n gets larger, like
s" = 2+sir- (, n.
If rn*t/s" -+ -|,

then .r" + 0.

12, Last part, u7 < @+t u7 < (l +Dai.
13. (i) True. (ii) False; we can say only r > t. Illustration of r = t
given by -rn = s"=lln.
(iii) Falsity shown by r"=nr (r evcn),
s" = (r- l)r (z odd); then s" '+ co.
r" = (rr+s!+..,+d/2.

14. Write
Given e,

s-€ < sn < J+€

for

r > m,

Sum from m+l to n
(z-ra) (.r-e) < ,ran-mt^ < (r-m) (r+er.
Divide by n and rearrange
I.m\.,mI.m\..m
--,
rd < r' <
\r-;/(r-€r+;
\t

($+er+; ri.

Kceping n fixed, we can choose aosuch that the first expression is greater
than J-2€ and the last l€ssthan J+2€.
so
s-;l' < t. < J+2€ for r > ,ro,
15. Sum of, terms is

I -x"
nxn
1t-xy-1-"'

3 (r)
4. It is assumed(aDticipatingchapter O that the sine is continuous. lf
x + 0, sin (l/x) is continuous by theorem 3.5, and /(.r) is the product of
two continuous fuDctions. Continuity at x = 0 follows from the definition ;
l/(x)l < e if lxl <e.
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5, If ,t - l, there is only one value of r.
lf k + I, f(x) = k eives
(l - k)x'9- (6-9k)x + 5 - l8k = 0.
This givesreal r if (6-9k)r > 4(l-&) (5-18&), i.e. if 9k -t6k+16 > 0
which is true for all &.
8. (i) x- I is a common factor.
9. (i) Multiply numerator and deDominarorby J(l +r)+y'(l -.r).
(iii) Case p < c. lf q-p is even, limit + co or - co according as
aolbo> or < 0. If 4-? is odd, considerx + 0+ and r + 0- separately,
10.(i) Wewant
1t\
t
o r\t

\ P + " r + V ) ( 1++F: ,

to be as close as possibleto llx for large r. Equate coemcientsof l/xr
for& = 0,1,2.p = 9,q = I,r -_ _1.
(ii) As in (i), squaringto get rid of J. Or, anticipatilg 95.8,expand
{l + (4/x)F}.
3 (c)
1. (i) Continuousifx is irrational.
(ii) Discontinuousfor x = nn (n 4 O).
(iii) Discontinuousfor ll@- a) = ntr.
2, f(x) = I -tfor0
< x < l,/(0) = 0,/(l) = I org(x) = .r(rrational),
c(r) = 1-x (x irrational).
4. g(r) of 2 is continuousfor .r = 1 only,
5. l0-r.

6. (r),r(0) = 0, (iii) /(0) = c.

7.

I6+d)-/(r)

< tr{/(.r+ 2d)-/(x)}...

where4<x cb,a<

I
+ 2 6) -f(x)}.
2 {.^x
x + 2 8 < b . L , e dt + 0 a n dz - +c o .

8,

Iro-xr-rl

<

i(*"-",-J
1

is (absolutely)
oonvergent,
i.e.x" -+g.

= l"/(0-.r(0)l< al(l
16-,r(o)l

gives

r.
2.
3.
6.
7.

{ a"-11x.- xnl.

-eE < 6-l(0) < dE,etc.

4 (a)
(i)y:4(x-2),y = -4(x+2). (ii)r = -+.
y-2= -Ix,y-2 = '(x+4).
y = 3x.
s. y = lr- ll+ lx+ 11.
(i) (a) and (6) x = integer, (ii) (6)r = l.
(i) Touchat (0,0),arctan l8 at (t,3).
(ii) li at both points.
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4 (b,
9. Writep(r) = (x - a)i (x - b\t' q(r), where a and 6 are cons€cutiveroots
of p(.r) = 0. Prove that, if p'(.r) = (x - d^a G - b)n-r r(x), then r(a) and
r(6) have opposite signs.
10. If r+ o,f'(x\ = 2x sin (Ux)-cos (l/x), by the rules of$2.
Ifr = 0, !r(r) -/(0))/ h = hsin(llh) -+O, siving/'(0) = 0.
Examples like this arc repestedly us€d to settle some of the I€ss €asy
questions which occur in differentiation. This one gives the answer yer to
the questioq (in geometrical language!-can a curve have a taogent at
every point and yet the direction of the tangentnot vary continuously?
12. DiFcrentiate four times, using 1l and rejecting vanishing determinants.
4 (c)
1, 2,5. Put into partial fractions,
4. sin 3x sin 5.r = Xcos 2r-cos 8x), and use 3,
6. The only way of doing this systematically is to use complex partial
fractions
a
I
I \
= rl
.
li \j=-;a- lllal
oza *t
The zth derivative is
(--Zt
-l)'a! I
I
I
I

k;=Fri-G-+ia)+i'

If r = ,v/(t'+ ar) and cos A = xh, sin 0 = 4//, the! de Moivro's
theorem (l (e), 5) giYes
(x+ ia)'*' = /"+r {cos(n+ 1) d+i sin (a+ l)d},
etc. The result finally takes the real form
(- 1)' n ! /{"+D sin (a+ l)d,
whero r, A have the assignedvalu€s.
4 (d)
2. Method of 4 (r), 9.
5. At most one real root ofp(r) = 0 lies betwe€ntwo consecutiveroots of

P'(x) = o.

ln the example, if z is odd, p(x) = -(l +xi)/(l +r) < 0 for all .r.
p(x) decreasesas x increasesfrom large - to large + values. p(x) = 0
for one x.
> 0.
If z is even, p'(r) < 0 if * < I, p'(x) > 0 if x > I andll)
6. Us€ first part ofs.
4 (c)
2. Limit *.
3. We may take / = 0 (and apply the special cas€to /(r)-rr).
Given e, choose X to make lf'(x'11 < e for x > X.

f(x)-f(x)

= (x- x) !'(c).
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Divide by x. Choosexr to make l/(x)l < e&. Thcn
-2e<f(x)lx<2e
iI x> Xr,
4- The discontinuous /'(x) in 4 (r), 10 shows that ther€ is a fals€ step in
the argument.
4 (ft
=
(i)
(nln) (t)^-"; (ii) *tr',
1. Put x
tr+1,, or uso04.9.
2. a+ b.
3at|
t(2- l3l t
3at \
^
y-|+t"=
5.
i=tl
t"-I+r.,.
If this meetsthe curvein point with parameterr, the product ofthe roots
of thecubicinzis -1, andso a = r,t or -lltz. As t->-1, tangent
approachesthe asymptotex+y+q = O.
5. (i) Maxima wherc x2-2x-l

= 0, minimum at x = l. (ii) None.

6. Greatest313 for x = +r; least0
8. /y/dx must not changesigq, rr < 34c.
9, .y = & touches the cwe y = p(x)lq@).
10. Hemisphere.
11. Diyide lioe of ceatresin the ratio 43/!to rsir.
12. Volume is geatest when P, C, R are mid-points of BC, CA, AB.
13.0<&<L
16, 17. Induction.

18. n = 0 and Leibniz.

19. 1 xy-a < x1 < c,f'(xr) > O.
20-22. Use$4.9.
21. (i) -1;(ii)tr.

22. ,n(n+ l).
=
=
a,f'(b)
U. I*t f'(a)
/and supposec <l < P.Wlite
s(x) = f(x)_t(x_a).
g has a minimum fol some c betweena and ,, and g'(c) = 0,
5 (4)
l. C,C,Cforx < l, Cforx <4,Cforx<2,
5. b"lan -> @, a"+1|b"-+O,
6. lf u" = ,r-h, then 4u^ -+ I and u^nlun -+ 1,
8, (i) Z; (ii) F; (iii) F Ge€3).

5 (r)
2. k>1,k>o.
3. (i) None;(ii) -1.
a, O fu"| + +, thereforeD; (ii) abs.C; (iii) C by rheorem5.22.
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5. a=b,C. a+b,D.
6, Sumsof 5 and 6 termsare f$ and f$,
7, (i) Thehypothesisin theorem5,22that 4od€creas€s
is omitted.To prov€
the statemeDtfalse,coDsider
q. = llttt+(-1)ln'
(ii) llr"l < ,{ le"l. Hencct lr,"l conv€rg€s.
3 (c)

r. tu2uDz.

2. lzl < ll - zl.
3. (i) Theorem 5.22to re and im parts. (ii) lr"l = 21. r-'-+ co. (iii) |l" is
lln or iln accordiag as z is even or odd.

5(A
r. (i) 1,(iD all z, (iii) 1, (iv) Q (v) 2, (vi) 1,(vii) 1,(viii) *.
2. a<l,Callz.
5. X> 1,R=1.
6, Uso theoreorl.l0 (sum).
7. lf r> 4 radiusof convergenco
is r. Ur=r,
illustrations).

=
E.(r-dLt
I ,t

any trumber> r Givc

,,":.".,-z^*',
r|t
"-^2'
1 (n+l)

For lzl = I, this tendsto a finitc limit,
9. X = *, If lzl = j!, modulusof nth term > 1, and so seriesdivergsson
thc circle.
5 (c)
(i)
(r,
l.
C; Qi) C if c < max c)i (iii) C if & > *; (ivJC ll k > 0; (v) D;
(vi) C.
^'' l l 2
=
a-l- o*l
ar=i'
3 . ( n - m ) u ,< i

,n+l

*.3

''+l

u . . + O a s m - + @ .P o tm = * n ( i f r r e v e no) r

t(r + l) (if ,t odd).
4. Of tarms v,/ith m-digit d€nominators, the number remaining is 8 x 9.-1.
Sum is lese than
A g 9t
{F_r
\

= 80.
8(i+m+lo,+...+fu:i+...,

5. Thcorem5.7.
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6 (a)
l. II e = |fu, 111s11

-i.!\ =,"ri 1.l.
^(t
\m o nll
m'
mit nl

and so an integeris lessthan 1/m. Contradiction.
2. Included in 3.
3. The argumentof 2(9),6, showsthat, if r > x > e

(r*1".""n"<(r-:)-".
(The inequalitiesfor x < 0 will then follow by putting r = -/.)
Now we Drovcthat
I r --;/
1 1 - " +-/" ' '+ u.
\'I
\'I
|

^n

lt

vh-n

= (r+1J
L.H,s.
t(t-;)

- rj

//
< e x r x { ( r,rr\-r
_ 1_J.ll = f.'rf icxDx
(by use of easyinequality
ll - (b/,|)l-" < (l-61-t
4, fi6)

when 0<6<

l).
< 0 for x > 0, and so/n decreases
from l- k to - k.
-r+l--r
h+,G)= I"U)+ttrfr. gives/"*(x")> 0.

5. 9120.
7. exp (r/x).

6, Descending
orderasgiven.
6 (D)

t ' A si ' - r o '

i-t

exD(rlosx)-l

n=:--__i-*toe,.
2. The derivativessatisfy'
1-x<(l+x)-r<1-x+x2.
3. yf'(xy) = /'(.r) and xf'(xy) = /'(y).
t. tt x = (y-DlQ+ l), L.H.s.= los (t +x)-loc (l -x).
5. (i) a,0; (ii) log,(alb)llog (cld). For x.> co, several cases, e.g. if
max (a, b, c, d) is a,limit is co.
6 (c)
l. Take four terms of seriesfor cos .r when x = * and three terms when

x=t.

2. From theorem6.81, sin.n > 0 for 0 < r < 1z and from 6.82(l),
t2-?
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s i n r > O f o r t n < x < z . F r o m 6 . 8 2( 2 ) , s i n x < 0 f o r r < x < 2 n .
So sin (x+c) = sin .r cannot be true for all .r if c < 2z'
4. (logcosay)/l-+ -rd" (e.C.by $4.9). Puty= r/a
6 (d)
1. cosh (a + r/) sinh (r + 1) P cosech/.
2. Method of $2.8.
3, Real and imaginary pa(s of geometric serieslr" exp (rnd).
4. Analogous formulae valid for lrl < e-0 if 0 > O.
5. Induction.
6. (i) Use cos 3r. (ii) r+*ri+*rl.
= 2. Leibniz gives
(iii) (l-x')y'-xy'
(l - xt) r{n+tt- (2n + l) xln+r't - n2lnt = O.
Putting r = 0, we obtain Maclaurin coefficients,
(iv) Method of (iii). Generalterm is
(-l)" m(m'-12) (m'-3', ..,ln'-(2t-l)1x!i+r/(22+

1)!

(v) exp (l +2,)x - >(l +2i) x"lnl
D e f i n e d b y c o s d= l l " l 5 , s i n a = 2 1 1 5 .
R€al part is ,5li cos n?(x"ln!).
(vi) 1-lx'+}.ll.
7 (s)
2. Take E to be left-hand end-point of 6,,

1*.- *-,,
2{rrr, =,t @q*,1*
= 4.+r(4- 1) tq{'-Dt&+l)
= ar+\q - l) (qntt+rt- lj l(fr - 1)
- lr.
= (b.+r - 4!+1) (4 - l)l(f,
{s a + oo,4 -+ I and (qr+r- 1)/(4-1) + &+1.
5. Civen €, tbere is, by definition of .I, a dissection 90 for which
J<.t(90)<J+e.
I-et 9o li^avep points of division inside (a, ,). tJt I & a\y diss€ction,
with norm 6*, and 4r the diss€ction formed by all points of division of
9o arld 9.
'1.21)
Then (theorem
S(9) <,s(gJ. Also, since 91 is formed from 9
points
by, extra
of division,
s(e)-S(eJ
Hence

< p(M-m)8'.

S(9) < J+e+p(M-m)8'.

$3. < el(M-m)p, then J < S(9) < J+ 26.
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7 (b)
Most of the exercisesin this and the next set depcnd directly on the
mcthodsof $S7,7aod 7,6.
3, In (0, +lr),

sio2a-r x > sinr' r > sintd+r r,
I,^-t ) Ir^ > -L.+r (in fact, >).
Divide by I1.*1 and us€ (2rr+ l) ,rnrr = 2m lz^-r.

giving

6.

7 (c)
2^rc tan {(l +r) tan lrl(l -r)}+,
-2arc tan {(r+ l) tan ltl(r - l)} +t

L i m i t sr + r ( r < l ) , - z * d ( r >

(r<l),
(r> l).

l). 1= Swhenr= l,

7 (d)
2, First sum lies between
r2n )e
[2n dx
:
I --:: and |
Jn x
ttu+r x
sqd se + log 2. Secondsum -+ 0 by theorem5.22.
H

and E follow from theorem7.11.

7, The idea of theorem 7.ll used aod applied to an increa$ngf.
9. (i) By $6.6,ifd > 0, (log z)a/r/ + 0. Ift < l, choosed = tr(l -?), say.
E(l/n,+,) diverges.Thereforeso docs
t4o
_
np+, (logn)q.
Similarly, convergence ifp > 1. Ifp = l, we have 6.
(ii) (log log z)t < log n if z > no. Divergent fot aU ?.

7 <e,
6. (a) Since y' < 0, tbe curve / = log t is concrve to O-r.
(i) First inequality€xpresses
that the area uDderthe curve / = log r
betweenx = r-*, x = r+l is less than area of trapezium formed by
y - O,x = r-1, x = r*l and tangentat x = t

7U')
1. (i) d2, from theorem7.62. (ii) l.

2.

lu

Il

sU\ = (x-l) l Io U(A dE+x IIt G-Dl@dE.

Using theorem7.62

tr
f, - ^.^
e'Q)= I u €f@de+J,G-rt I@ d€,.
8(0)=8(l)=0.
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s.tDf;s;
(ii)rogl(a)=

I {t* (t-)....+r"e (r*)}
ltorcu{t+x)dx.

6. Mcthodof 5.
7. Integrateby parts. lnduction, For last part,
I.(rtt, < I
l-l

(J-x), dx < 2 aDd 6'"+rlnl->O

qs '| .+ co,giving an integgr€qualto I fraction,
E(o)

1. No, !o, y€s,

1. (i)Y€s. (D lfe > l.

8(r)

2. Yes,yes,no.
3. (Cf. 3 (c), 4.) If /(-r) = A for .r irrational and xi for .r rational,
f'(x) = Oat x = o and/is discontinuousfor all other x. To constructan
analogousfunction g(r, /) of two variables, de6ne g(.r,f) =/(r) if
*r+yt = 4 1'.ur1u* of rwolution),
t (c)
4"u"+0.a. = o,
6"u'+i.tt' = O
havesolutioB othcr rhan (O 0) for Cr, C.
(ii) Multiplication of determiosnts.
2. u = f(x)+fbt), o = (x+y)l(r-xy).
A = |ar sin8sin C/sin,4.
3.
1. (i)

,tA

,r^a

;I t a = :=+cot

+@t C 6c-ctr,tA tA
"'
and
tA+EB+tC = O.
4. Method of 3, AAis gr€atrstwhcn
8e> Q,8b> g Ec> 0 (acute-angled),
8a < O,8b > Q dc > 0 (obtuseat ,{).
or
=
5. /
/(.r)+j'(u), wher€, g ar€ arbitary (difr€r€ntiablc)functions.
6 (also7, 9). TransfomEtionas in S8.6.
rl = x+^l(f+tD, s = Au+8.
E. As in $E.6.
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8 (d)
l Put -cos (8+C) for cos l. Necesary condition for turning value is
.8= C. Maximum of -cos 2r+ 23ltcos I given by I = +2.
2. (i) Maxima at (t '4, + +ll).
(ii) f" = f" = 0 at (0, 0) This is not a maximum or minimum
because,near (O,O), f < 0 between the parabolas y2 = x, 2f = x ard,
> 0 elsewhere.
3. (0,0).
5. Mcthod of 6.
6. dx, 8y, dz, 6l? satisfy (approximaiely)

f" 6x+f' 3r+f,6z+f" 3w= O
and similarly for g.
Puf 6/ = 0, solve for dz/r.r and let 0r + 0.
zN-w"
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abolute convergence,91, 95
aggtegate, 4
d'Alembert's test, 88
algebra,2
altemating series,9l
analysis,2
approxihatioo: by pobnomials, ?8;
to integrals, 145
approximativegunrs,upper and lower,
120
area,l19
axiom, ll, 18

6eld, l0
6oite, 4
fuDction,2, 47
Causs, 8
geomet o series,39
geometry,2
gFph, 26, 36, 50
homogeneousfunction, 160
hyperbolic function, I 17

implicit functions, 166
Increasrng,
Jl, /J
indeterminateforms, 82
induction, 5
inequality, 17
Cauchy: inequality, 17; mean value infimum, 16
theorem, 76; remainder in Taylor's infinite, 4; series,38
theorem, 82; test fot coovergence, infinity, 27
88
integer,4
circle of convergence,97
integal: 119;infinite,l.l8
class,4
integration: by parts, 130; by substiclosed, 13
tution, 130; by reduction formulae,
comparison priociple, 88
133
complete, 12
interval, 13
complex,18
invelse function, 62, 69
conditional convergencc,92
irrational, 7; indices, 108
conjugate, 20
continuous,5l, lJj
Jacobian, 16l
convergent,38
codespoodence, 4E
Lagraoge's remainder io Taylor's
cut, 8
theorem, Sl
Landau,4
Darboux, 87, 125
leap, 60
Dedekind,8
Leibniz's theorem,73
dense,6
limit, t,25, 49
derivativo, 65
logarithmic: function, ll0; series,tll
discontinuous,53
diverg€nt,39
Maclaurin: Maclaurin's tbeorem, 79
-Cauchy jnte$al theorem, l4l
differentiable,65, t56
dissection,
119;norm, I 19
magnitude,orde. of, 107
domaiD,151
mapping, 47
maximum, 77, 80, 164
e, 33, 108
meaDvalue theorem,75
empty set, 4
minimum, 7?, 80, 164
Eule!: Euler's constant, 142; theorem modulus, l9
on homogeneousfunctions, 160
de Moivre, l9
exponentialfunction, 105
monotonic, 3l
binomial series,102
bisectionmethod, 59
bound, bounded, 13, 53, 57
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rccessarycondition, il4
neighbourhood,52
Newton'smethodofapproximrtion, 86
numbgr,2
.
open, 13
order, 5
oscillat , 28

46

r, ll4, 136: irratiomlity of, 150
partial differedtiation,153
phas€,19
po$€r s€rie€,96
principal value, 19
proportional p4rt3, 86
PythagoBr, 7

Taylor's serios,101
Taylor's theorenl 79: with intcgral
remaioder, 130; for two variables,
163
TbuNton, 4
tarsformatio!, 47
trigolomctric functions, 112:itrverse,
116
trigonometry,3
turoirg valuc, 77

quateraion,2l
radius of convcrgcnoc,97
ratiolal, 5
real number, 10
rgarrangementof seri€s,93
recurr€ncerclation, 34
repeatedlimit!, 105
Rolle's theorgE, 73

Schwarz'sinequality, 128
sequenc!,23
8€t,4
Simpsoo'srule, 146
StirliDg'sformula, 148
sufrcientcotrditior, /|4
rupremum,15

uniform contitruity, 60
Wallis's product for z, 134
Youog's oean valuetheorem,80

